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The popularity and power of Electronic Word of Mouth (e-WOM) has raised the 
attention of academia and businesses in the past decade. A plethora of relevant 
literature investigated the motives of the sender to engage in e-WOM, besides the 
actual content of the message, leaving unanswerable questions concerning the 
receiver’s perception of the message and the interpersonal similarities with the sender. 
This study aimed at filling this gap by assessing the potential impact of e-WOM cues 
on the receiver experimentally by consulting i) social comparison theory, and ii) social 
judgement theory. Two experiments were designed and conducted incorporating a 
mixed method research to address gender and cultural similarities between the sender 
and receiver within the concept of eateries in the UAE. The generated results unveiled 
that the sender credibility of e-WOM is influenced by the relationship between the 
sender and the receiver. The research implications for the researchers in the domain 
added theoretically further knowledge of e-WOM that influences from a receiver 
perspective. Professionally, it could enhance managerial knowledge of cross-cultural 
effects on consumer choices and purchase intentions to direct future marketing 
strategies. This research also adds to the welfare of both senders and receivers of e-
WOM regarding understanding motives for sending and receiving e-WOM. 
Keywords: WOM, e-WOM, Egocentric, Social Comparison Theory, Social 










Title and Abstract (in Arabic) 
رة لُمرِسلي التقییمات والتعبیر اإللكتروني على  تأثیرات خصائص المصدر الُمتصوَّ
باستخدام نظریة الُمقارنة الشخصیة  اإلنترنت على نوایا شراء الُمستھلكین وسلوكیاتھم
 دراسة تجریبیة في دولة اإلمارات العربیة المتحدة :ونظریة الُحكم الشخصي
 الملخص
األوساط األكادیمیة والشركات  اھتمام  (e-WOM) اإللكترونيد أثارت شعبیة وقوة التعبیر لق
في السنوات العشر األخیرة. وقد بحثت األدبیات المكثفة في دوافع المرِسل للمشاركة في قوة 
التعبیر اإللكتروني والمحتوى الفعلي للرسالة، وترك األسئلة التي لم یتم حلھا حول إدراك المتلقي 
ھذه  لسدھذا البحث  یھدفص المرِسل. للرسالة وأوجھ التشابھ بین األشخاص المتلقیة مع الشخ
الفجوة من خالل تقییم تجریبي لتأثیر إشارات قوة التعبیر اإللكتروني على الشخص المتلقي 
تم تصمیم كٍل من التجارب المعملیة والمیدانیة وإجراؤھا في  باستخدام نظریة الحكم االجتماعي.
بین الُمرِسل  النوعأوجھ التشابھ الثقافي وبحث قائم على أسالیب ُمختلَطة لمعالجة أوجھ التشابھ و
نتائج ھذا البحث أثبتت بأن مصداقیة قوة  .من منظور ارتیاد المطاعم في دولة اإلمارات والمتلقّي
االستخدام المحتمل للدراسة، نظریًا،  قد تتأثر بالعالقة بین المرِسل والمتلقي. التعبیر اإللكتروني
ات قوة التعبیر اإللكتروني من منظور المتلقي؛ مھنیًا، سیعمل سیضیف ھذا البحث إلى معرفة تأثیر
على تعزیز المعرفة اإلداریة بالتأثیرات الثقافیة المتعددة على خیارات المستھلك ونوایا الشراء 
لتوجیھ استراتیجیات التسویق المستقبلیة. سیضیف ھذا البحث أیًضا إلى رفاھیة كل من مرسلي 
 .تروني في فھم الدوافع إلرسال وتلقي قوة التعبیر اإللكترونيومتلقي قوة التعبیر اإللك
األنانیّة، نظریة المقارنة االجتماعیة، نظریة  قوة التعبیر اإللكتروني، :لرئیسیة البحث مفاھیم 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Review of the “Shed at Dulwich” 
How far would you trust online customer reviews when choosing a restaurant to eat? 
It’s interesting that although online reviews or any content can be easily faked, yet, 
customers tend to trust it a lot in today’s increasingly popular virtual world. This 
review tackles how one trick uncovered insights about how far people use online 
reviews when making a buying decision.  
In December 2017, Oobah Butler, an online writer at VICE magazine, revealed how 
he managed to trick TripAdvisor Inc. Butler set a challenge to create a fake restaurant 
out of his home and become number one on the TripAdvisor site. Using his previous 
experience in writing fake reviews for restaurants (at a nominal fee), Butler purchased 
a burner cell phone to create an online presence and listed “The Shed at Dulwich” as 
a “moods” food concept on TripAdvisor. He created high-quality pictures of semi-fake 
meals made of inedible ingredients, such as paint, tea candles and his foot acting as a 
piece of meat! In addition, Butler continued his deceit by making the restaurant a “by 
appointment only” venue and the location was not revealed. 
The buzz about the restaurant began and “The Shed at Dulwich” ratings climbed. The 
phone began to ring and Butler declined all visitors citing full booking as an excuse. 
Consequently, after entering at number 18,149, the TripAdvisor grading of London 
restaurants as the “Shed at Dulwich” reached the number one spot after seven months 
of the start of Butler’s challenge. Such target was based only on fake reviews posted 
on a website and a refusal to allow customers to visit the restaurant. Butler 
videotaped himself in his shed while being joyously happy and in disbelief when he 
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saw the ranking on TripAdvisor. Once it reached the number one rank, Butler revealed 
his trick to TripAdvisor. The company was annoyed, but made light of the implication 
of Butler’s scam. Eventually, Butler decided to open “The Shed at Dulwich” for one 
night, serving instant soup and ready-made meals to a few unsuspecting visitors for 
free. The interesting part was that the guests said they would come back as they 
enjoyed the new concept.  
Butler’s successful challenge revealed that people tend to trust online reviews and it 
affects their buying decision positively. It showed how online reviews can be faked to 
impact others views and opinions (Butler, 2017). Establishing whether an online 
source is real a difficult task since reviews are frequently posted anonymously (Reimer 
& Benkenstein, 2018). The online review is one type of e-WOM consumer post online 
for other users seeking information about products and services to influence their 
purchase decisions (Hernández-Ortega, 2018). That act of consumers sharing 
information with other consumers about different products and services is called a 
word of mouth (WOM). WOM is considered extremely important within the marketing 
field because it is far more credible and influential in terms of persuasion and attitude 
changes compared to other marketing tools, such as advertising, personal selling and 
marketing campaigns (Day, 1971).  
In their study, Johnson, Potocki and Veldhuis (2019) found that “social posts” were 
seen more positively than “sponsored posts” and influence receivers’ purchase 
intentions. In fact, consumers have frequently relied on product and service reviews 
more than on vendors’ advertisements for decision-making and purchase intentions, 
because it is coming from other consumers who have no monetary interest from 
information sharing (Filieri, 2015).  
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Consumers, those using social media channels, perceive the commentary issued by 
equals to be more honest and objective compared to commentary issued by firms 
(Ladhari & Michaud, 2015) and objectivity is critical when seeking product or service 
information. Yogesh and Yesha (2014) conducted surveyed a sample of 134 online 
purchasers to assess the potential impact of using various social media platforms on 
the process of making decision regarding their online purchase; their survey revealed 
that 75% of the respondents relied on social media for getting adequate information 
regarding their purchase, whereas 94.78% used the Internet in searching for further 
information regarding purchase of different items. 
Bughin, Doogan and Vetvik (2010, p.2) claimed, “Word of mouth is the primary factor 
behind 20 to 50% of all purchasing decisions.” McLuhan (1994, p.22) categorised 
communication carriers basically into hot media (e.g., radio and movies), which extend 
signal sense with much information content “high definition”. The other category is 
cool ones (e.g., Telephone and Television) that provide less amount of 
information. However, the rapid developments in the ICT-based applications has 
paved the way to emergence of new forms of online information dissemination, such 
as social media, dedicated review websites, along with expansion of blogosphere 
(Ducate & Lomicka, 2008), which have facilitated a proliferation of plethora amount 
of WOM sent and received electronically (e-WOM).  
As a result, positive e-WOM has become an essential part of the marketing mix, but it 
still needs further investigation, particularly in non-Western markets. Millennials in 
specific are heavily influenced by their peers, as well as social media influencers, 
especially when it comes to purchasing a product or service. Thus, the ease of access 
to mobile applications, have shifted their focus away from using classic media such as 
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televisions and printed newspaper to social media through their smartphones, where 
they can search and interact with others. As a result, businesses have started marketing 
on social media platforms to appeal to the younger generation (Cooley & Parks-Yancy, 
2019).    
Social media are defined as “Internet-based applications that build on the ideological 
and technological foundations of Web 2.0 and allow the creation and exchange of user- 
generated content.” (Maier, Eckert, & Clarkson, 2005, p. 61). Social media also 
defined as “a group of Internet-based applications allow the creation and exchange of 
user-generated content through all web channels to provide the end-users with various 
ways and options to connect and communicate." (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). The 
social media moved the Internet surfers from a “business-to-consumer” forum to a 
“consumer-to-consumer” platform for information sharing (Zhang, Ye, Law, & Li, 
2010). It also powers users to initiate and exchange e-WOM through different channels 
(Daugherty & Hoffman, 2014). One important modification was that the introduction 
of an online platform for consumers to interacting with each other and share 
information (Chu & Kim, 2011; Erkan & Evans, 2016). These channels facilitate 
views and information sharing and, in some cases, act as a driver for information that 
support decision on buying product or service (Ladhari & Michaud, 2015).  
Types of social media include: i) “Blogs” and those are considered the initial form of 
social media for an individual’s website, ii) “Content communities” allowing media 
material exchange between users like YouTube, iii) “Social Network Sites SNS” like 
Facebook enabling users to post own profile and exchange media material with those 
who they have access to their profiles, iv) “Virtual game worlds”, permitting users to 
create a personalized graphical image of a person in a 3-dimensional setting and 
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network with other created users as if they are playing in real life like EverQuest by 
Sony, and v) “Virtual social worlds” that is equivalent to virtual game worlds, where 
users can personalize graphical image of a person and interact with others called 
“residents” on a day to day matters with no restrictions on their appearance approach 
like Second Life application (Maier et al., 2005). Online shopping by the Internet view 
forums grew rapidly in the last few years, Amazon net revenue for example jumped 
from $89 billion in 2014 to US$233 billion in 2018 (Amazon.com, 2019). 
As an example of the proliferation of e-WOM, TripAdvisor, the largest source for 
online booking of tours, hotels and restaurants, found in 2000 by Stephan Kaufer, 
covers 7.3 million destinations and attractions, this results in 350 million unique 
monthly visitors sharing 570 million reviews (Tripadvisor.com, 2019). Regarding 
other social media platforms, such as Facebook (with 2.23 billion monthly active users 
i.e. who had logged into Facebook account within the last 30 days), Instagram (with 1 
billion users sharing more that 60 million visual e-WOM daily) and Twitter (with 320 
Million users and 1 Billion monthly unique visitors and 500 million tweets per day), 
and Pinterest (with 250 million active users and more than 14 million pinning daily), 
it is clear that the sheer volume of electronic content being generated is huge. Although 
only a portion of social media content could be considered e-WOM, the effect is still 
considerable within the marketing mix.  
Customer relationship management is occurring online by hotels now through 
responding to negative online reviews to save reputation and increase customer 
satisfaction, and equally responding to positive online reviews to show commitment 
to good service efforts for them to influence purchase intentions and hence financial 
performance (De Pelsmacker, Van Tilburg, & Holthof, 2018). In 1995, Amazon 
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surveyed their potential consumers about their opinions regarding purchasing books 
online. The founder Jeffrey Bezos allowed consumers to read and review book 
contents online before deciding on the purchase it was a foreign concept to consumers, 
who perceived it as hectic and disastrous. In today’s market, online reviews have 
become a vital element in our shopping experiences.  
De Maeyer (2012) reported that consumers are often relied on WOM information 
obtained from acquaintances regarding quality of a product. On the other hand, the 
advent of the Internet has facilitated emergence of e-shopping and online orders to 
grow exponentially. Accordingly, the e-shopping users regularly are consulting online 
consumer reviews website or goods rating prior to making decision on the purchase or 
visiting a restaurant, such as Yelp and TripAdvisor. Therefore, the e-shopping website 
that does not provide a platform for reviews is considered primitive. Thus, misleading 
customers deliberately through fake marketing information might lead to defame the 
reputation of products or services of a firm (Zhang & Luo, 2018).  
Fake reviews are common within the review forums, where reviewers get 
paid evidenced by the case of Oobah Butler in 2017. However, Promo Salento was the 
first fake reviewer that got jailed for nine months, paying US$9,300 in 2018 for selling 
Fake-Reviews on TripAdvisor in Italy. Many fraudulent online reviews, as a form of 
e-WOM, appear on selling sites or various social medial platforms, where sellers look 
for review forums; an example of Amazon Review Club, which is competitive. In 
addition, the Chief Strategy Officer of FakeSpot and the site review-auditor Ming Ooi 
stated that “the issue with fake or unreliable reviews has not subsided at all, but is 
likely worsening to increase distrust of consumers; particularly, in complex e-WOM 
markets-pace” (Pyle, Smith, & Chevtchouk, 2021).  
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While e-WOM is a relatively new area of research interest, the literature published 
about it has become extensive over the last 15 years. However, little research works 
have focused on the potential effects of e-WOM from the receiver’s side (Bansal & 
Voyer, 2000; Babić-Rosario, Sotgiu, De Valck, & Bijmolt, 2016), but rather, focusing 
on the senders’ side including who writes and why do they write and who do they write 
for. Unsurprisingly, social media is now the most popular research area in marketing 
journals (Schultz & Peltier, 2013).  
The relationship between consumer trust and outcome-related responses to e-WOM is 
well-established in business and retailing research. The basic fact of this thesis topical 
research is that, as with any other similar communication, every e-WOM transmission 
has two sides: The sender (the initiator, the writer or the reviewer of the message) and 
the receiver (the reader of the message). The effectiveness of e-WOM depends on 
many factors, including message quality, delivery and receiver-sender interpersonal 
relationship, which will be discussed in further detail. To determine the effectiveness 
of product and service review, receivers do not rate or treat data provided by senders 
equally, but depend on senders’ available information, including knowledge and status 
(Chan, Lam, Chow, Fong, & Law, 2017). Figure 1 shows two examples of positive e-





Figure 1: Two examples of actual positive e-WOM messages from Zomato.com 
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Traditional WOM comes from known sources in the interpersonal communication and 
hence, it is considered more reliable and trustworthy by consumers. This reliability 
and trust have a positive effect on consumer choices and purchase intentions. 
“Intention” expresses how eager is someone to try or how determined are they to try a 
behaviour (Ruiz-Equihua, Romero, & Casaló, 2019). As e-WOM is considered a 
powerful means, the lack of personal connection between the originator of the e-WOM 
and the receiver means that judgements about reliability and credibility are much more 
difficult because the sender of the message is unknown. Thus, when consumers 
perceive the sources to be knowledgeable, then they are inclined to trust the sources 
when making shopping decisions. 
Online shopping can carry purchase threats and product quality uncertainty, e-WOM 
can reduce this uncertainty if the message is credible, or a consumer might deem a 
source as credible if the review encompasses some positive characteristics (Hu, Chen, 
& Davidson, 2019). Credibility is a form of trust; particularly, when the receiver can 
neither feel or touch the product nor see the sender, which is necessary elements for 
trust to be established (Fan & Miao, 2012). In the end, the receiver can rely on his or 
her own judgement. Interestingly, sender-receiver similarity tends to enhance the 
perceived credibility of reviews (Chan et al., 2017).  
e-WOM is not only important for reviews of products and services; it is also vital for 
restaurant business, as dynamic social places in the United States (US) for example, 
eateries are economy drivers; however, other than eating out, they create an experience 
to attract consumers (Josiam & Henry, 2014; Park, 2004). Eateries require high levels 
of innovation to keep them competitive; attracting clients and gaining their loyalty is 
a challenge, particularly in the context of tight branding and marketing budgets. 
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Therefore, e-WOM is the most commonly used tool for advertisements, promotions, 
complaints and strategic marketing decisions.  
The UN World Urbanization Prospects (2011) indicated that the e-WOM is a 
foundational component in the lifestyles of the 85% of the urban population of the 
United Arab Emirates (UAE). The current population (citizens and expatriates) of 
UAE reached 9.2 million inhabitants and a unique set of demographics as 75% of 
population are between the ages of 15 and 54 years, where roughly 11.4% of them are 
the UAE nationals, and 88.6% are foreigners of Arab, Asians, and Western 
nationalities (UAE Stat, 2020). Furthermore, the Internet World Stats (IWS) reported 
that there are about 10.5 million Internet users in the UAE in March at the rate of 
105.5% penetration per IWS (IWS, 2021).  
1.2 Statement of the Research Problem 
Upon reading an online review, consumers formulate an own idea about who the 
person behind the review is interested to compare themselves to the writer. Thus, the 
Social Comparison Theory (SCT) has come to play a vita role in motivating the 
consumer to compare themselves with the writer so as to establish some relevant 
similarities. Based on these developed similarities, the consumers then aligning 
themselves with the writer to make agreed judgements, accordingly. This alignment is 
based on the Social Judgement Theory (SJT) regarding consumer behaviour. 
Accordingly, assessment of the potential impact of e-WOM cues on the receiver from 
the sender’s message in relation to the perception and judgement of gender, along with 
cultural similarities are due to the sender with reference to “Social Comparison 
Theory” and “Social Judgement Theory”. 
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1.3 Research Questions and Hypothesis 
People do not make their purchasing decisions in isolation; however, they might be 
affected by external aspects including “culture” that comprise the socio-cultural norms 
as values, customs and traditions that individuals learn and earn within their group, 
“subculture” that is a smaller group within the culture that share different values and 
norms than the main social group based on religion, ethnicity, age, and the like. Social 
class, which is the classified similarity of certain groups sharing lifestyle, interests and 
social level, “reference groups” when individuals get affected by the viewpoint of is a 
certain segment group and “situational determinants” based on the purpose of the 
purchase of a particular product and the actual usage of the same. Other than gender 
similarity, and for this research, nationality is highlighted as one aspect of cultural 
similarity and test if that affects purchase intention. Figure 2 shows levels of audience 
aggregation as proposed by Belch and Belch (2018).  
 
Figure 2: Shows levels of audience aggregation 
 (Belch & Belch, 2018)  
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Whether we like to shop alone or to be accompanied by friends, social media provides 
a close connection in terms of the others between users who perceive credibility based 
on how tight is their connection with the sender of e-WOM (Park, Shin, & Ju, 2016). 
As we are relating to how the receiver of the online review perceives the sender, we 
should look into the actual definition. The Oxford Dictionary defines perception as 
“An idea, a belief or an image you have because of how you see or understand 
something.” while the psychological definition is “A process that allows one to assign 
meaning and significance to external objects and events [.…] carries experiential 
connotations and tends to be identified with one’s phenomenological experience of the 
world” (Goodale & Milner, 1992). 
Perception is a psychological method for interpreting and understanding all matters, 
such representations play an essential role in psychologically interpreting and 
understanding of objects and their classifications (Goodale & Haffenden, 1998; Claire, 
1995). To understand the perception within Arabs, we should touch on the Arab culture 
and particularly in the UAE as a traditional Arab nation in the Middle East, the UAE 
is a great field to study gender behavioural changes and changes between generations. 
The swift move from old style fishing and farming society to a commercial, developed 
civilization. Back in the late fifties, people were not educated and both social and work 
activities were based on personal relationships between families. As enormous oil 
reserves were discovered in the UAE, the country witnessed major changes in 
socioeconomic development to lead parallel changes in values and behaviours within 
the local cultural context (Whiteoak, Crawford, & Mapstone, 2006).     
Recently, several Middle East countries, including UAE, entered the international 
markets and witnessed massive developments that lead to a huge inflow of western 
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expatriates working in the local marketplace with their revealed values and attitudes 
to share with UAE nationals (Ali, 1992). The UAE is regarded politically stable with 
low rates of crime, safe and liberal compared to the neighbourhoods (Crabtree, 
2007). Like other Arab countries, the UAE is seen as a culture of collectivism, where 
members of society give more weight to their groups, unlike the individualistic culture 
within the western societies, where members choose to focus on self and act 
individually (Whiteoak et al., 2006). 
Feingold (1994) mentioned the research work of Maccoby and Jacklin in 1974, which 
focused on the appreciable differences between genders behaviour that can be 
represented in biological, biosocial and/or sociocultural models. Furthermore, some 
research studies found that women are less assertive and more anxious than men, 
whereas Gender differences may vary between cultures, depending on the emphases 
of their roles within the culture (e.g., Costa, Terracciano, & McCrae, 2001; Hernández, 
Jiménez, & José Martín, 2011). The UAE as a case in hand, its tribal society was male-
dominated and a women’s role was to focus on her children and husband. However, 
the recent socio-economic development and cultural tolerance have given women 
opportunities to join the workforce (Abdalla, 1996), while they are still to a certain 
extent socialize within their gender groups. This gender effect affect their perception, 
which is important in marketing (Hernández et al., 2011).  
Research had shown that established similarity with the reviewer has a direct relation 
with online review credibility. Review credibility, defined as “the extent to which one 
perceives a review to be believable, true or factual” (Cheung, Luo, Sia, & Chen, 2009), 
while sender’s credibility refers to the receiver’s perception of sender’s level of 
expertise and knowledge of the subject. Expertise (knowledge and skills) and 
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trustworthiness (believability) are two key measures of credibility (Belch & Belch, 
2018). According to the respondents of Djafarova and Trofimenko (2018) study, 
Instagram bloggers and influencers had no impact on their purchase intentions, as they 
depended on other social media platforms and influencers when it came to shopping. 
The study also established such bloggers without credibility since they lack many 
characteristics, including gender similarity, charisma, and originality.  
Moreover, consumers are less likely to purchase a product or service if it has been 
advertised or sponsored by the company, as it may come off as a sham (Djafarova & 
Trofimenko, 2018). Based on the above-mentioned studies, the proposed research 
questions are:  
i)  RQ1: Does the perceived gender similarity of the sender affect how the 
receiver judges the credibility of e-WOM? 
ii)  RQ2: Does the perceived cultural similarity of the sender affect how the 
receiver judges the credibility of e-WOM? 
iii)  RQ3: Does this perceived credibility affect the receiver’s purchase intentions? 
The following hypotheses derived from the proposed research questions are: 
i)  H1: Gender similarity between the sender and the receiver of e-WOM leads to 
higher sender credibility.  
ii)  H2: Cultural similarity between the sender and the receiver of e-WOM leads 
to higher sender credibility.   
iii)  H3: Perceived sender credibility will positively affect purchase intention. 
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1.4 Summary of Chapter One  
Users receive various forms of e-WOM through the overwhelming media platforms. 
Due to this plethora of information provided through e-WOM, one cannot assume that 
the information provided will indeed affect receivers’ purchase intentions (Erkan & 
Evan, 2016). While competition is high online between restaurants, overthrowing 
online users with options. For instance, Zomato (a global review site operating in 24 
countries) has more than 1.4 million active restaurant and 70 million active monthly 
users (Zomato.com, 2020). Consumers read and sort within specific time before 
deciding on which be trusted to select (Daugherty & Hoffman, 2014).  
e-WOM adoption is affected by the personal involvement and risk-taking levels of the 
receiver (Cheung & Thadani, 2012). The effect of e-WOM on a receiver’s judgements 
of source credibility is the real indicator of e-WOM effectiveness on the receiver 
(Djafarova & Rushworth, 2017); particularly when access to information is easy and 
consumer participation online is growing. To understand the dynamics involved 
between the e-WOM sender and receiver, the overall focus of this research is on 
investigating the effect of available online cues on consumers’ judgement of credibility 
and, therefore, the overall effectiveness of consumer generated e-WOM on consumer 
preferences and choices in the context of the UAE restaurants.  
People tend to judge others in their daily lives and hold stereotypical or socially 
judgemental views; particularly, when they lack personal information. Thus, this thesis 
investigates this theoretical outline with two studies for examining the proposed 
hypothesis (gender and cultural similarities between the sender and the receiver of e-
WOM leads to higher sender credibility and perceived sender credibility will 
positively affect purchase intentions). Thus, the aim of this research project is to 
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experimentally assess the relative impacts of various online e-WOM sender cues on 
the effectiveness of e-WOM messages’ impact on the receiver. This is done by 
establishing perceived sender credibility in the context of review websites for 
restaurants, testing the effect this has on the purchase intentions of the receivers. The 
experiments were conducted in the UAE using social comparison theory and social 
judgement theory, details will be explained in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
Marshall McLuhan was the first to promote the “global village” concept, which means 
that the world is single sphere interrelated by automated nervous structure, has defined 
the message as “the change of scale or pace or pattern that it introduces into human 
affairs.” Trying to shed light on the importance of the channel or field that carry the 
message, referred to as the medium, McLuhan (1994) said "the medium is the 
message” for the reason it forms and rules the level and shape of human connection 
and action; meaning that medium form sets in the message trying to communicate. So, 
the medium affects the message perception for giving an example of the light in 
whatever use, whether for an operating theatre or for lighting a stadium, it does not 
matter as neither event can happen without the effect of light, making the events the 
content of the light or the medium.  
The channel is one of the vital components of communication as it appears in the 
central point on the basic communication model, as shown in Figure 3, where the 
sender feeds in the message through the channel to the sender. McLuhan gave the 
channel full credibility in the communication process as in his opinion the message 
would not get transferred through without the right channel, or in other words, the 
channel (medium) is the inventor of the message i.e. the communication process, 
without having to address other communication components of both the sender and 
receiver as a message or noise. Senders write reviews whereas receivers read them. 
So, we are interested in the receiver’s perception of the sender ‘s similarity in gender 
and nationality as we believe this similarity influences the purchase decisions once 
credibility is established.  
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In this chapter, we look through relevant scholarly literature areas of online 
communication in marketing; specifically, tackling e-WOM as a communication act 
compared to the traditional WOM. Since we assess the effect of e-WOM cues on the 
receiver by employing the theories of social comparison and social judgement looking 
into these theories and egocentric approach. After that we cover eateries as our medium 
and finally, we propose a conceptual research model. 
2.2 Conceptualizing Communication Models  
The continuous advancement technology in the domain of information and 
communication applications has drastically changed the communication patterns and 
information sharing between businesses and consumers. Today, the consumers are 
knowledgeable about the product manufacturers and distributors. Consequently, many 
marketing managers are forced to set suitable marketing strategies toward consumers’ 
control for developing long-standing customer relationships to achieve customer 
loyalty (Kitchen & Burgmann, 2010). 
The ability to communicate through various channels set human being apart from other 
living forms of the universe (Crowley & Heyer, 2015). Communication brings 
different meanings among different individuals; the communicated message looks 
straightforward and simple in the beginning; then it can get complex and perceived 
differently based on how the message is being conveyed. Thus, it can be exacerbated 
by several aspects including distance, language barriers, cultural differences and 
context interpretation. The communication capability transferred knowledge between 
generations, prior to reading and writing, people used sound and symbols to 
communicate (Nevitt & Zingrone, 1982). Aristotle’s communication model included 
the “speaker”, “hearer” and “message” (Stern, 1994).  
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According to Aristotle, the sender of the message is the main component of the 
communication model as he/she is responsible for transmitting the message and 
delivering it through public speaking to guide the audience. The message is usually 
pre-prepared and the audience receive the message passively without having to provide 
feedback (Petersons & Khalimzoda, 2016). In his model, Aristotle considered 
communicators within his own culture which has less noise in the process, his focus 
was on the sender to ensure three aspects to perform a successful message delivery, 
these are i) present honest facts to be believed, ii) develop an emotional bond with the 
audience to create harmony, and iii) establish credibility (Adhikary, 2009). 
There are many ways of telling a story and we do not expect others to perceive the 
story the way we transmitted it because of differences between people, and we should 
take these differences into account when we communicate. The complex interface 
between the sender and receiver in a communication process, makes communication 
uncertain and hard to control or predetermine (Maier et al., 2005). Yet, our perception 
of communication as a tool is reflected by the basic communication model. Several 
research works were conducted and added to the communication knowledge. 
2.2.1 Integrated marketing communication model 
The Integrated Marketing Communication (IMC) Model is fundamental basic 
communication model with a main thought that communication cannot happen in a 
vacuum, but in a wider setting that covers media and products and services. However, 
the model treats the sender as an active part, whereas the receiver as the passive part 
(Finne & Grönroos, 2009). The IMC is a simple model that assumes all messages and 
forms of communication are integrated. The model is designed to help marketing 
managers as communicators develop business strategies with consistent clear 
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messages to be transmitted through their available delivery channels to their customers 
to sustain an open dialogue. It links all marketing communication tools to provide 
smooth consumer experience illustrated as the Transmission Model, Interaction 
Model, and Transaction Model (Taylor, 2010). 
The complex interface between the sender and receiver in a communication process, 
makes communication uncertain and hard to control or predetermine (Maier, Eckert, 
& Clarkson, 2005). Yet, the perception of communication in this study is as a tool is 
reflected by the basic communication model of Shannon and Weaver proposed in 
1948. Several research works were conducted and added to the communication 
knowledge. So, carrying out investigation is needed for IMC since this study refers to 
Shannon and Weaver communication model, which acts for IMC. The proposed 
communication model of this study is based on Belch and Belch Communication 
Model (BCM). Moreover, there are various communication models to be discussed; 
however, two sets of models are considered. The first set investigates the sender as a 
focus including IMC model. The second set gives the focus on the receiver of the 
communication process explained by Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and 
Response Communication Model (RCM).  
Although this model has no formal definition, it has five main characteristics, these 
are i) communication intention is to affect consumer’s buying behaviour, ii) as this 
starts with the consumer, the outside-in is the valid approach, iii) it applies to existing 
consumer relationships, iv) should run by the marketing strategy wither to transmit the 
message or not to, and v) competition may drive the brand into systematising its 
existing characteristics (Finne & Grönroos, 2009). The model is powerful in sending 
consistent unified message through different windows and can be cost effective when 
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it comes to avoiding duplication in graphics; e.g., images can be shared via different 
platforms; yet, it is difficult to implement, besides costly and not easy to measure the 
success rate based on the set budget.  
2.2.1.1 Transmission communication model  
This Model regards communication to be one sided, so the sender intends to send the 
message to the receiver, the receiver here is not considered part of the communication 
process other than a passive recipient of whatever being transmitted (Dimbleby & 
Burton, 1985), the radio presenter (sender) produces the news and transmits it through 
satellites not knowing if the message had reached the audience (receiver). Such 
communication could not be effective as many barriers can arise including noise and 
echo, which affects the clarity of the communication line (Trench, 2008). This noise 
can be caused by the process of encoding and decoding of the message (technical), 
which is known as semantic noise that the receiver would not understand the 
communication, or can be caused during the interface which is called environmental 
noise (Craig & Muller, 2007).  
TCM can serve one-way message transmission, including Radio and Television, but 
does not apply to face-to-face communication (Ashman, 2018). Transmission models 
of communication are instrumental as they assume predetermined line end, while, not 
all communication acts are intentional or predetermined. Albeit the Internet can be 
considered as a medium for transmission model of one-way communication. However, 
this model does not look at the effect of the receiver; therefore, it would not reflect 
purchase intention.  
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2.2.1.2 Interaction communication model  
The emphasis here is more toward the interaction between the sender and receiver 
rather than the message itself. Both physical and psychological settings are considered 
in this model to be more interactive model with two-way communication. In this 
Model, both the sender and receiver exchange the message consecutively; hence, the 
feedback of the receiver is present instantly while the sender and the receiver exchange 
roles. Components of such communication in this Model includes i) two sources, 
namely sender and receiver, ii) message, iii) feedback, and iv) the field of experience 
including behaviour, knowledge, culture, and the likes (De Paula, Da Silva, & Barbosa, 
2005). Indeed, online exchange of information can be evident here, even 
communication is about delivering the meaning not just the information, and the actual 
message in our study is expected to affect the purchase intention; however, this model 
does not support the concerned intention. 
2.2.1.3 Transaction communication model 
Communication in the transaction model is constructed within our lives that help us to 
comprehend. This model is quite different model when it comes to sympathizing the 
communication and roles of the sender and receiver. The author of this study 
constantly communicated back and forth without having to encode and or decode the 
interesting messages since when communication ends was hardly realised. In 1949, 
Shannon and Weaver came out with their communication theory and model describing 
the transmission of signals, as shown in Figure-3 that derived from the schematic 





Figure 3: Schematic diagram of general communication system 
 (Shannon, 1948) 
 
 
Figure 4: The Shannon-Weaver model of communication 
 
In their model, the message starts from the sender encodes it to transmit through the 
desired communication channel to the receivers who at their end would decode it to be 
able to read before responding to its content. It assumes the ongoing change in all 
communication components and that communicators interdependent on one another 
yet it cannot happen if the receiver is not listening to the sender, another criticism is 
that noise is explained by any interruption that may affect the communication process 
and there is bigger room for noise when many communicators are involved in the 
communication. The model got several criticism-explained hereunder noted: 
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Communication systems can be i) discrete, as in the case of the telegraph when the 
signal and message transferred are discrete symbols including dots and dashes, ii) 
continuous is when the signal and message being transferred are continuous like in the 
case of TV, and ii) mixed refers to the presence of both discrete and continuous 
systems, like Pulse Code Modulation (PCM), speech transmission to digitally 
represent analogue signals (Shannon, 1948). 
The PCM is mathematical structure concerned with signal transfer; however, it does 
not investigate the human side of communication or the data being transferred. The 
type and format of the information transferred are both critical for successful 
communication, is it a program or data that are transferred? In addition, do both 
receiver and sender share the same format? Otherwise, you can transfer a program to 
a receiver that does not have your format enabled; accordingly, the message will fail. 
A simple example is the suffix used today for document version, like portable digital 
format (.pdf) that indicates how this data will be dealt with at the receiver’s side and 
if the receiver’s device does not support view of PDF documents, then they will not be 
able to view the message.  
The structure is when we decide a working language of communication to start putting 
the letters together to form words and sentences. Metadata are when we transfer two 
and above databases that usually transferred in tables and columns and the context 
refers to one’s background to interpret the meaning of the message including social, 
political, cultural and situational measures. The formula for transferring the knowledge 




Communication system in Shannon-Weaver can be either i) discrete, like the case of 
telegraph when the signal and the message transferred are discrete symbols including 
dots and dashes, or ii) continuous is when the signal and the message being transferred 
are continuous like in the case of TV, or iii) mixed refers to the presence of both 
discrete and continuous systems like Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) speech 
transmission to digitally represent analogue signals (Shannon, 1948). The model is 
theoretical and can be helpful in academia to learn about the main components of 
communication, but is not relevant when applied in business process today when the 
information being transferred is important; particularly in social media when 
individuals communicate through devices without the face-to-face interaction and 
body language dialogue (Flensburg, 2009).  
Based on the mathematical components of this model, I could only relate to the basic 
components of the model. I needed to extract more work from BCM; particularly, the 
human side of the sender and receiver including knowledge, background and 
perception. The model also puts the sender in the driver’s seat as the decision maker 
to transmit a message while the receiver is a passive user that can only expect a 
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message whenever the receiver decides to communicate in a linear transmission. 
Although the sender and receiver are socially different entities stayed apart, they can 
change to similarity over time within the same conversation unless they are 
interrupted. For the sake of my research, the receiver does not need to listen to the 
sender synchronise, but can see the message later at any time on demand and then 
decides to respond or not. In this model, the sender establishes truth within the social 
and cultural perspectives (Hennig-Thurau, Walsh, & Walsh, 2014).  
In the context of transaction model, communication goes beyond the simple exchange 
of messages to being the main meaning for creating communities, establishing 
dialogue and enhancing self-esteem as communicators. This model examines how i) 
cultural background including gender, ethnicity and identity, ii) social background 
including the rules that control the communication, and iii) relational background 
based on the relationship between the communicators effect on mutual 
communication, which makes this model a type of IMC relevant to this study in 
addressing communicators’ sociocultural background (Doh & Hwang, 2009). 
2.2.2 Technology acceptance model 
The vehement impact of technology on changing lifestyle of people, regardless in 
advanced or poor countries, has inspired many researchers in consuming behaviour to 
investigating acceptance of consumers to new advent technology through developing 
models depicting interaction between consumer and technology-based devices. 
Among these models is TAM, which has long been establishing the foundation for 
various aspects influencing customers’ e-purchase intentions. TAM focuses primarily 
on predicting consumers’ acceptance of certain technology in employing its associated 
functionality on the system. To further increase such acceptance, TAM based on i) 
perceived usefulness, and ii) perceived ease of use.  
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The Media Richness Theory (MRT) shows that whatever channels used online, media 
is well-equipped to broadcast information (Breazeale, 2009). So, TAM has received 
several critics including i) It does not look at the actual personal behaviour intention 
of the receiver, and the interpersonal influence through WOM and social ties. Another 
critique is that acceptance of technology might not just be based on the perception of 
usefulness and ease of use, but it could be based on the age, education, social and 
cultural background (Ajibade, 2018). For this research, it is assumed the acceptance of 
technology is present with online reviews’ readers, yet interpersonal acceptance is a 
focal component in my study. 
2.2.3 Response communication models  
There are several models employed to examine the receiver’s response to the message, 
such as Traditional Response Hierarchy Model (TRHM), Alternative Response 
Hierarchy (ARH), and Cognitive Processing of Communications (CPC) including 
models of Cognitive Response Approach (CRA) and the Elaboration Likelihood 
Model (ELM). 
2.2.3.1 Traditional response hierarchy model 
Particularly meaningful for direct selling, promotional and advertising campaigns, 
where they assume taking consumer from zero product awareness to purchasing in 
predefined stages, although some consumers may be in different levels of product 
awareness, which require different communication roots. Four main traditional models 
that illustrate how process the receiver goes through from non-awareness of the 
product or service to the purchasing process: 
a) The AIDA model that was established for salespeople taking customer 
through different stages that aim at getting consumer’s attention; then trying 
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to develop an interest in the product, which should lead to their desire to own 
it and hopefully to the action of buying the product. 
b) Lavidge and Steiner (1961) proposed the hierarchy of effects model that 
suggests advertising may take time until the consumer goes through the 
different stages of awareness, knowledge, liking, reference, conviction and 
ideally purchasing. 
c) The Innovation Adoption Model (IAM) suggests that consumer goes through 
several stages for adopting a specific product or service from initial awareness 
to developing an interest, then evaluating and trying a sample of the product 
before the actual adoption.  
d) The Information Processing Model (IPM) based on the theory proposed by 
William McGuire that states “the consumer in the selling process is the 
processor and analyser of the information that also goes through the stages of 
presentation, attention, comprehension, yielding, retention of information and 
behaviour” (McGuire, 1976). The sequence of response may vary in several 
occasions not according to the proposed hierarchy.  
2.2.3.2 Alternative response hierarchy model 
Three Alternative Response Hierarchy (ARH) approaches were derived from Michael 
Ray’s model of information processing, these were i) the standard learning hierarchy 
that assumes the consumer goes through standard stages of product awareness and 
purchasing as the traditional response hierarchy models (learn–feel–do) ii) the 
dissonance/ attribution hierarchy assumes that the consumers act before forming own 
opinion based on their action (do–feel–learn) happens when the consumer opts to 
choose between two products without previous experience, and then gets to learn about 
it after purchase to develop an opinion, and iii) the low involvement hierarchy (learn–
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do–feel) happens mainly as a response to mass TV advertisement where vendors 
heavily repeat advertising messages while consumers aware with information leading 
to purchasing before trying the product to develop personal opinion (Belch & Belch, 
2018). 
2.2.3.3 Cognitive processing of communications 
The hierarchical models did not investigate the reasoning for consumers to react and 
purchase advertised products, cognitive models investigate the persuasive factors that 
lead to purchase behaviour approaches and models as detailed below.  
a)  The Cognitive Response Approach (CRA) simply measures consumers’ 
cognitive responses to advertised material by asking them to describe how they 
felt, thought of or evaluated the message: i) product/message thought- the 
direct evaluation of the message, in a form of either support argument when 
the message advertised is in consumer’s favour, or counterargument when a 
negative message is communicated against a favourable brand to the consumer. 
ii) source-oriented thoughts are relating to source credibility and 
trustworthiness. If the consumers disliked the source, then they are unlikely to 
accept the message. When the message is received from credible sender, it is 
most likely to affect opinions and believes and accordingly the purchase 
intentions of the receiver through “internalization”. High credibility source 
works best when the receiver is not in favour of the subject. So, high credibility 
source is not always advantageous and can carry the same effect of low 
credibility source over time, which refers to the “sleeper effect”, when the 
recipient starts accepting the message regardless the source credibility when 
time passes (Belch & Belch, 2018), iii) Ad execution though favourable and 
unfavourable thoughts concerning the actual Ad and not the product advertised, 
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like music and originality, thoughts that may affect their attitude towards the 
product.  
b)  The Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) this model has been developed by 
Petty and Cacioppo (1980) developed ELM to show how persuasion happens 
when consumers receive a persuasive message. Consumers behaviour starts 
changing subject to the extent they process the message being communicated. 
The model has two main components: i) the ability to elaborate and process the 
message based on experience and knowledge and ii) the motivation based on 
consumer’s need to be involved and the level of involvement. Two main routes 
to lead to persuasion, these are i) central route to persuasion: Assumes actively 
involved receiver with high levels of motivation and ability to process the 
message depending on the quality presented and the consumer’s perception and 
understanding which will lead to persuasion if the message is favourable to the 
receiver and visa vie. ii) peripheral route to persuasion: Assumes uninvolved 
receiver and unmotivated to get into the cognitive process other than evaluating 
the product advertised. It can be argued that persuasion has one rout only and 
with social media and portable electronic devices had made communication 
more frequent and easier (Huh, 2018).  
c)  The attachment theory rationalizes the relation between infants and their main 
care takers who lead the child’s behaviour, and how these transforms within 
the child’s personality through different stages of their lives with other 
relationships including partner, friends and colleagues, this attachment can be 
linked to sports teams or brands. The person’s negative or positive opinion of 
others refers to attachment avoidance, and this person keeps a distance from 
others and rely more on self, the person’s negative or positive opinion of self 
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refers to attachment anxiety, this person has lower self-esteem and tends to rely 
on others more (Park et al., 2016). We touch on how an individual looks at 
another individual to know how to react to a new condition through social 
referencing. To understand social referencing, which is derived from the 
attachment theory, we need to understand the four categories of the attachment 
style model as shown in Table 1. 
Table 1: Attachment style of four-category model 
 
In their study on intensive SNS users between 20-30 years of age in South Korea, Park 
et al. (2016) found that the receiver’s attachment styles have strong influence on e-
WOM adoption, anxiety individuals tend to seek information through social media 
while avoidance individuals are less involved in e-WOM. Moreover, fearful 
individuals are the most involved in social media and that is due to the nature of this 
virtual community where there is no face to face interaction so they can express self 
with no fear. These findings may reflect this age group within this specific sample in 
South Korea and may not be generalized within other nations.  
Reviewers shared some information about themselves like name, gender, nationality, 
profession, and the like. in their e-WOM along with their likes, and dislikes of the 
matter, the more information shared, the more the receiver can evaluate the message 
and assess the relevance according to their needs including location (in the city or next 
to a desired destination) and facilities (swimming pool, Wi-Fi, SPA, kids play area) if 
they are evaluating hotels (Neirotti, Raguseo, & Paolucci, 2016). 
 High Anxiety Low Anxiety 
High Avoidance Fearful person Dismissing person 
Low Avoidance Preoccupied person Secure person 
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2.2.4 Belch and Belch communication process model  
Derived from the basic communication model of Shannon and Weaver. Belch and 
Belch (2018) developed their basic Communication Process Model (CPM), which has 
two main partakers; the sender and the receiver, two main instruments; the channel 
and the message, four basic functions; encoding, decoding, response and feedback 
while noise describes any interference that disturbs the communication process, as 
shown in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5: A model of the communication process 
(Belch & Belch, 2018) 
The sender decides to share information with the receiver, so he/she start encoding by 
choosing the information to be transmitted in a form of text, sign or image. This 
message that was encoded needs to be in a channel that can be transmitted to the 
receiver wither written, spoken or symbolic. The channel is the path that the message 
travels through from the sender to the receiver, the channel can be non-personal like 
mass media and advertising where a promotion goes out to public without specifying 
receivers, or it can be personal between known parties via direct text, email or face to 
face communication. Decoding is converting the transmitted message to thought based 
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on the receiver’s perception. Noise is evident by any distortion to the communication 
process between the sender and the receiver. The receiver then responds to the message 
based on understanding and field of expertise and provide feedback to the sender. 
Communication problems can include noise, message management, and message 
perception and understanding (Maier, Eckert, & Clarkson, 2005).  
Communication may appear simple, but the communication process is very 
complicated and depends on many factors like the commonality of thinking of the 
sender and the receiver, the channel and the quality of the message (Belch & Belch, 
2018). Different aspects can create noise including language, gender and culture 
differences. Credibility is an issue of concern in communication too and it becomes 
more important online as most of online reviews are posted by anonymous senders. 
When the receivers perceive the message as credible information, it is more likely to 
influence their purchase intentions.  
2.3 Word of Mouth 
Voice was the first form of communication and Word of Mouth (WOM) is derived 
from voice is considered a key form of communication. WOM is defined as “the oral, 
informal, person to person communication between a perceived non-commercial 
communicator and a receiver regarding a brand, a product, an organization, or a 
service” (Higie, Feick, & Price, 1987). Consumers often request the input of trusted 
acquaintances and relatives on their purchasing decisions to help themselves feel more 
confident about their choices and more confident with the decision (Filieri, 2015). One 
could ask family members and work friends their opinions about services, such as 
doctors, beauty salons, laundries, restaurants or vacation destinations. Opinions can 
also be sought regarding tangible goods, such as cars, phones and household 
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appliances; for example, regarding impact of WOM on judgements about coffee 
(Cohen & Golden, 1972; Pincus & Waters, 1977), participants changed their choice of 
coffee based on others’ opinions of their preferred coffee brand.  
People do not live in isolation and wither psychologically or socially interdependent, 
individuals socialize within their social groups as they often share the same values or 
interests, at work or at home, group members influence one another and always 
perceived as influencers (Turner, 1982). This seek for information within the groups 
enforces the strength of WOM as a reference that has a strong effect on consumers 
(Hennig-Thurau et al., 2014; Day, 1971). This effect might due to the fact that 
information coming from personal sources is seen as carrying more credibility and 
trust (Pincus & Waters, 1977). Information coming from customers are more credible 
than that coming from the vendor, and it will be more reliable and trustworthy if it 
comes from an expert customer, particularly when sender information is available 
(Hussain, Ahmed, Jafar, Rabnawaz, & Jianzhou, 2017). In this research, trust is 
defined as “one party's confidence in exchange partner's reliability and integrity” 
(Morgan & Hunt, 1994, p. 23). Seeking product information to minimize the 
uncertainty can lead to favourable purchasing.  
Before deciding on a purchase, consumers would look for reliable information about 
their intended purchases from close and trusted alliances including family and/or social 
groups for the credibility they carry as a first step in information gathering. If this 
source is unavailable, or does not provide enough facts, then they look for several other 
sources of information, including the considered reliable source of WOM, which 
reduces their uncertainty (Klein, 1998). WOM is seen as more objective and therefore 
more powerful in shaping consumers’ behaviour than other marketing tools, such as 
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direct selling, print advertisements and radio commercials (Herr, Kardes, & Kim, 
1991).  
This is particularly true for experiential goods and services, such as hospitality and 
eateries, as it is uneasy to identify the quality of the product or service before trialling 
and personal experience (Pine & Gilmore, 1998). So, one cannot know the quality of 
services or products without actual utilization and consumption since such quality of 
both in hospitality and tourism are intangible (Zhang et al., 2010). Hence, consumers’ 
judgement is making WOM as a communication medium more well perceived other 
than advertising and marketing media for supporting it by reducing product uncertainty 
and for the lack of favouritism on the sender behalf. WOM is known for being more 
persuasive, given the way it spreads from one consumer to another (Khare, Labrecque, 
& Asare, 2011; Hennig-Thurau et al., 2014; Daugherty & Hoffman, 2014).  
There are two types of WOM, these are Positive and negative (Zhang, Omran, & 
Cobanoglu, 2017) as both influence purchase intentions at different levels subject to 
reason for buying and type of product or service to be purchased (Ahmad & Laroche, 
2017). Both positive and negative WOM have an effect on the receiver as i) positive 
WOM is more effective when the consumer is motivated to purchase in the context of 
promotional campaigns, and causes positive actions (Ruiz-Equihua, et al. 2019), while 
ii) negative WOM is more impactful if the consumer is impartial (Ba & Pavlou, 2002) 
or in the case of prevention campaigns against certain acts (King, Racherla, & Bush, 
2014). Moreover, WOM is a two-sided marketing communication that starts with the 
information provider, i.e., the sender of the WOM. Senders’ motives to share personal 
experiences with others are triggered by personal psychological capability (Berger, 
2014).  
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When an individual tends to be susceptible to surroundings and follows others as 
direction for controlling self-image, they usually have high self-surveillance tendency 
and more active socially seeking guidelines from others to follow on how to control 
and monitor their behaviour in social situations. Self-surveillance is when we monitor, 
control, and manage our image to appeal to others. Social surveillance is when an 
individual follows the behaviour and beliefs of others and collect their information, it 
is a major motivator to engage in social media to enlarge their network (Park et al., 
2016). Classified as a top information source, WOM has been intensively examined 
by researchers from different angles, including motives for initiating WOM, such as 
whether to highlight a product or service’s novelty, express an opinion, educate a 
receiver or initiate an idea (Dichter, 1966).  
Berger (2014) claimed that five fundamental self-serving functions either directly or 
indirectly lead to WOM: Impression management, emotion regulation, information 
acquisition, social bonding and persuasion. The argument is that consumers initiate 
conversations more for self-interest motives than for the receiver’s interest. This is in 
line with the fact that more than 70% of daily speech revolves around the speaker 
himself or herself (Dunbar, 1996; Dunning, Meyerowitz, & Holzberg, 1998). Thus, 
this paper shall examine how the receiver perceives these motives and how the 
psychology, expertise and credibility of the sender to persuade are important 
influences on the other side of the communication. On the other side, the 
communication line in common is the information seeker, i.e. the receiver of the 
WOM. Essentially, this is usually a consumer looking for advice or information from 
primarily family, friends or colleagues (Ruiz-Equihua et al., 2019).  
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Consumers tend to trust their close friends and family members’ WOM the most and 
assume they have altruistic motives (Bickart & Schindler, 2001; Berger, 2014), and 
are considered as a more reliable source to consumers than bloggers and influencers 
on media (Cooley & Parks-Yancy, 2019). The receiver’s perception of the sender 
affects decision-making and product choice (Brown & Reingen, 1987). Perceptions of 
a sender’s credibility and knowledge are important for the receiver to establish cultural 
or social similarities with the sender. Rogers and Bhowmik (1970) defined homophily 
as “the similarity level in people’s characteristics”. Homophily was found to have a 
controlling force on WOM to influence on receivers’ behaviour and when homophily 
between the sender and the receiver is found, expertise will positively influence a 
favourable WOM outcome (Asada & Ko, 2016). Experience moderates the impact of 
social tie level since homophily is largely a multifaceted concept (Koo, 2016; Meyners, 
Barrot, Becker, & Goldenberg, 2017). 
WOM transfers more easily between people with similar interests, backgrounds and 
cultures than people with diverse backgrounds and interests. The positions created by 
familial bonds, groups with similar preferences and informer reliability establish the 
power of WOM customers’ buying choices (Kim, Kandampully, & Bilgihan, 2018). 
As an example, when one can think of a senior citizen recommending a resort for 
leisure, how would that be perceived by a college student? Lacking the similarity of 
age, experience and interests. Hence, the focus of this paper is on the receiver’s 
perceived understanding and social judgement of the sender of the e-WOM that is 
transmitted online, and the next section details e-WOM.  
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2.4 Electronic Word of Mouth 
The Internet has created a medium for increasing the reach of WOM by shifting WOM 
from the personal sphere to online, called e-WOM, which is defined by Westbrook 
(1987) as “all informal communications directed at consumers through Internet-based 
technology related to the usage or characteristics of particular goods and services, or 
their sellers”. So, any positive or negative statements made by potential, actual, or 
former customers about a product or company, which is made available to a multitude 
of people and institutions via the Internet (Hennig-Thurau et al., 2014, p. 39). Babić-
Rosario et al. (2016) summarized four platforms of e-WOM, these are i) social media 
(e.g., Facebook), ii) review sites (e.g., Yahoo), iii) e-commerce domain (e.g., 
Amazon), and iv) others (e.g., Internet overall). For instance, restaurant reviews on 
TripAdvisor and product ratings on Amazon are all examples of e-WOM. 
There are two types of e-WOM initiation, these are i) one provided by individuals 
based on own familiarity of a product or service, and ii) another one is that composed 
by skilled editors (Zhang, Ye, Law, & Li, 2010). e-WOM written by individuals can 
be personal, such as a friend’s tweet or email from a person that is personally known 
by you and addressed to you, or impersonal, such as random tweets or Instagram posts 
from a person that is directing a general message to public. e-WOM has a positive 
impact on product uncertainty by sender credibility (Hussain et al., 2017; Sokolova & 
Kefi, 2020).  
Positive e-WOM occurs when consumers are satisfied with the purchase of a product 
or service; they tend to express their pleasant experience by spreading the word and 
accordingly initiate e-WOM or online review, the online review is the most significant 
type of e-WOM affecting consumer behaviour and purchase intentions in different 
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categories including games, cars, appliances, and the like. Even more important, when 
the services cannot be evaluated prior to utilizing entertainment destinations, such as 
movies, theatres, hotels, and restaurants, when hearing about the personal experience 
is a vital gain (Neirotti et al., 2016). 
In contrast, negative WOM occurs in response to purchase dissatisfaction, leading to 
an unpleasant experience, and negative online reviews are naturally written by 
unhappy consumers (Sánchez-García & Currás-Pérez, 2011). When the consumer has 
certain expectation and awareness of the product or service before purchase, he/she 
will tend to depend more on negative online reviews (Ahmad & Laroche, 2017). 
Negative e-WOM in non-luxury brands, attracts more receiver attention, because it is 
seen as a product functionality risk, while in the case of luxury brands, the receiver’s 
attention goes to the sender’s standards rather than brand features (Daugherty & 
Hoffman, 2014). 
The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) was stemmed from the Theory of Propositional 
Control (TPC) proposed by Dulany (1968), which describes one’s “attitude toward the 
behaviour of interest”. Dulany also stated that people are influenced by a specific party 
and tend to comply with their expectations which he termed “normative belief”. While 
normative beliefs assumingly can be influenced by more than one individual or party, 
it is common of the referents to be a person’s close friends and family or even 
colleagues at work, all depending on the situation (Ajzen, 2011).  
Vallerand and his research team confirmed Ajzen and Fishbein’s TRA as applied to 
moral behaviour as states that “one’s behaviour is heavily influenced by their 
behavioural intention to commit a certain behaviour. They state that behavioural 
intention consists of two factors that drive a certain behaviour; an “attitudinal factor”, 
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which stems from personal beliefs, and a “normative” factor, which is influenced from 
social beliefs (Vallerand, Deshaies, Cuerrier, Pelletier, & Mongeau, 1992). TRA is 
split into two parts; First, a person’s “attitude towards a behaviour” according to their 
beliefs that influence them to commit to a certain behaviour, then evaluating the 
outcome of their behaviour. Second, their “subjective norms” which is what they think 
an important group or individual think they should do. The theory has been newly 
enhanced, stating that beliefs can also be formed without the thought of what important 
others expect us to do, but also independently through observation of important 
referents’ actions (Ajzen, 2011). 
The Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) has been introduced in 1985; since then it 
has become a commonly known model for human social behaviour studies regardless 
of the criticism it has garnered throughout the years (Ajzen, 1991). TPB is an extension 
of the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) that had been introduced by by Ajzen and 
Fishbein in 1977, which explains that human behaviour as a “function of the intention 
to perform the behaviour”; they hypothesized that intention is a form of attitude that 
influences behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control (Ajzen, 
2011). However, Sniehotta, Pressau and Araújo-Soares (2014) criticised the TPB on 
three of its hypotheses, these are i) a person’s attitude and ‘subjective norm’ on 
behaviour is affected by their intention on a certain behaviour, ii) perceived 
behavioural control, subjective norm and attitude are influenced by normative and 
control beliefs on intention and behaviour, and iii) social, economic and medical 
dimensions are thought to be affected by the TPB. They concluded that the time has 
come to retire TPB; their conclusion received many commentaries; particularly from 
(Ajzen, 2015). 
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Besides that, receivers can read a review as a form of e-WOM with no objective other 
than to satisfy their own curiosity to know what is available in the market and what is 
being reviewed (Goldsmith, & Horowitz, 2006). Nevertheless, e-WOM is vital for 
consumers’ choices and for firms’ revenues; for instance, TripAdvisor (as an 
infomediary community) used panel data from of 50,115 online reviews to reveal the 
profitability of hotels achieved from 2004 to 2012. Thus, the positive effect of e-WOM 
would enhance hotel profit growth implying that online reviews on these infomediary 
sites does not benefit smaller hotels with lesser number of rooms where they cannot 
meet the volume of transactions, and infomediary sites along with Online Travel 
Agencies OTA make the most out of the profit that goes up to twenty-five percent 
(Neirotti et al., 2016).   
Yan et al. (2016) identified two types of e-WOM paradigms, these are i) e-WOM 
published and related on e-commerce sites, and ii) e-WOM that is exchanged on social 
media platforms. Their argument was not all e-commerce e-WOM is adopted by 
consumers equally, and when the information provided by e-commerce sites to make 
a decision on a purchase, consumers will seek more information from social media 
communities, because e-commerce sites are developed by the vendors and they lack 
the credibility and trustworthiness of the sender which are important for motivating 
the receiver to accept e-WOM as social similarity (Ludwig et al., 2013; Jin & Phua, 
2014; Ruiz-Equihua, et al., 2019).  
Trustworthiness is defined as “the perception of the level of confidence in an 
information source's reliability and integrity” (Pornpitakpan, 2004; Reichelt, Sievert, 
& Jacob, 2014).Besides that, e-WOM is particularly more influential when the receiver 
has personal information about the sender (Fan & Miao, 2012).Since e-WOM is 
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usually posted by unknown senders, the receivers create unique view about senders’ 
similarity level to them based on existing signs indicated in the subject of the review 
(Kim, Cheong, & Kim., 2015). Despite the varied impacts of e-WOM on customers 
decisions and buying intentions – mainly because other factors and drivers, such as 
brand image, customer allegiance and customer satisfaction are not measured; it is 
evident that e-WOM in general has a major influence on customers’ decisions 
(Elwalda & Lu, 2016). 
e-WOM helps growing sales, yet it has different levels of power within different 
platforms and goods, consumers today can compare prices and online reviews through 
the social media platforms created by online retailers and client review sites that 
provide such option by collecting hotel information, prices and online reviews, these 
reviews in return empower these sites in the market to further influence clients’ 
purchase intentions and vendor competition (Neirotti et al., 2016; Sun, Song, House, 
& Kwon, 2019). e-WOM has a greater effect through social media when homophily is 
evident, while similarity does not have an effect when the e-WOM is generated by the 
vendor on e-commerce medium (Babić-Rosario et al., 2016).  
Wikipedia allows users to edit published information easily but restricts companies’ 
involvement within its online forum (Maier, Eckert, & Clarkson, 2005). In the past, 
firms used to manage what information they want to announce to media and public 
hiding what they wanted to be unseen by outsiders well. Later, this has changed and 
consumers have access to both positive and negative information the companies may 
have wished not to reveal (Maier et al., 2005). So, lose control of information access 
puts firms in tricky tight standing specially that promoting and giving e-WOM on 
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social media is challenging and main aspects inspiring e-WOM initiation are unclear 
for managers generally (Wang et al., 2016).  
Why consumers adopt e-WOM on social media? this is a question marketing manager 
need to ask (Park et al., 2016). Marketing managers, particularly, are interested in e-
WOM for marketing products and for creating consumer loyalty and then using those 
loyal consumers to promote their products online to others using cost effective 
medium. Building a loyal, committed consumer base is very important for marketing 
managers’ e-WOM strategies. Consumer loyalty is not about repeat purchasing but 
about the positive influence one can have on others (Brown, 2005). Sometimes, when 
consumers’ loyalty and commitment levels to a firm are high, consumers can spread 
positive e-WOM to defend themselves to deal with this firm.  
e-WOM also greatly affects consumer loyalty (Gruen, Osmonbekov, & Czaplewski, 
2006) and impacts business revenues (Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006). For instance, 
Vermeulen and Seegers (2009) showed that consumer reviews increase the public’s 
awareness of hotels. Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) also showed that low rate reviews 
harm books sales. Ladhari (2015) indicated in their research that Facebook social 
groups drive buying decisions on hotel booking, especially if the comments are 
positive. Thus, there was more evident when the study concentrated on finding 
appreciable differences between two websites of hotels, these were Expedia.com and 
TripAdvisor.com and how positive/negative views affected the status of these hotels 
(Mayzlin, Dover, & Chevalier, 2014). 
Consumers possess a bargaining power over hotels as they have access to prices, 
destinations and attractions within these destinations along with client online reviews, 
moreover, other sites like “Airbnb” that offers short rent terms from private owners at 
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low rates, putting hotels in no position to increase pricing and dictate terms (Neirotti 
et al., 2016). Firms also understand how to manipulate and solicit e-WOM to their own 
advantage (Clare, Wright, Sandiford, & Caceres, 2016). For example, large 
organisations, like Pepsi, are using social media for promoting their products (Wang 
et al., 2016). For instance, Domino’s Pizza increased their sales by 10% in 2012 after 
incorporating an e-WOM campaign the firm initiated on Facebook (Öhngren & 
Jönsson, 2012).  
The innovative technology and marketing strategies of many firms impact consumer 
behaviours in substantial ways (Berger, 2014; Serra-Cantallops & Salvi, 2014). Today, 
marketing managers can even motivate consumers to initiate e-WOM, either by 
demanding feedback (Picazo-Vela, Chou, Melcher, & Pearson, 2010), offering 
rewards for initiated online reviews (Wang, Teo, & Wei, 2005; Hennig-Thurau et al, 
2014), or incentivizing the ‘reviewer of the month’ (Ludwig et al., 2013). Monetary 
factors are not the only motivators for customers contribution in online populations 
and reviews, other aspects such as emotional, social and practical persuasions are 
involved too (Lovett, Peres, & Sharchar, 2013). Other related studies indicated that 
other drivers such as creativeness, the Internet knowledge and social affinity contribute 
significantly to e-WOM participation, boosting the tie strength amongst online users, 
and distinguishing creative promoters of e-WOM are vital for social media marketing 
strategy (Wang et al., 2016).  
However, these drivers’ impact varies from one group to another, yet internet 
knowledge has major weight on all groups and is essential to receiving or sharing 
information (Sun, Youn, Wu, & Kuntaraporn, 2006). The higher the number of online 
reviews including negative and positive reviews, the stronger the effect it has due to 
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the fact that it increases the awareness of the product or service of the review as an 
indication of popularity, reduces uncertainty, attracts the attention of online review 
readers and it keeps the data available online for future reference (De Pelsmacker et 
al., 2018).  
Consumers seek out and receive positive and negative e-WOM for numerous reasons, 
similar to regular WOM, such as for evaluating a product prior to purchasing it 
(Bronner & De Hoog, 2010), reducing the risk of a bad purchase (Kim, Magnini, & 
Singal, 2011), consumer awareness and use of product review websites as striving for 
social assurance and satisfaction (Bailey, 2005), social networking (Zhang, Ma, & 
Cartwright, 2013), seeking help for various problems (Mudambi & Schuff, 2010) and 
improving their mood or simply trying to escape the stress of their daily life routine 
(Litvin, Goldsmith, & Pan, 2008). The level of the receiver’s participation in seeking 
e-WOM is important too (Chan et al., 2017). Park (2007) established that less-involved 
receivers look at the count of reviews rather than the quality of the reviews. Consumers 
through e-WOM are more frequent and loyal than others (Villanueva, Yoo, & 
Hanssens, 2008; Moe & Trusov, 2011). While satisfaction with a purchased product 
does not necessarily lead to popularity through positive e-WOM (Brown, 2005).  
Both the count of the online reviews within a certain period (volume) and the level of 
positivity of the online review (valence) influence consumer purchase intentions, and 
high volume of online reviews on a certain product or service reduces the effect of 
extreme positive and negative reviews (Ahmad & Laroche, 2017; De Pelsmacker et 
al., 2018), whereas, consumer written e-WOM and the amount of e-WOM positively 
influence the popularity of restaurants (Zhang et al., 2010). A greater level of 
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agreement among consumers can increase chances of a consumer for being convinced 
by positive WOM (West & Broniarczyk, 1998).  
The argument about the volume influencing the purchase intentions comes from 
“following the crowd” concept where information seekers would prefer to follow 
many users to minimize their risk of unsatisfied purchase (Zhang et al., 2010). A higher 
volume of reviews; however, does not necessarily lead to change in consumer choices 
unless the quality of the reviews is strong. It might affect those less occupied in 
decision though (Petty & Cacioppo, 1984). Besides that, a low level of negative WOM 
can mean that other consumers hold an opposite (positive) view of the product but do 
not express it, so a low WOM volume does not necessarily affect consumer choices 
either.  
Within their strategic planning to try and enhance both the volume and valence of e-
WOM, marketing managers today focus on digital marketing strategies, by i) Closely 
observing marketing trends on social media, ii) Responding to consumers’ online 
reviews and feedback, iii) Engaging in open conversation with online consumers, and 
iv) by linking company’s website to external review sites and social media platform 
(De Pelsmacker et al., 2018). Measuring the return on investment of e-WOM 
marketing is one of present challenges for enterprises (Babić-Rosario et al., 2016; 
Vanclay, Baines, & Taylor, 2013). The subject is equally important for academia since 
more than 100 scholarly research papers examined the effect of e-WOM on sales 
(Babić-Rosario et al., 2016). 
Websites allow companies to load and promote brand profile for consumers to interact 
with these sites through images, videos and e-WOM, consumers only forward and 
promote appealing posts on social media. Thus, the consumers can post and share 
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information about a product or service of a certain brand intentionally, or 
unintentionally by sharing their views about liking or disliking a brand through their 
network, and marketers also can promote their products and services through social 
media sites (Erkan & Evans, 2016). e-WOM influences consumer behaviour and 
purchase intention, yet there are many challenges facing marketing managers when it 
comes to employing online reviews and social media platforms as there are no clear 
indicators of the formula of this influence; particularly from the receiver’s side, 
including the type of e-WOM attract receivers’ attention to make them respond 
actively, which is dark area.  
On the other hand, social media connects people from different destinations, age 
groups, backgrounds and interests to share information and opinion on several matters, 
people socialize by nature on daily basis, this act continues online through social 
media, they seek information about products and services before and after making the 
purchase, this behaviour had transformed e-commerce to be social commerce online 
where interaction takes place between consumers and businesses (Ahmad & Laroche, 
2017). Consumers search through social media for product information more than they 
search through actual vendor websites, and accordingly, marketing managers rely on 
social media and consumer reviews – which strengthen consumer e-WOM even more 
in the form of reviews, tweets, and shares – to promote their products and firms (Men 
& Tsai, 2013).  
This public engagement becomes particularly complicated when firms try to 
understand local cultures and trends. China, which is a collectivist culture, is a good 
example. China uses “RENREN” as a replacement for Facebook, because Facebook is 
banned in the country, and the Chinese mostly use social media for product reviews or 
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entertainment. Chinese consumers rarely engage in initiating or responding to e-
WOM, unless the consumers see the similarities with others using the same site (Men 
& Tsai, 2013). Therefore, it is important for firms to develop online firm consumer 
communities using their websites. Firms should focus on the process of directing e-
WOM to consumer needs, particularly regarding segmenting consumers based on their 
native culture, background, knowledge, and personal traits. Currently, online reviews 
from social networking sites are perceived as more credible than firms’ official sites, 
professional editor’s online reviews affect consumers’ intention to go to the web-page 
of a restaurant in review negatively (Zhang et al., 2010).  
Firms use SNS to advertise their products and services to consumers in promoting 
product information exchange via e-WOM (Yang, 2012). Asada and Ko (2016) used 
data generated from the survey conducted in 2014 by the American Marketing 
Association (AMA) about opinions of 328 marketing directors concerning e-WOM 
marketing approach. Their study revealed that 64% of the directors believed that e-
WOM has proved more efficiency than other forms of online marketing. So, it would 
be difficult to assess specific service in advance, unless consumers depend on other’s 
judgements to yield favourable outcomes that achieved by writing a positive review to 
respond by the receivers positively (Sweeney, Soutar, & Mazzarol, 2008; Asada & Ko, 
2016; Hernández-Ortega, 2018).  
Koo (2016) reported that when the sender’s expertise is evident to the receiver, the 
WOM will be effective and convincing even if it comes from a weak link. The author 
also showed that both weak and strong tie senders have the same effect on the receiver 
if the e-WOM is posted by a consumer with experience with the topic. Some websites, 
such as Zomato.com and TripAdvisor.com, offer businesses the option of responding 
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to customer reviews as a way of advertising their products or services and attracting 
consumer traffic. However, the effectiveness of these interactions is still untested, and 
no direct relationship has been identified between these efforts and increased future 
purchases (Serra-Cantallops & Salvi, 2014). 
A study on online booking revealed that when the negative comments were increased, 
the booking intention decreased due to a psychological frame of mind in which 
negative comments tend to warn of risks or are undesirable signs that something is 
amiss, and consumers become risk averse. Therefore, positive e-WOM is important, 
as it has a greater impact on consumers’ positive purchase intentions (Sparks & 
Browning, 2011). As can be seen, e-WOM plays a major role in consumers’ choices 
and buying behaviour, yet the literature does not fully examine the dynamics of this 
process throughout the various phases of purchase decision making (King, Racherla, 
& Bush, 2014). Jang et al. (2012) argued that reviews are used mostly in the 
consideration phase. However, reading reviews can include the actions of pre ordering 
a product for personal knowledge and general awareness or placing an order to learn 
about others’ experiences and about more features concerning their orders. 
2.5 e-WOM Quality 
Park et al. (2007, p. 128) defined the perceived quality of e-WOM as “the quality of 
the content a consumer review from the perspective of information characteristics”, 
which is extremely important in influencing consumer decisions (Filieri, 2015). The 
quantity of e-WOM has stronger influence on receivers’ behaviour than the content 
quality (Babić-Rosario et al., 2016). In their experimental study on negativity bias, Wu 
(2013) concluded that when the amount and quality of information are controlled, both 
negative and positive e-WOM carry the same weight. Thus, negative e-WOM does not 
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always threaten sales but the inconsistency of e-WOM does (Babić-Rosario et al., 
2016). 
Some studies state that negative e-WOM calls for product assessment and hence 
increases company sales. When consumers seek out online reviews for product 
information, they receive positive and negative reviews in e-WOM form. Negative e-
WOM is known to have a stronger effect than positive e-WOM, as it expresses product 
dissatisfaction. For example, on websites such as Amazon and Barnes and Noble, a 
higher number of negative reviews has a stronger effect on decreasing book sales than 
a higher number of positive reviews has on increasing book sales (Chevalier & 
Mayzlin, 2006). According to Hong and Li (2017), positive and negative e-WOM 
carry the same effectiveness when e-WOM has low affect intensity. Affected intensity 
is defined as “the amount of emotion laden words in the narrative” (Jensen, Averbeck, 
Zhang, & Wright, 2013). However, when there is a high level of loyalty to a firm or 
product, consumers will disregard negative WOM and push the product or firm further 
in a positive direction. Further, the richness of the review information has a positive 
impact on WOM, so is the strength of sending it particularly when the receiver has low 
involvement (Asada & Ko, 2016). The high number of star rating and the length of the 
review positively influence the review helpfulness (Baek, Ahn, & Choi, 2012; Ahmad 
& Laroche, 2017).  
Thus, the longer the message is, the more data and details it contains, making it of 
utmost benefit to the reader (Filieri, Hofacker, & Alguezaui, 2018). Review 
helpfulness is defined as “a peer generated product review that facilitates the 
consumers purchase decision process” (Mudambi & Schuff, 2010). Researchers also 
looked further into the quality of language complexity and linguistics (Ludwig et al., 
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2013), as the language quality of a review influences its effectiveness (Archak, Ghose, 
& Ipeirotis, 2011). English language, grammar and structure of a review can predict 
the influence that the sender will have on the receivers; hence, poorly written reviews 
lack credibility, as e-WOM language is directly linked to the sender from a receiver 
point of view.  
Facebook reviews initiated by friends can affect consumer choices, but Facebook 
reviews initiated by firms can affect both consumer choices and purchasing decisions 
(Wang et al., 2018; Yang, 2012). This contradicts the social ties theory, according to 
which close relationships, including relationships with family and friends, are more 
influential than weak ties like Consumer-generated ads, operationally defined as “any 
publicly disseminated, consumer-generated advertising messages whose subject is a 
collectively recognized brand”, weak ties can follow celebrities and public figures and 
interact with them through e-WOM while that cannot be achieved in real life (Jin & 
Phua, 2014). Consumers tend to be impacted by people they are familiar with, such as 
friends and family members. Conversely, Zhao, Stylianou, and Zheng (2018) revealed 
that consumers were influenced by anonymous users. This could be the result of firms’ 
continuous interaction with consumers on Facebook or of consumers’ interest in a 
certain product or service. 
Evaluating the strength of such ties when it comes to e-WOM, as well as how they 
interact with each other. The study of Wang, Wang, and Wang (2018) yielded two core 
aspects as they observed that the way the strong-tie and weak-tie e-WOM interacted 
with each other impacted a consumer’s purchase intention negatively. Thus, this shifts 
the study focus onto a new experiment which underlines the way in which such ties 
impact e-WOM, as previous studies have shown that both strong and weak tie e-WOM 
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have impacted a customer’s purchase intention in a negative manner. Moreover, weak-
tie e-WOM, paves the way in which consumers perceive attain strong-tie with e-
WOM; this comes because of perceived value.  
The most influential people on every social media platform are usually the ones with 
the most followers (Jin & Phua, 2014), where consumers usually follow social media 
influencers who share the same values and beliefs (Wilcox, Kramer, & Sen, 2011). 
Thus, the way followers react to any influencer’s content is crucial in determining 
whether the advertised content is making an impact on the consumers that has led to 
companies having to shift their advertisement spending from the traditional platforms 
to social media influencers (Chen, Fay, & Wang, 2011). This approach attracts more 
consumers since social media influencers are recognized on various platforms, 
including Instagram, Snapchat and YouTube to establish strong virtual relationships 
with the followers; for instance, Selena Gomez attracted so far nearly 155 million 
followers on Instagram (Lou & Yuan, 2019; Yuan & Lou, 2020).  
Companies appoint celebrities to advertise and promote their brands, as their followers 
would trust the brand more when it is used by celebrities than if it was advertised on 
company’s site or advertising channel or even on television. The number of followers 
positively influence celebrity’s perceived likeability and credibility and influence 
receivers’ intention to connect in a relationship with that celebrity and celebrities with 
small number of followers have no significant social influence on receivers. A 
celebrity endorser is “any individual who enjoys public recognition and who uses this 
recognition on behalf of a consumer good by appearing with it in an advertisement” 
(Jin & Phua, 2014). In 2011, Nike spent US$2.4 billion on celebrity endorsements, 
when companies use celebrities for brand endorsement, they need to pay more 
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consideration to consumer attention trying to find ways to use the influence of social 
media to enhance sales on and off-line (Daugherty & Hoffman, 2014; Shen, 2012; 
Phua, Jin, & Kim, 2017). 
In today’s world, the internet is flooded with content creators, such as bloggers, 
storytellers, and product reviewers (Hsu, Chuan‐Chuan Lin, & Chiang, 2013). Thus, 
they have become significantly empowered on the internet, and their opinions have a 
pronounced impact on their followers (Sokolova & Kefi, 2020). Recently, bloggers 
grow in popularity with every product that they review, as every review reel in new 
followers. As a result, consumers gain trust in the bloggers, and businesses continue 
to sponsor the same influencers in efforts of increasing product sales (Cooley & Parks-
Yancy, 2019).Regular celebrities have lost their power and impact on their followers, 
while everyday bloggers have become more popular (Archer, 2019). This is only 
natural since bloggers start off with a smaller fan-base, making it easier for their 
followers to interact with them (Djafarova & Rushworth, 2017; Djafarova & 
Trofimenko, 2018).  
It is also rare for people to be influenced by the same reviews and influencers every 
single time. Even when two people follow the same influencer, they may react 
differently to any given review or opinion, which is a challenge for marketing manager 
to understand and deploy. Many factors play a role in how a consumer may react to 
different reviews, and how their purchase intentions are affected (Hernández-Ortega, 
2018). Besides that, Facebook is low cost and user friendly, which makes advertising 
and product information exchange quick and easy. e-WOM content is also important 
for motivating consumers to respond and interact through SNS. For example, Nike’s 
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sales increased by 30% in the Netherlands after Nike unveiled a sequence of Ads on 
Facebook (Yang, 2012). 
In investigating the communal and comparative drivers of e-WOM interaction from 
the perspective of the Online Social Network point of view, Kim (2017) found 
correlations between the person and the web page and the similarity of the person’s 
interests and the internet page’s substance as i) communal connections influence 
notably a person’s characteristics and behaviours (for example, through contact with 
data and thoughts), and ii) the connections the person is involved in are more essential 
in clarifying actions than the person’s personal characteristics. Moreover, people 
appear to construct buyer web page connections and engage frequently with the web 
pages than with real life people particularly when they feel more comfortable to 
interact behind their monitors and avoid face to face communication (Mishra, 
Maheswarappa, Maity, & Samu, 2018). 
2.6 WOM vs. e-WOM 
Socialization describes how individuals acquire and accept their society, parents are 
usually the first point of contact and friends start to come closer during youth 
(Maccoby, 2007). Friends effect is exhibited through either “informative” by getting 
facts and decide to act, or “normative” impact by the willing to act (Bearden, 
Netemeyer, & Teel, 1989). In today digital world, people have increasingly become 
dependent on the social media. Users are granted access to the internet through many 
means of socialization, such as forums, video games, and instant messaging 
applications. So, e-WOM demonstrates one of the major changes in modern consumer 
conduct. In March 2021, the Internet World Stats (IWS) recorded the Internet users 
worldwide reached above 3.2 billion, including 2 billion users living in developing 
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countries. This report indicates the Internet is dynamically growing over years to 
reach; for example, 57% of world population enjoying access in early 2021 (IWS, 
2021). 
WOM and e-WOM are similar in substance, but they differ in style, range, pace and 
the relationship between the sender and receiver (Meuter, McCabe, & Curran, 2013). 
Interpersonal communication and the link between the sender and receiver influence 
the effectiveness of WOM and e-WOM, where this personal convincing is essential; 
particularly to the product experience. Generally, many people initiate face-to-face 
WOM in a private context with a limited number of people who the sender knows. 
Receivers are usually trust or already have some kinds of connection with the initiators 
and those would share with another controlled number of people. However, the same 
kinds of connections between senders and receivers do not exist in all e-WOM. For 
example, with e-WOM, the sender of the message can be random (Tidwell & Walther, 
2002; Sen & Lerman, 2007), while many users can receive the same message (Wang, 
Yeh, Chen, & Tsydypov, 2016).  
In short, what used to be a face to face exchange of ideas, product information and 
personal experience off-line is now available online with unlimited access on demand 
(Dellarocas, 2003), it lasts on the internet forever unless it gets deleted (Cooley & 
Parks-Yancy, 2019), and higher consumer control and audience reach, in nature e-
WOM is permanent and can be reached at low cost (Daugherty & Hoffman, 2014). 
Accessibility does not have time or geographic boundaries, unlike the face to face 
nature of WOM, feedback to e-WOM is unrestricted and quantifiable (Wang et al., 
2016). Research has shown that how fresh the review is influencing the purchase 
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decision of the customer, because more current reviews are remembered more than 
older reviews (Purnawirawan, Dens, & De Pelsmacker, 2012). 
Any up-to-the-minute piece of data that denotes the quality and characteristics of any 
product or service is referred to as ‘information currency’ (Wang & Strong, 1996). On 
some platforms, the minute a reviewer posts their review online, any user is granted 
access to that post immediately. However, on dedicated online platforms, such as 
TripAdvisor, the administration may take a couple of days to assess the post prior to 
publishing it on the website. Since circumstances may change, especially for 
experiential products, consumers may get the most out of a review that is fresh and 
current (Filieri, McLeay, Tsui, & Lin, 2018). It only takes a click to share your opinion 
with the universe, and the number of receivers can be unlimited in public forums; for 
example. Unlike in traditional WOM, responses can be spontaneous; people can 
communicate their opinion without taking the time to think for very long or organize 
their speech beforehand (Nagy, Kemény, Szűcs, Simon, & Kiss, 2017).  
On the contrary, online response times can take hours or days, allowing the senders to 
better structure and present their messages (Chafe & Danielewicz, 1987; Berger, 
2014).For example, 71% of Facebook users often revise their messages before sending 
them (Das & Kramer, 2013). Basically, consumers have better control over when, 
where and what to share online (Daugherty, Eastin, & Bright, 2008). Besides that, e-
WOM transmits at a high pace, e-WOM has extraordinary speed of travel and allows 
multi directional information swap between senders and receivers (Cheung & Thadani, 
2012). Berger and Iyengar (2013) highlight the synchronicity of the process as another 
difference between WOM and e-WOM. e-WOM travels through time and space to 
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mass receivers and the message is instantly transmitted potentially to millions, while 
WOM keeps speed at a lower rate (Serra-Cantallops & Salvi, 2014). 
Finally, the anonymity of social media and other examples of e-WOM makes it easy 
for consumers to express their concerns and personal viewpoints freely without the 
pressure of body language or eye contact (Dellarocas, 2003). However, this lack of 
face to face interaction raises concerns in the areas of reliability, credibility and trust 
in communication online and assessing sender credibility (Filieri, 2015). Online 
reviews are posted on online platforms by anonymous reviewers, so, contrary to 
WOM, reliability and honesty are always pointing of concern (Elwalda & Lu, 2016; 
Cheung & Thadani, 2012). It is the receiver’s decision to trust the sender’s credibility, 
accordingly, the established credibility and expertise of the sender determines the 
reliability of the review (Hussain et al., 2017). Nuseir (2019) reported that e-WOM is 
the most commonly and effective medium in use for sharing information, opinions and 
reviews pertaining to various consuming products and services in the UAE market. 
Bose et al. (2012) stated that “About 10.3 percent of the products reviewed online are 
subject to online reviews manipulation”, and knowing the difference between 
manipulated and genuine reviews is subjective. 
Sweeney et al. (2008) studied the psychological effect of personal WOM from the 
receiver’s viewpoint, suggesting that personal, interpersonal, situational and message 
contents are the four elements affecting e-WOM effectiveness. The stronger the social 
ties between the sender and the receiver, the stronger the effect of e-WOM (Bansal & 
Voyer, 2000). Moreover, this effect becomes even stronger when the receiver actively 
pursues e-WOM, as it becomes more influential (Wangenheim & Bayón, 2004). 
Individuals with information passing behaviour are likely to seek and evaluate 
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information online for raising their expectations about interesting product based on 
their satisfaction levels (Nagy et al., 2017).  
An opinion leader is defined as “individual who transmit information about a topic to 
other people, in terms of the extent to which information is sought by those people” 
(King & Summer, 1970; Phua et al., 2017), are influential because of their expertise, 
participation and knowledge in a product or service (Myers & Robertson, 1972). The 
opinion leader often initiates route and distribution of information on social media, 
and need opinion finders for their opinion significance (Alves, Fernandes, & Raposo, 
2016). It takes time and effort to assess and give opinions that are expected to form 
and influence others’ purchasing decisions (Nagy et al., 2017; Costa et al., 2001). 
2.7 e-WOM and Eateries  
An online review is a kind of e-WOM that is used most often within the social media 
and review sites, where users display their opinion about a certain product or service 
based on their personal experience and evaluation (Yoon, Kim, Kim, & Choi, 2019). 
Hospitality is considered higher in the risk one takes when buying a service and 
requires consumer involvement (Reyes-Menendez, Saura, & Martinez-Navalon, 
2019). Food generally is a popular purchasing target; particularly, while travelling, 
food reflects the culture of any destination, and when users review restaurants, they 
help promote these destinations mainly when the message is visual (Wang, Kirillova, 
& Lehto, 2016). 
e-WOM’s significance is recognized in general, and customers rely on it for 
information gathering and buying decisions and, more than ever, in the hospitality 
business, where customers depend on it to lessen the chance of anything unreliable 
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that might occur (Ladhari & Michaud, 2015). In their study on digital marketing 
strategies, De Pelsmacker et al. (2018) confirmed that digital marketing strategies 
positively affect hotel room occupancy, as confirmed through other research, e-WOM 
affects hotel occupancy rate, pricing and reputation and can truly distress the 
reputation of a well-established standing when generated by an influential expert in 
these platforms damaging hotel image (Neirotti et al., 2016).  
People look for pictures and visuals prior to making purchase decisions. Attractive, 
photo shopped food photos that users post through their social media platforms act as 
a very strong tool and form of e-WOM (Abdullah, Hambali, Kamal, Din, & Lahap, 
2016). The traditional business to consumer promotional marketing strategy is not as 
effective as it used to be, the strategy is entering a different dimension, and consumer 
to consumer strategy is now taking over as businesses aim to use marketing strategies 
to come off as genuine and trustworthy to millennial (Cooley & Parks-Yancy, 2019). 
Social media strategies can affect company’s market value (Alves, Fernandes, & 
Raposo, 2016), and companies should not neglect the effect of strong communication 
and perceived review helpfulness on consumer choices and purchase decisions. 
Perceived review helpfulness is defined as “the extent to which a consumer perceives 
a product review to be useful in performing his/her shopping tasks”. So, the positive 
reviews are perceived as more motivational, particularly when they are longer than a 
negative short review, and moderate reviews are more helpful and influential than 
innovative reviews (Pan & Zhang, 2011). Due to the increase in online dependency to 
find information specifically about hotels and hospitality related matters, Sparks 
(2011) revealed in his study that certain factors significantly impact customers’ 
preferences and buying decisions. These factors addressed were i) the aims of the 
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review (whether general or specific), ii) if the review was positive or negative, iii) the 
recency of the positive or negative comments and iv) if there were any statistical data 
on ranking attached to the comments. The generated results indicated that customers 
were more likely to be swayed by previous and recent negative comments, yet positive 
reviews coupled with statistical ranking amplified booking decision and trust factors. 
With the social empowerment and attraction of social media for today’s generation, 
eating out can speak much about one’s qualities through where, when and with whom 
they choose to be seen dining out. Beyond just taste, all of consumers’ senses become 
alert at eateries, including sight, smell, hearing, taste and touch. This puts much 
pressure on restaurants and chafes owners to control aspects other than food quality, 
including the ambiance, décor and music as a social function, attracting consumers to 
create reviews and e-WOM (Astuti & Hanan, 2016). Consumers sometimes try to 
make vendors look good by posting positive reviews; however, these reviews can 
mislead other consumers, even if they make firms look good (Pan & Zhang, 2011), 
whereas consumers would still participate in e-WOM for its economic and social value 
(Balasubramanian & Mahajan, 2001).  
There are websites specializing in online restaurant reviews connecting diners together 
by listing different restaurants names, photos, address and main offered cuisine and 
available online reviews with a direct link to restaurants’ website. The visitors’ count 
of the restaurant website shows how popular this restaurant is in social media terms 
(Zhang et al., 2010). When interpersonal e-WOM is received, the receiver of the e-
WOM may visit and try the recommended restaurant, unlike in the case of general e-
WOM from unknown sources (Meuter, McCabe, & Curran, 2013). The nature of e-
WOM is more important than the volume of e-WOM in influencing consumer 
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decisions, so restaurants should encourage interpersonal e-WOM and not incentive 
consumers to simply post positive reviews. Restaurant reviewers may participate in e-
WOM for several reasons other than documenting memories including informing 
others and promoting self-image (Wang et al., 2016). 
Online reviews are a method of communication that e-WOM encompasses. Upon 
abundant research, this method has been proven to be vital for firms to promote the 
sale of their goods and services by making an impact on consumers (Clare et al., 2016). 
In summary, online reviews influence the consumers’ buying decisions if factors such 
as the strength of the group’s bond, the positive and negative comments made and the 
reviewer reliability are evident (Ruiz-Equihua et al., 2019; Sokolova & Kefi, 2020). 
2.8 Egocentric Approach and Social Influence 
Thorndike (1920) piloted an experiment, upon which the Halo Effect was introduced. 
In his experiment, Thorndike found that the way people may perceive others, whether 
under a positive or negative light, can produce a Halo Effect around the individual, 
which in turn may emphasize some characteristics, while striking out others. First 
impressions are believed to skew people’s own perceptions of a certain individual, and 
the Halo Effect plays a major role here, since people are inclined to come up with 
inferences around certain products or services solely upon one review. Thus, some 
firms tend to increase their prices, or hire brand ambassadors, to encourage consumers 
to adopt the Halo Effect, and view their brand under a positive light (Djafarova & 
Rushworth, 2017). 
Most people know more about themselves than they know about others. This is true 
partly because people tend to pay more attention to themselves than to others and partly 
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because people have privileged access to information about themselves (e.g., private 
thoughts, opinions and emotions) that is available to self and unavailable to others, 
because it is plentiful, information about oneself can exert a disproportionate influence 
on various kinds of judgements that are made. When this happens, it is known as an 
egocentric bias, i.e. self-centred (Suls & Wheeler, 2013). The egocentric methodology 
looks at the condition from the viewpoint of others, this egocentric bias starts from the 
early childhood stage and remains till older age (Carrasco, Hogan, Wellman, & Miller, 
2008). However, obtaining one’s own beliefs is not an easy task, which leads to 
verification by cross referencing with others through social influence. Constantly 
interacting with other online users may skew an individual’s own opinions and 
preferences, which is usually regarded as social influence (Hu, Chen, & Davidson, 
2019).  
Researchers have focused mainly on the review valence that has been defined as “the 
positive or negative orientation of information about an object or a situation” (Rogers 
& Bhowmik, 1970; Beauregard & Dunning, 1998; Astuti, & Hanan, 2016; Southwick, 
2001) and volume of e-WOM, ignoring its socio psychological aspects (Naylor, 
Lamberton, & Norton, 2010) and the effect of psychological distance between the 
sender and the receiver. It is still a mystery as to how senders and receivers from 
different cultures, nations and backgrounds can use e-WOM to communicate 
effectively with one another. Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil and his research team (2009) 
found “noticeable differences between reviews” in the United Kingdom (UK), Japan, 
Germany and the USA. Therefore, the egocentric theory of judging others based on 
one’s own self judgement instead of on consensus information (i.e. people’s beliefs 
that others are like them, so they assume that others will understand the exact meaning 
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of their customer reviews) is not valid that takes the study towards the next approach 
through social influence (Naylor, Lamberton, & Norton, 2010).  
Kelman (1961) proposed three stages of social influence, these were i) internalization 
indicates the acceptance of information from knowledgeable resources and 
incorporating it, ii) identification tells the strong tie feeling with a desired source 
providing as far as the source exist, and iii) compliance point when the individual is 
controlled by the empowerment of that source (Shen, 2012). The effect of culture on 
e-WOM through social media comparing USA and Korea revealed that there were 
some matches and mismatches in persuasive cultural aspects on e-WOM between the 
two nations (Lee, Choi, & Kim, 2017). Hence, e-WOM would have a huge effect on 
consumers for the richness of the message and the quantity that can develop bigger 
consumer knowledge (Yoon, Kim, & Choi, 2019). Since the focus of this study is 
based on social comparison theory and social judgement theory, both theories will be 
discussed in the next section, based on the research hypothesis and the primary 
research questions. 
2.9 Social Comparison 
There is distinctive desire for individuals to assess self in comparison to others around 
them (Suls & Wheeler, 2013). Social comparison is significant characteristic of 
people’s social life and was tested since 1930s by researchers, but the theory was 
defined by Festinger in 1957. After the original theory was formed, over time, social 
comparison theory has developed into different approaches and paradigms (Buunk & 
Gibbons, 2007). People get evaluative facts about self by comparing with similar or 
those they compete with in a certain setting (Appel, Gerlach, & Crusius, 2016). For 
example, peers at work as they are all exposed to the same work tasks and rewards, 
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and the comparison will be more efficient when the person has the chance to observe 
that similar other. People also believe that reward is based on performance and 
competencies, the individual will observe that in peers to judge own performance and 
capabilities, this peer evaluation is validated by the social comparison theory 
(Mumford, 1983).  
In social comparison context, people compare themselves to others whenever 
information on others is made available, the motives for this vary, including enhancing 
self-esteem and self-evaluation and making better judgements (Lee, 2014). Personal 
image and general appeal are ongoing concerns of individuals since people’s self-
image forms during their early years and stays steady though out their life cycle (Morse 
& Gergen, 1970). Individuals try and present self with a positive impression by others 
(Appel, Gerlach, & Crusius, 2016); they like to appraise their beliefs and skills through 
comparing self with others to evaluate own strengths and limitations (Argo, White, & 
Dahl, 2006).  
When an individual tends to be susceptible to surroundings and follows others as 
direction for controlling self-image, they usually have high self-surveillance tendency 
and more active on social media seeking guidelines from others to follow on how to 
control and monitor their behaviour in social situations. Self-surveillance is when we 
monitor, control, and manage our image to appeal to others. Social surveillance is 
when an individual follows the behaviour and beliefs of others and collect their 
information, it is a major motivator to engage in social media to enlarge their network 
(Park et al., 2016).  
Teenagers utilize social media to meet new friends, to date and to seek advice for 
product purchase, and most social media platforms have developed mobile 
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applications to enable social media users to interact with others smoothly and promptly 
(Mishra et al., 2018). The availability of such mobile applications has encouraged the 
birth of location-based applications, such as Foursquare and Yelp (Firth & Wilken, 
2019), which in turn expanded the horizons of social media and networking (Zhang, 
Pelechrinis, & Lappas, 2018). Receiver’s Tendency for Social Comparison Online 
(TSCO) influence the level of joy and website usefulness they achieved online (Shen, 
2012).  
Social comparison happens every day everywhere, at work with colleagues, at home 
with family members and friends, on social media with models and celebrities at 
personal level and at group level (Buunk & Gibbons, 2007). Once other’s information 
is available, one can participate in social comparison (Liu et al., 2017). Individuals are 
exposed to a large number of people on daily basis but who they compare self to 
depends on the situation, for example, a girl may see another girl at schools and she 
will mean nothing to her, while if the latter joins the same drama class and attracts 
attention, then the utility of social comparison will be present and the girl will be 
devastated (Morse & Gergen, 1970). Social comparison has an overbearing presence 
on online websites and social media platforms, rather than off the web (Appel et al., 
2016; Baek, Ahn, & Choi, 2012). As Instagram is a very visual form of social media, 
social comparison becomes more noticeable with posts of friends and anonymous, 
reviewers of such medium would be influenced the most by similar peers, then old 
fashioned advertisements (Johnson, Potocki, & Veldhuis, 2019).  
Social comparison can take three forms, these are i) similar comparison for self-
assessment (Cramer, Song, & Drent, 2016), ii) upward comparison for self-
enhancement, individuals prefer the company of similar others. Thus, they try to 
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compare self with others that are a superior to them to show and feel better about self 
and to learn from those others which has a positive effect on future behaviour, for 
example when students compare self to former students who did well, had scored the 
highest GPA by term end, when individuals realise that others are superior to them, 
they try to demonstrate other qualities they have that distinguish them from the 
ordinary. Individuals may choose to compare downward to learn what not to do 
(Buunk & Gibbons, 2007; Cramer, Song, & Drent, 2016; Phua et al., 2017), and iii) 
downward comparison mainly to boost self-esteem, when people feel vulnerable in a 
specific aspect. Thus, they prefer to socially compare self to others who they believe 
worse of in this aspect, which makes them feel higher of themselves within that 
comparison and boost their self-esteem (Buunk & Gibbons, 2007; Cramer et al., 2016).  
Social comparison goes in two steps: The first is spontaneous reaction wither or not 
the person wanted to compare self to other target, a person may automatically 
negatively respond to something said about a successful individual in reaction to the 
automatic unintended comparison, then after thinking about it, the individual may “not 
compared” counting why the target may have been fortunate in that particular area of 
success (Buunk & Gibbons, 2007). Individual’s view of self is determined by others’ 
opinion at certain settings too, this self-concept is influenced by social comparison 
(Morse & Gergen, 1970). When people compare self to others through social 
comparison, they evaluate the level of similarity or difference with that other in the 
comparison, then assess how that effects the person.  
Personal characteristics, such as self-consistency, competitiveness, dominance affect 
how an individual react to social comparison, similarity with target in downward 
comparison drops the mood lower and contrast with target in upward comparison also 
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has the same effect on the individual’s mood, while both similarity with target in 
upward comparison and contrast with target in downward comparison raise the mood 
high (Buunk & Gibbons, 2007). To try to find information about self through 
comparisons with others, we always assess capabilities and judgements through 
comparing self with others within the surrounding to know more and evaluate self 
(Morse & Gergen, 1970).  
Self-judgement is relative, where decisions of consumers are mostly made upon the 
connection with the sender of e-WOM (Bazerman, 1984). People actually share 
interpersonal information when suggesting a product or service to others (Argo et al., 
2006), and similarity can be the base for the receiver prior to reading or evaluating the 
review to choose what to read (Chan et al., 2017; Herr, Kardes, & Kim, 1991). So, the 
receivers often try to find similarities for sharing with the senders; thus, when 
comparing through social comparison, similar persons will be the standard of the 
evaluation and are ideal as the source of assessment (Mumford, 1983). Once these 
similarities are established, credibility and trust will also gradually become established 
and will guide the receivers’ decision-making process. Therefore, people conduct 
social comparisons to learn about themselves (Festinger, 1957). On the other hand, 
homogeneous consumers on social media, will have stronger ties and the exchange of 
e-WOM will be trusted and more credible (Phua et al., 2017). 
Social comparisons between people who are “like me” and those who are “not like 
me” are the basic phenomenon that has existed for all of humanity and will continue. 
Today, consumers seek online reviews for the social comparisons(Lee, 2014). 
Researchers investigated e-WOM involvement in areas including self-enhancement 
(De Angelis et al., 2012) and individuation, i.e. mostly self-interest (Hennig-Thurau et 
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al., 2014). Because people learn to better understand their own emotions, thoughts and 
backgrounds more than they learn to understand others’, they begin to see others as 
like themselves, and they measure others against their own personal views of 
themselves, ignoring consensus information that is available about the other that is in 
target comparison, even if it is provided. Consequently, there is a positive relationship 
between the “homophile” and the credibility of e-WOM (Ludwig et al., 2013). 
People tend to describe others based on self-emotions and experience. For example, 
an overweight person would describe someone as being slim, or a lady with long hair 
would describe another as having short hair, giving his or her own behaviour more 
value than consensus information. No one can assume that all e-WOM has the same 
effect on receivers, because they may interpret the reviews differently depending on 
the quality of the information, the background of the sender and the receiver’s own 
values. Then, they average the overall ratings of the reviews to help themselves make 
a good decision. Marketers subsequently predict the weight of the influence that a 
review will have on the receiver based on personal similarities, including gender, 
education and culture (Naylor, Lamberton, & Norton, 2010).  
Hofstede is regarded as the father of modern cross-cultural research (Carraher, 2003); 
his work on national culture shows how culture can be unpackaged into independent 
dimensions and not restricted to cross cultural field (Minkov & Hofstede, 2011), and 
members of any society talk and process information within their local accent and that 
constitute national culture that distinguishes cultures, he believes all countries face the 
same problem and this problem is categorized in six sections constituting the 6-D 
model, these are i) power distance, ii) uncertainty avoidance, iii) individualism vs 
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collectivism, iv) masculinity vs femininity, v) long term vs short term orientation, and 
vi) indulgence vs restraint. 
Castellano (2017) conducted a study to identify whether e-WOM has the same effect 
as WOM, and the findings indicated that it does, especially when the social group or 
network has strong bonds such as familial connections, positive and negative 
comments and reviewer reliability are prominent. However, the study also revealed 
that homophily and the worth of the actual substance do not impact online statuses of 
organizations. Homophile in social media is defined as “structured network ties of 
every individual type, including marriage, friendships, work, mates, support, 
information transfer and exchange, co-memberships, and other relationship 
types” (McPherson, Smith-Lovin, & Cook, 2001). 
On the other hand, online consumers behave in three forms, these are i) they can 
purchase a product or service “transactional”, ii) search for product or service 
information “informational” and iii) share own knowledge or satisfaction with others 
regarding products and services by socially networking (Shen, 2012). Obviously, then, 
understanding the mechanisms of transmitting and receiving messages is vital for 
marketing managers. When consumers receive e-WOM from experts, the content is 
considered legitimate and reliable (Asada & Ko, 2016). In this context, expertise is 
defined as “the extent to which an information source is perceived to provide valid 
information” (Pornpitakpan, 2004).When people assess themselves, they usually 
praise their own abilities more highly than others to maintain their self-esteem. Further, 
some people like to be unique, so they tend not to follow the e-WOM route and stick 
to their own beliefs to avoid similarities with others in other words, they are unaffected 
by social influences. So, consumers with a need for e-WOM, thus, high volume of 
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WOM won’t affect uniqueness as positive or negative (Tian, Bearden, & Hunter, 
2001).  
The individual responds to social comparison based on own self-concept (Buunk & 
Gibbons, 2007), a happy individual will not be affected if over performed by a peer, 
unlike an unhappy individual will have lower self-esteem (De Vries & Kühne, 2015).  
Morse and Gergen (1970) concluded that a person with highly anticipated qualities 
reduces others’ self-esteem and vis-a-vis. Accordingly, social comparison can make 
people feel positive or negative about themselves, depending on their own personality 
and the personality of others they compare themselves to, however, downward 
comparison improves the mood for both high and low self-esteemed groups, for 
example an old person complaining about ageing would feel better when he or she 
compare self to another ageing person with more health issues (Buunk & Gibbons, 
2007).  
When a person is asked about another person, he or she directly relates that person to 
himself or herself through social comparison. The cyber-world of the internet makes 
it easy to communicate and search for information about others on demand. SNSs are 
convenient mediums for such communication and exchange of information between 
consumers (Lee, 2014). So, people compare themselves everyday through SNS with 
friends, celebrities, and other users of the SNS. Thus, that they can develop their own 
identities and express their emotions. People are different and so the level of how they 
compare themselves to others differs (Phua et al., 2017).  
Gibbons and Buunk, (1999) created a Social Comparison Orientation (SCO) Scale to 
measure people’s inclination towards social comparison and defined it as “the extent 
to which individuals pay attention to and base their own behaviour on the way others 
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behave”. In other words, a high SCO score means a person will be more inclined to 
social comparison than a person with a low SCO score. People with low self-esteem 
are more sensitive to social comparison information and tend to be more involved in 
social comparison than people with high self-esteem. People who are concerned about 
others’ feelings and actions are more likely to engage in social comparison than those 
who are not as people expect others to respond to their social comparison. 
Every day people are exposing to others’ general information about attitude and 
behaviour, they naturally select whom to compare themselves with socially, and 
individuals who care about others’ opinion are more likely to engage in social 
comparison (Chae, 2017). Many people have the TSCO defined by Shen (2012) as 
“the degree to which an individual tends to compare his or her opinions with others, 
and be influenced by others, particularly when shopping online”, and the tendency for 
Social Presence (SP) that defined as “the extent to which a medium allows a user to 
experience others as being psychologically present” ( Fulk, Steinfield, Schmitz, & 
Power, 1987), whereas the social media is the ultimate forum for social comparison 
(De Vries & Kühne, 2015; Buunk & Gibbons, 2007). 
Facebook for example, its population reaches 1.8 billion users, is a good medium for 
these social interactions, as it allows users to create profiles with information on their 
marital status, habits, achievements, and work experience, and with photos and videos 
of their lives, which are available for others to view and compare themselves to without 
having to interact with each other. For instance, about 69% of the participants in a 
survey said they socially compare using Facebook (Cramer, Song, & Drent, 2016), 
whereas, those users are spending considerable time dedicated to searching 
information about others on social media (Liu et al., 2017). According to Lee (2014), 
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consumers review others’ profiles on Facebook for social comparison. The presence 
of a display picture usually adds to the reviewer’s credibility, and enhances a sense of 
familiarity between the consumer and the reviewer (Hernández-Ortega, 2018). 
Message credibility is defined as “the extent to which a consumer perceives the 
information sources provided in the online review as unbiased, believable, true, and/or 
factual” (Hass, 1981). 
People tend to lie to others they know to defend their “self-image” and “self-worth”, 
deception is an outcome of social comparison: When people sense that the information 
they get through social comparison are threatening, they tend to lie to protect self, 
interpersonal deception happens once in every three social conversations and it can 
take several forms including the place they bought the product from, the real price or 
even the real trademark (Argo et al., 2006). People can set their profile on Facebook 
in a refined way as they like to be perceived, which may mislead others in their social 
comparisons, people mostly post positive photos and messages on social media than 
negative events, which invites more of upward comparison, which may lead to lower 
self-esteem when the individual realises that he or she is worse off the target and that 
can cause depression particularly with those vulnerable to the comparison assessment 
(Buunk & Gibbons, 2007; De Vries & Kühne, 2015; Cramer, Song, & Drent, 2016). 
The photo a person takes of self or “selfie” became a worldwide trend and is the best 
way to demonstrate personal image in the most desired way mainly after applying 
filters and shapers. Social comparison is the main motivator for selfie editing, to reach 
an appearance that supersedes or at least similar to other target peers, influencers or 
celebrities on social media and get more likes and shares (Chae, 2017). This may lead 
to lowering self-esteem as depression to the e-WOM receivers participating in social 
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comparison which makes using Facebook can damage the well-being of young adults, 
particularly the unhappy ones (De Vries & Kühne, 2015). 
Technology influences the behaviour of millennial as primary daily users and 
consumers of the same, their search will increase with the increase of innovativeness 
of the (Milaković & Ivasečko, 2018), and their purchase behaviour is of high interest 
to marketers yet it is challenging as it is constantly changing as technology does. Many 
organizations have invested in trying to identify their consumer behaviour, and they 
constitute an important market sector in industries like hospitality, where customer 
personal experience matter the most (Zhang et al., 2017). 
Millennial population those born in information and communication technology (ICT) 
era between 1980 and 2000; they are also called “generation Y”. They are ICT literates 
and mainly differentiated by their abilities and skills regarding technology adaptation 
and uses in every life aspect including values, beliefs, buying intentions, and food 
preference. They share experience and motivation based on the influence of the 
economic changes, social changes and technology changes that affected their life cycle 
to date (Bilgihan, Peng, & Kandampully, 2014). This big population represent a 
purchasing power to many consumer products that may direct the production and 
marketing of many industries. In this digital context, the American writer and speaker, 
Marc Prensky called them in 2001 as “digital natives” (Moreno et al., 2017). 
Accordingly, they are digitally oriented and the marketing message must be encrypted 
well through the right interactive channels as the Millennials are social media experts 
and electronically connected.  
Millennials use social media to characterize their self-image, network and promote self 
(Styvén & Foster, 2018). They consume, learn and socialize online, they can be less 
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loyal to the brands than the earlier generations for several reasons as they have access 
to online information about brands and products, they are price aware and they look 
for latest technology and trends to create their own style, they do not follow the crowd 
as much as meeting their personality and identity requirements, which makes them 
open to new brands and ideas. What makes this segment of niche market very 
important particularly for this study is their attention to e-WOM, and the credibility it 
carries as it is based on personal experience and “been there, done that” more than 
regular advertisement and promotion (Allsop, Bassett & Hoskins, 2017).  
The digital natives are trend setters and social influencers within a community as they 
like to share their opinion to demonstrate expertise, they tend to balance work and 
social life which leads to more and quick spending of their income in the form of 
travelling, dining and shopping. They like to enjoy shopping and spending looking for 
attractive sites and messages, keeping an eye on peers and others’ purchase experience, 
they involve more rapidly in e-WOM and online reviews to share positive and negative 
experience as well as looking for reviews on products and services (Milaković & 
Ivasečko, 2018). When people have high self-esteem and are confident in their own 
competencies, they engage in social comparisons. In contrast, the optimistic 
individuals treat the information about target in a positive future anticipation in the 
sense that they will reach the standard of this target in the social comparison (Liu et 
al., 2017), whether to learn about themselves; compare upwards to improve themselves 
(Wheeler, 1966), or downwards to feel better about themselves to boost self-esteem or 
simply to gain knowledge (Hakmiller, 1966).  
Downward comparison is a self-enhancement act that is conducted when people feel 
negatively about themselves to start comparing themselves against for self- satisfaction 
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and esteem (Wills, 1981). People have doubts about downward comparisons, but they 
engage in it whenever they are given the opportunity for stress reduction. Hence, many 
people are engaging in the social comparison either for self-enhancement or self-
comparison, and people with negative feelings about themselves usually carry out 
negative evaluations of others to feel better about their failures or to cope with their 
depression (Wills, 1981).  
In social comparisons, relational and motivational drivers of selecting whom to 
compare self to happen on a selective basis, people select whom to compare with and 
at what level they can be compared with similar (Festinger, 1957; Wheeler, Martin, & 
Suls, 1997), or different people (Wood, 1989). Consumers with a higher social 
comparison tendency seem to use social media more often in general (Lee, 2014). 
People start evaluating others through egocentric comparisons; then, once information 
about others is available, people suggest personal information and make a judgement. 
Therefore, the survey participates were engaging in both social and egocentric 
comparisons on a daily basis to engage more in social comparisons and avoid 
egocentric comparisons when we are unsure about ourselves.  
Such egocentric comparisons happen when one wants to confirm the images has drawn 
of oneself, and avoid egocentric comparisons when we have disappointing self-images 
(Beauregard & Dunning, 1998). The Internet allowed by the Bulletin Board System 
(BBS) in the late 1970s. After more than 30 years of continuous technological 
development, today the Internet is an innovative medium for gathering information, 
sender’s values and social information are not always available to the receiver to apply 
a social comparison, which calls for a social judgement. Social judgement is discussed 
in the next section (Maier, Eckert, & Clarkson, 2005). 
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2.10 Social Judgement 
Social Judgement Theory (SJT) had been developed through the 1960s and 1970s, to 
have become a popular reference for studying people’s judgement in certain 
environmental situations (Cooksey, 1996), as it gives an understanding into the process 
of decision making (Smith, Gilhooly, & Walker, 2002). Like egocentric comparison, 
social judgement is self-driven and is a daily act; again, who do people judge and what 
they judge is self-driven. Social comparisons and social judgement can share the same 
motives. Basically, people judge others to reach certain goals, such as self-satisfaction 
of one’s own image (Dunning et al., 1998; Weinstein, 1980; Alicke, 1985). SJT is not 
an internal psychology of a person, but considers the consequence of the action on the 
environment, proposing that a person needs to be seen in different environments or 
settings (Doherty & Kurz, 1996). 
Social Judgement is the process of perception and judgement based on one’s attitude 
when an individual gets exposed to a new issue. Three main factors classify perception 
of a new event or message, namely: 
a) The judgemental anchor, which is concerned with the original opinion and 
acceptance of the receiver.  
b) The assessment level of ego involvement which is divided into three 
categories, these are i) latitude of acceptance refers to the level an individual 
is willing to accept the message, so if the message is received within latitude 
of acceptance, then it will be accepted and behaviour will change accordingly, 
ii) latitude of non-commitment refers to the level an individual feels neutral 
or impartial towards the message, and iii) latitude of rejection, here if the 
message is received within latitude of rejection, then it will not influence 
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positive behaviour. An individual with high latitude of acceptance and low 
latitude of rejection would positively react to the message than an individual 
with low latitude of acceptance and high latitude of rejection (Eagly & Telaak, 
1972).  
c) The ego involvement: The depth of one’s involvement of the matter – what 
level of involvement will affect our self-esteem – when a message is 
perceived interesting, ego will be higher, as a result higher ego involvement 
individual are harder to convince, in other words, the higher personal 
relevance, the higher one’s ego involvement and the harder to persuade. 
Functionalism and probabilism are two main themes of the SJT (Doherty & 
Kurz, 1996). In functionalism, achievement is the focus, so to understand 
people’s behaviour, we need to see them in their environment and how they 
perceive it and how they react to it to achieve their goals, in other words, 
achievement is measured as the degree to how one is reacting to their 
environment.  
Since people are uncertain about knowing their environment, the SJT calls for 
understanding the relationship between a person and the environment in probabilistic 
forms. Thus, it is necessary trying to know the environment to judge based on available 
information; for instance, a physician trying to get information through different cues 
including X-rays, blood tests. MRI and other forms to diagnose a case, while some 
represent strong evidence and some may not, yet naturally symptoms would relate to 
one another based on the disease (Doherty & Kurz, 1996). Hence, many individuals 
use available information within their environment to understand their environment 
(Smith, Gilhooly, & Walker, 2002).  
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The self-improvement motive has a different impact on self and social judgements, as 
one would not be equally interested in others. When making social judgements, people 
create an image, which is the judgement they want to show, yet they participate in 
egocentric comparisons unintentionally (Taylor, Neter, & Wayment, 1995). In short, 
when individuals study themselves by judging others or concentrating on themselves 
to study others, they naturally think of themselves during the act of judging others. 
Passive audience member would read a review and not challenge it and accept 
everything they read and been told. Active audience members would form an opinion 
on what they read and challenge the information they get. Media used to affect the 
audience as audience used to passively accept whatever media enforces. The 
interpersonal relationship with media online calls for modifying old audience concept 
(Ruggiero, 2000). 
Lasswell (1948) developed the Uses and Gratifications (U&G) Theory, which 
discusses the potential roles of communication processes in the society. This theory 
indicates that the communication process in society performs three core functions, these are 
i) surveillance (monitoring) of the surrounding environment, revealing potential threats and 
opportunities that might affect the position value of the community, along with its essential 
component parts within it, ii) correlation of the community components within the society-at-
large to be responsive to the surrounding environment, and iii) transmission of the social 
heritage. 
U & G Theory has witnessed further building over the years to have been used and 
applied to the traditional media including TV and radio and what provide their 
audiences to understand consumers’ behaviour and motivation for such engagement 
(Katz, Blumler, & Gurevitch, 1973). The theory indicates that audience are strongly 
active in using media to form own opinion, and media does not have a power over 
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audience as today, the audience are active towards media and moreover employ media 
to satisfy their requirements in five categories including i) searching media sites for 
information and education, ii) emotional needs, iii) personal identity to discover self 
by learning from people around us by finding models of behaviour; iv) personal 
relationships or social integrity needs; and v) diversion to avoid routine daily life or 
escape from actual life stress (Kujur & Singh, 2020).  
U&G theory’s main principle is that consumers search within media to find 
information to satisfy themselves to accomplish satisfaction or gratifications (Whiting 
& Williams, 2013). The theory answers two main questions; “Why do people become 
involved in one mediated communication or another?”, and “what gratifications do 
they receive from it?” (Ruggiero, 2000). The theory today applies to social media 
heavily social media carries a wider range of information compared to other media 
types for consumer engagement, because consumers manufacture social media 
contents and strongly engage in information seeking for decision making, based on i) 
the consumer is an active social media player, and ii) consumer is motivated by set of 
personal desires, needing social media to reach gratification, and if the fulfilment level 
is high, in turn keeps the engagement will continue (Liu, Min, & Han, 2019).  
Audience in social judgement theory receive the e-WOM and based on perception and 
judgement may react to it, while in Uses and Gratifications theory, audience are more 
interactive and actual producers of e-WOM. In a culture like the UAE, people receive 
more than transmit to initiate e-WOM and still reluctant to express thoughts and ideas 
for several reasons including conservative cultural background, lack of confidence and 
self-esteem, or threat of breaking set local laws that govern social media usage. 
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2.11 Proposed Conceptual Model  
After an intensive research within the area of communication, the purpose of 
communication and how different components of the communication process interact 
and affect one another to ensure successful transition and interaction. My suggested 
model is derived from two main models, Shannon-Weaver communication model and 
Belch and Belch communication model. Yet, it is a junction of many related systems 
each supported by different theories but all are related to serve research purpose of this 
study. So, it was starting from the medium is the message to Belch and Belch 
communication model upon which the conceptual model was proposed. 
The sender sat at the left side of the conceptual model driving receiver credibility, the 
sender encodes the message within his/her own sphere through the online reviews as 
a communication channel or medium, the receiver then decodes the message within 
his/her sphere and field of experience using social comparison and/or social judgement 
theories(s) to determine similarity with the sender, here if similarity is perceived 
through decoding, then credibility is established to test i) H1: Gender similarity 
between the sender and the receiver of e-WOM leads to higher sender credibility, and 
ii) H2: Cultural similarity between the sender and the receiver of e-WOM leads to 
higher sender credibility, which leads to persuasion and hence change in purchase 
intention to test iii) H3: Perceived sender credibility will positively affect purchase 
intentions.  
Purchase intentions is on the right side of the conceptual model, driven by receiver 
credibility and presenting feedback of the communication. If similarity is not 
witnessed, then the message considered failed to be decoded and goes to waist. The 
two similarities between the sender and the receiver of e-WOM were tested through 
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two research questions: RQ1- Does the perceived gender similarity of the sender effect 
how the receiver judges the credibility of e-WOM? And RQ2- Does the perceived 
cultural similarity of the sender effect how the receiver judges the credibility of e-
WOM? Noise goes through all communication processes between sender and receiver. 
Thus, relations between them proposed as H1- Gender similarity between the sender 
and the receiver of e-WOM leads to higher sender credibility, and H2- Cultural 
similarity between the sender and the receiver of e-WOM leads to higher sender 
credibility. e-WOM is a main driver for purchase intentions.  
With today’s technological advancements, online customers are continuously 
searching for as much information on any product or service that they are willing to 
buy, in efforts of making their decision making an easier process (Ismagilova, Slade, 
Rana, & Dwivedi, 2020). The established credibility of the sender of e-WOM was 
tested through the following research question: RQ3- Does this perceived credibility 
effect the receiver’s purchase intentions? Instead of hypothesising credibility based on 
both similarities, the following hypotheses were suggested as: H3- Perceived sender 
credibility will positively affect purchase intentions. Proposing that credibility will 
affect purchase intentions. 
To conceptualise communication, it would be helpful to predict where find out where 
communication problems stand and hence, controlled. Conceptualising a model of 
communication here is as simple or as hard as I see the transfer of the message based 
on personal perception and with reference to Shannon-Weaver Communication Model 
and Belch and Belch Communication Model (Belch & Belch, 2018). The 
“mathematical theory of communication” developed by Shannon and Weaver in 1949, 
originally proposed to reduce noise in the transmission of electronic information 
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consists of five main facets including source, transmitter, channel, receiver, and 
destination. Basically, the source sends a message that is encoded by the transmitter 
through a channel, then the message gets decoded by the receiver reaching the 
distension, while ‘noise’ represents any distortion to this process of transmission 
(Shannon, 1948).The recommended model describes the correlation between 
sender/receiver similarity, sender credibility and purchase intentions within the 
context of e-WOM, similarity covers gender and cultural, as seen in Figure 6.  
 
 Figure 6: The proposed conceptual model for this study 
2.12 Summary of Chapter Two  
The focus is on interpersonal factors that are implicit in the available information cues 
within e-WOM outlets, such as the similarities between the sender and the receiver in 
terms of their backgrounds, consumption behaviours, educations and how close they 
are. Since credibility positively influences purchase intentions when similarity with 
the sender was established and sender receiver similarity enhances outlooks of 
reliability, which consequently amplifies the usefulness of e-WOM (Kim, Cheong, & 
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Kim, 2015; Kim, Kandampully, & Bilgihan, 2018). The emphasis was focused on 
receivers’ perceptions and acceptance of senders’ credibility based on gender and 
cultural interpersonal factors via the social comparison and social judgement theories.  
Academia is always interested in testing consumer behaviour based on gender. It is 
commonly known that women are more interactive in spreading information as well 
as looking for information when it comes to WOM and e-WOM, women would change 
their purchase intentions and would decide to try an eatery based on online 
recommendation (Meuter, McCabe, & Curran, 2013). In social media platforms, males 
positively respond to ads online and tend to post more reviews than females. While 
women tend to use social media as a platform to socialize with their friends and 
network, men use social media to discover new ideas and meet new friends (Abubakar, 
Ilkan, & Sahin, 2016). It is assumed that when gender similarity is witnessed by the 
receiver, it will lead to higher sender credibility (H1). 
Information exchanged between parties is more effective than information exchanged 
by random people when trust and credibility are in question: “nearly 70% of consumers 
said a positive referral from a ‘friend’ on Facebook would positively influence their 
purchase decision” in one study (Bagdare & Jain, 2013), and the greater the network 
in a group, the greater the desire the group members have to share their knowledge 
with others to boost their own self esteem (Wojnicki & Godes, 2008; Previte et al., 
2019). Specifically, Dobele et al. (2013) noted that “in-group” e-WOM tends to occur 
in the context of strong, close relationships, and “out-group”.  
e-WOM tends to occur in the context of weaker, more distant relationships, making it 
harder for the receiver of e-WOM to form social judgements in the presence of 
minimal sender information, such as a user name and profile photo. For instance, 
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cultural similarity, on consumers’ judgements of credibility and therefore the overall 
effectiveness of e-WOM on consumer preferences and choices, which is our second 
hypothesis to be tested as we assume that cultural similarity between the sender and 
the receiver of e-WOM will lead to higher sender credibility (H2). For instance, 
cultural similarity can be manipulated using user names and profile photographs. 
Receivers rely on reviews from senders like themselves more than those posted by less 
similar senders (Chan et al., 2017).  
People usually associate and connect with those they find to be like themselves, as 
similarity helps interaction and building social relationships, yet the more arguments 
there are in a message, the more persuasive it becomes. Moreover, an argument can 
change a person’s views on a subject, even if the person is not actively thinking about 
the subject (Petty & Cacioppo, 1984). Other than product features, whereas others 
views tend to influence consumer decisions (West & Broniarczyk, 1998). As people 
are different, consumers expect different views on product experience, and they collect 
the multiple conflicting views they receive from others and compare them to arrive at 
a decision (West & Broniarczyk, 1998), and here also the test that perceived sender 
credibility will positively affect purchase intention (H3). 
The effect of online reviews differs all around the world with many factors that could 
influence people’s judgement. Since we cannot study the world, and for the sake of 
this study, we shall test the hypothesis through focusing on Arabs living in the UAE 
and test their reactions to reading online reviews and how that may affect their 
purchase intention. While not all MENA countries are considered pure Arab; however, 
many non-Arab ethnic minorities are a part Arab world and Arabic speakers besides 
their own languages (Feghali, 1997). The Arab culture is always involved in the 
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commitment to such factors as honour and honesty, which are further elaborated as 
important traits people who expected from one another within Arab societies (Ali, 
1996). The rapid growth of the Internet in Arab countries implies a general discussion 
on topics as online purchases and making reviews (Loch et al., 2003).  
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter explains how the main paradigm has been chosen and adopted? and how 
that could be reflected on the selection of methodology throughout the research? 
Therefore, research methodology followed the course of study conducted by Proctor 
(1998) that highlighted in her research about the consistency between the aim of the 
study, research question, chosen methods and personal philosophy of the researcher is 
important right from the beginning of the research planning process. Also, this chapter 
explains the approach to the study, experimental design, data collection, sample, 
followed procedures and scales. The modus operandi of designing the experiments and 
gathering, coding, profiling and analysing data. Here, the core facts about the adopted 
methods employed in explaining related philosophy and defence were discussed.  
This chapter is divided into specific sections covering the approach to data collection, 
selection of participants, and data analysis. Also, the research ethical understanding, 
study reliability and validity, including limitations were included into this study 
approach. To measure the effect of perceived similarity between the sender and the 
receiver of the online review and how that influences the purchase intentions, the 
below epistemology was followed. 
3.2 Research Epistemology  
The word “epistemology” is still mysterious and confuses more than it exposes to 
many individuals. Breaking the term down makes it less shadowy, it originates from 
two Greek words: “episteme” meaning science or knowledge, and “logos” meaning 
account, theory or information, so the term “epistemology” is usually involved in 
knowledge about knowledge, or in other words it is the investigation of the measures 
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of what establishes our knowledge. The Philosopher Richard Rotry explained 
“epistemology is the discipline that enables the judgement of all other disciplines arose 
in seventeenth-century Europe. It expresses the desire ‘to find “foundations” to which 
one might cling, frameworks beyond which one must not stray, objects which impose 
themselves, representations which cannot be gainsaid” (Johnson & Duberley, 1998). 
Based on the above, epistemology helped me to express myself as a researcher to reach 
my desired knowledge. People carry personal philosophies through own views about 
the world and what can impact personal actions. Interpreting those views, help 
understand the inquiry levels through the relationship between the actual nature of 
reality (ontological), what can be known (epistemological) and how can the 
investigator find what they think can be known as “methodological” (Proctor, 1998). 
With a belief that the nature of reality cannot be discovered, in trying to find what can 
be known. I pursued in this research the positivist paradigm theoretical framework 
reflecting the research scope and expectations, which is a scientific theoretical 
framework first suggested by Auguste Comte in the 18th century. According to Comte, 
it is necessary to use observation, investigation and opinion for understanding human 
conduct (Krauss, 2005).  
The idea is that what may work for a person or group in a certain culture might not 
work for others from a different culture is in line with social judgement theory. 
Cultural similarities and differences are vital when it comes to e-WOM processing, an 
area needs further research (Filieri et al., 2018). The only valid approach to enhance 
knowledge is through proper research methods either by qualitative research including 
interviews, focus groups, document analysis or life stories, or by quantitative research 
including experiments, surveys or questionnaires, observation or document screening 
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(Kivunja & Kuyini, 2017). As truth is independent of the investigator (Aliyu, Bello, 
Kasim, & Martin, 2014). The study focused on understanding the causality of 
similarity between the sender and the receiver and the effect that has on purchase 
intentions which is a main principle in the positivist research paradigm; seeing that 
both the “cause” and “perception” affect human behaviour (Galalae & Voicu, 2013). 
3.3 Finance and Accessibility 
The financial resources needed were minimal and were self-covered. The materials 
needed were also minimal. In terms of human resources, an assistant to help in 
conducting the experiments and data collection was provided by the UAEU. Consumer 
behaviour classes for Study-I as these classes were required to complete several 
research tasks. Access to the UAE restaurant consumers for the general population 
experiments was available through the general market for Study-II field experiment, 
and some access was through the restaurants owned by the researcher. Candidates of 
the interviews were not paid to participate but volunteered to do so. 
3.4 Ethical Consideration 
Following ethics guidance in research protects the participants from any possible harm 
that might affect them from participating in the research during the process of data 
collection, analysis and fact finding. As a researcher, it is a must to follow the rules of 
research ethics throughout my research. Ethics guidance also helps the research in 
supporting the society’s values (Aluwihare-Samaranayake, 2012). Therefore, the 
UAEU regulations had been followed in acquiring ethics clearance through the right 
channels prior to data collection, both locally and internationally. The first ethical 
concern was choosing the right language in terms of simple wording that relate directly 
to my subject research, which made it easier for participants to understand and hence, 
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respond to my research questions. I then, obtained all ethics approvals from the UAEU 
Social Science Research Ethics Committee prior to conducting my research, through 
submitting request forms, the demographic survey, personal information, informed 
consent form and our curriculum vitae. 
The study also considered ethics in giving the choice to participants to take part of my 
research (Fouka & Mantzorou, 2011; Vanclay et al., 2013). All survey and interview 
participants were given a written consent letter to peruse and sign if agree on the 
participation. The consent letter states “the results of this study will only be published 
in aggregate form, the information you provide will be treated as strictly confidential 
and no data about you will be released by the investigator. No other information about 
you will be assessed by the researchers. All names will be eliminated from the data 
and any materials at the completion of the interviews. Any reference individuals will 
be via coded numbers or pseudonyms”. The letter also indicates that there are no 
anticipated issues that required additional ethical approval. The collected data kept 
secure, private and confidential that only the dissertation advisor was eligible to access 
these data. This data control would improve the quality of the study (Surkis & Read, 
2015). 
3.5 Validity  
Validity refers to the truth and honesty of the presented findings from research; so, the 
author of this thesis frequently captured significant data from the interviews avoiding 
irrelevant data or repetitive data provided (Golafshani, 2003). This scoping leads to 
the stability of data that can generalize the finding to be witnessed by the interview 
questions that were deigned in accordance to the research questions and hypothesis 
(Cunningham, Preacher, & Banaji, 2001). Being unbiased during the analysis of data 
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also improves the validity of research findings (Malterud, 2001). In terms of 
quantitative research, two questions, were proposed i) Have you heard of “Fresh Grill 
Restaurant”? and ii) Have you been to “Fresh Grill Restaurant”, and the “Yes” 
answers were eliminated from the results by morality. No pre-testing was conducted 
with any participant so it does not affect their perception on the subject or affects their 
answers to the questions. Furthermore, In the selection of the groups of participants 
for each experiment, I made sure they were different and do not relate.   
3.6 Research Design 
Quantitative research method was employed firstly in collecting the required research 
data, which is supported by Positivists, designed in a well-organized and systematic. 
Quantitative methods ideally remove the interference of the researcher in the processes 
of data collection and analysis. The facts found from quantitative research methods 
can be generalized (Kaplan, 2015). Yet, positivist research can use qualitative methods 
equally (Park, Konge, & Artino, 2020). After completing the first study applying 
quantitative experiment, revision of the collected data revealed that the returns did not 
provide enough clear response and thought the outcomes could be both checked and 
empirically strengthened by carrying out further data collection and allowing 
triangulation. Moving from answering the “What” question to the “Why” question 
trying to find more about the motive behind the choices, but this time with a different 
sample with high English fluency level. 
As a positivist researcher, debate over pros and cons of quantitative vs qualitative had 
been avoided but focused on conducting a robust investigation on the basic issue of 
consumer purchase behaviour towards e-WOM. So, the applicable approach was 
decided to be on the framework, subject matter and types of questions; therefore, the 
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mixed method was needed for accomplishing the goal of positivist paradigm (Cooper, 
1997). This study adopted mixed method for employing both quantitative and 
qualitative methods in conducting data collection in two different experiments and two 
different samples. Accordingly, research can be conducted through a range of several 
disciplines coming with different methodologies, positivism is a structured 
methodology focusing on the observables that has different approaches to it. So, it 
investigates independent variable (Similarity) causing a dependent variable (Purchase 
Intention) directly in a controlled environment. Positivist research also focuses on 
reliability in telling the truth in terms of avoiding errors and bias.  
Since positivists investigate the causal effects through quantitative and qualitative 
research, it leads to generalizing the findings once the sample under testing represent 
the population. Using qualitative research made me able to operationalize the purchase 
intention as something I could not observe directly but could observe the positive 
effect of similarity on changing participants’ purchase behaviour during my qualitative 
research (Johnson & Duberley, 1998). This research mixed methods are widely used 
in social sciences (Creswell, 2004). Ideally, this study tried to combine both methods 
to enhance the outcome of my research more than using a single method (Mertens & 
Hesse-Biber, 2012). The initial quantitative research was effective at measuring the 
effect of gender similarity on purchase intentions the data was analysed and presented 
in numerical precision, yet could not explain the consumer behaviour behind the 
candidates’ choices.  
To further enrich research results, I needed to answer the “Why” question to changing 
purchase intentions. So, qualitative research has been adopted to answer many broader 
questions trying to understand the motives and theme findings by verifying and 
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validating data. Saying that, to be able to reach reliable research findings to generalize 
the collected data; thus, answers for both quantitative and qualitative questions were 
needed. Using mixed methods in my research provided me with the chance to choose 
several tools for data collection (Pham, Tučková, & Jabbour, 2019), it had also helped 
examine and improve the theory gathered through literature review using feedback 
from my sample audience (Johnson, Onwuegbuzie, & Turner, 2007) and show 
participant enrichment (Harrison & Reilly, 2011). 
Moreover, this study had benefited from the use of mixed methods in a way that it was 
need not providing a larger sample size as it was realised that the data and information 
gathered were enough from different methods when reaching a certain pattern of 
behaviour (Tariq & Woodman, 2013). Finally, applying mixed methods helped be 
enrich the importance of my study in terms of scope, depth and strength through 
gathering different forms of data (Johnson, Onwuegbuzie, & Turner, 2007). Both 
methods used English as a working language of research, as well as for written and 
verbal communication. At the phases of data collection, complicated wordings in both 
studies were avoided but clear and understandable words of questions were considered. 
The original questionnaire in English had been translated into Arabic. 
3.7 Study-I: Gender Similarities of e-WOM Senders and Receivers 
3.7.1 Method 
The first choice was adopting quantitative research in line with positivist paradigm 
followed in this study. Since quantitative research isolates the researcher from the 
participants and the process to avoid researcher bias, it is considered more superior to 
qualitative research (Johnson & Duberley, 1998; Kelle, 2008). Using quantitative 
research was based on the following reasons i) quantitative research is simple and easy 
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to adopt, data collection is controlled, which enhances reliability, ii) analysing 
quantitative data is simpler than analysing qualitative data because it is usually 
presented in numbers and tables, and iii) It is safe to generalize the findings of these 
research methods as they generally entail larger sample (Kelle, 2008). 
The way online reviews are grasped by the consumers is just as crucial as the way they 
are written by the source (Hernández-Ortega, 2018). Thus, this study was performed 
with 2 (sender’s credibility: positive or negative) x 3 (receiver’s gender similarity with 
the sender: similar, not similar, unknown) to test the effect of sender credibility on 
purchase intention of a restaurant visit on the receiver (H3) and the moderating effect 
of sender receiver gender similarity on this relationship (H1).  
i) H1- Gender similarity between the sender and the receiver leads to higher 
sender credibility.  
ii) H3- Perceived sender credibility will positively affect purchase intention. 
3.7.2 Sample and design 
People nowadays rely on online social media platforms to preserve their connections 
with family members, as well as friends, in 2017, up to 2.48 billion users had social 
media accounts around the world. Studies have shown that female consumers cared 
more about searching for credible reviews prior to any purchase (Sun et al., 2019). 
Moreover, people use online reviews even when they want to make off-line purchasing 
(Godes & Mayzlin, 2004). Quantitative methods give the freedom of selecting 
sampling approach based on my study, and quantitative research require larger sample 
size in comparison to qualitative research (Fricker, 2012). However, this study 
required both quantitative and qualitative research methods, which needed a moderate 
sample size. The type of sample and nature of participants were more important in the 
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selection mainly during interviews, I needed to identify candidates that fit within the 
criteria of using online reviews to determine purchase and willing to participate in the 
study and provide opinion. 
An experiment is “a study in which an intervention is deliberately introduced to 
observe its effects” defined (Reichardt, 2002). Since non-experimental research 
happens in real life, it is harder to control or manipulate, unlike experimental research 
where we can set independent variable(s) and manipulate the same and moreover, we 
can establish the relation between cause and effect. Experimental research is widely 
used in different disciplines including science, education, psychology and hospitality. 
It is a scientific methodology measuring the causality between variables, where 
independent variable(s) and test the effect on dependent variable(s) manipulate to 
observe the effects as research data collection.  
In controlling extraneous variables effect at lower levels while comparing non- 
experimental research methods, the researcher can exclude some variables from the 
study for improving internal validity (Fong et al., 2016). Two main models can be used 
either in mixed method research (Charness, Gneezy, & Kuhn, 2012), or individually, 
these are i) between subjects design to test a situation, different sample groups can be 
used commonly used is hospitality research, here each candidate will only be tested 
only in one of the scenarios or conditions, and ii) within subjects design to test different 
situations; thus, the same group sample should be used to take some part of every 
scenario and condition based on research type that based how the research subject is 
selected to determine sample group and proposed hypotheses and research questions 
(Sun et al., 2019).  
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Three main types include i) pre-experimental research design- Observe group(s) to 
pre-test their reaction to a set of determined variables to decide if further experiments 
are needed, ii) quasi-experimental research design: Like Pre-experimental design but 
differs in setting control group(s) and no random assignment of participants, and iii) 
true experimental research design: Depends on statistical testing to either accept or 
decline the hypothesis. In experimental research data can be collected by i) observation 
that runs over a period by observing reaction without changing settings, ii) simulation- 
replicate life situation using either computer or mathematical models, or iii) surveys- 
a set of questions in a questionnaire type. 
Most experiments are conducted in laboratories, but in our case, it was conducted in 
classrooms which are considered less controllable setting. We established three 
scenarios of gender similarity to test the effect of gender similarity between the sender 
and the receiver of online review on credibility, and each participant was assigned to 
one scenario randomly during the experiment exposing candidates to different 
scenarios in a true experiment using a survey through subjects’ design (Charness et al., 
2012). Although experimental research is time consuming and does not provide 
descriptive results as human feedback is hard to assess, it is easy to control variables 
to reach anticipated results that are usually precise. It was a good starting point to build 
up on the collected data and proceed with further studies. 
Ninety-Nine undergraduate students from a marketing class at the UAE University 
(UAEU) who voluntarily participated in this exploratory experiment, where 76% were 
female, with average age of 20 years, and 24% were male with average age of 19 years. 
In the classroom, participants were randomly presented with printed fake restaurant 
online review that was prepared earlier to one of six conditions in 2 (sender’s 
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credibility: positive or negative) x 3 (receiver’s gender similarity with the sender: 
similar, not similar, unknown), as per shown in Table 2.  
Table 2: Participant/reviewer gender simulations 
Participant’s gender Reviewer’s 
gender 
Reviewer’s gender Reviewer’s gender 
Female Female Male Unknown 
Male Female Male Unknown 
Writing a fake review was challenging starting with the name of the restaurant as we 
did not want to give an indication of certain geography, we avoided sushi, seafood or 
burger so candidates do not relate to Asian or American cuisines, yet we wanted 
something that attracts the attention of the young generation like healthy and fresh, so 
“fresh” was selected and then we did not want to give it the organic theme, so we added 
the word “grill”, “Fresh Grill” was simple, attractive, matches today’s lifestyle of fresh 
healthy food and international.  
The actual review was simple and moderately positive because our focus was on 
gender similarity and we did not want to put a strongly positive review that would 
affect the participants. Again, the language was in simple English for clarity without 
hidden messages, we gave the review four-star rating not to look too good. Even when 
we chose the name of the reviewer, we chose both male and female names that did not 
match with any of our participants’ names, we moreover avoided the first letter of their 
names to avoid name or letter bias, the names chosen yet were Arabic names that do 
not necessarily relate to certain Arab country. Two statements were recorded for each 




Figure 7: Online review represents statement of male gender 
 
 
Figure 8: Online review represents female gender 
3.7.3 Manipulation 
Similarity between the sender and the receiver can be assessed by two main measures: 
surface-level (e.g., demographic similarity) and deep-level, such as preference 
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similarity (Phillips et al., 2006). A fake positive review was designed about a fake 
restaurant named “Fresh Grill”, rated with four stars out of five to give the review more 
credibility. The common Middle Eastern names were used to make the names of the 
participants anonymous. Apart from the name and gender, all other parts of the review 
remained unchanged. To manipulate sender receiver gender similarity, three 
simulations: 
a)  with a male name and male gender, as shown in Figure 7. 
b)  with female name and female gender, as shown in Figure 8.  




Figure 9: Online review represents unknown gender 
3.7.4 Measures  
 
Two questions were asked i) Have you heard about this restaurant?” and ii) have you 
visited this restaurant?” to eliminate those “Yes” responses from the sample. To test 
credibility as a control variable, scale was taken from Asada and Ko (2016) 
“Determinants of Word-of-Mouth Influence in Sport Viewership”. A set of questions 
were used in evaluating the sender, i.e., the writer of the review, to evaluate the 
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perception of the receiver, i.e. the participant in the questionnaire including: “How 
much do you think you would like the reviewer as a person?”, “How favourable or 
unfavourable is your impression of the reviewer as a person?”, “How similar do you 
believe the reviewer is to you?”, “How much do you believe you have in common with 
the reviewer?” in scale of nine points, (1) being the least unfavourable and (9) being 
the most favourable. Then questions describing the reviewer were asked as quoted: “I 
think the reviewer is… expert; experienced; knowledgeable; qualified, skilled”, and “I 
think the reviewer is dependable; honest; reliable; sincere; trustworthy” in Likert 7-
point scale, where (1) being extremely agree and (7) being extremely disagree, as 
shown in Figure 10. 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)  
Extremely 












Definitely (4) o o o o o o o 
Extremely 
Definitely Not 
Figure 10: Sample of 7-point scale 
To test the dependent variable, i.e. purchase intention, the proposed questions to be 
asked i) “How likely, probably, certainly, or definitely are you to go and eat at Fresh 
Grill after reading the review?”, and ii) “Do you agree or disagree with the following 
statement: I would like to visit this restaurant” in a Likert 5-point scale, where (1) 
being strongly disagree and (5) being strongly agree. The gender of both participants 
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and reviewers was necessary to test and establish the moderating effect of gender 
similarity perception, as shown in Figure 11.  
Q40: Are you?  
□ Male (1)  
□ Female (2)  
 
Q41: What was the gender of the person who wrote the review?  
□ Male (1) 
□ Female (2) 
□ Not sure (3) 
Figure 11: Gender similarity questions 
3.7.5 Participants and procedure 
Participants were asked to read the review and answer the questions, they could read 
the review once, and when they start answering the questions, they could not go back 
to the review. They were asked two questions i) if they have ever heard about the 
restaurant and ii) if they have ever been to the restaurant. Then some demographic 
questions were answered including age, major of study, English/Arabic language 
proficiency, where they were born and ethnic background to understand my sample 
more and the English fluency level since the survey was conducted in English. 
3.7.6 Data collection 
Methodology here was a mixed research approach was used to collect, analyse and 
present data. Qualitative and quantitative methods are complementing each other, 
where each approach has its own strengths and weaknesses (Cooper, 1997); mixing 
the two methods may reduce weaknesses and increase strengths (Proctor, 1998). The 
UAEU students who majored in marketing science were hired for conducting a four-
sessions experiment to explain process for two female classes and two male classes. 
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Some assistances were offered, such as translation and further explanation of questions 
if needed to be sure that there was no disruption during the survey.  
Data was collected based on used methods of data collection separately. Laboratory 
experiments were done online for gender similarity for quantitative data collection 
through the self-administered questionnaire method, questions were easily structured 
for participants to select from a multiple choice some in 5 scale and some in 7 scale 
measures. These questionnaires were administered online through e-link using Survey 
Monkey. This method has been chosen for these reasons i) the software is free web-
based e-questionnaire tool, ii) easily customizable, iii) easily research data, and iv) it 
does reach remote participants without interfering of the researcher. 
3.7.7 Data analysis 
Initially, survey data retrieved from Survey Monkey Site and put into Microsoft Excel 
sheet for easy analysis, then coded and uploaded into SPSS software to complete 
descriptive data analysis. Then regression analysis was ideal to establish strength of 
the relationship between purchase intention as a dependent variable and gender as an 
independent variable (Mason & Perreault, 1991).  
3.8 Study-II: Cultural Similarities of e-WOM Senders and Receivers 
3.8.1 Method 
Qualitative research methods imply implementing realistic and explanatory methods 
to study and evaluate the matter, that had helped me put together a detailed 
understanding and opinion about online reviews, i.e., subject research(Weiner & 
Wiener, 2009). Using qualitative research was necessary to complete quality data 
collection, justified by these reasons i) qualitative research methods give the right tools 
needed for comprehensive evaluation of a certain social behaviour, ii) the researcher 
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functions as a catalyst of the interaction and hence interpretation of the data collected, 
and iii) qualitative research gave me the chance to collect, review, code and analyse 
the data with a rational standpoint (Gilmore & Carson, 1996). 
Most online reviews are posted anonymously, which stresses on the fact that 
consumers don’t need to establish a relationship with the source to determine 
credibility, consumers usually look out for any details about the reviewer within their 
posts to judge the quality of their reviews (Hernández-Ortega, 2018). The Web offers 
a dynamic digital sphere to accommodate vast amount of various types of information 
for the e-information seekers. Consequently, online reviews have become ordinary 
style that can influence knowledge regarding search process of the consumers prior to 
purchasing decision (Hussein, 2017). The desired data for this study was collected by 
the interviews conducted face-to-face through a qualitative study to test nationality as 
a form of cultural similarity between the sender and the receiver of the review in 
affecting purchase intention as e-WOM is more influencing when it comes from 
someone “like me” (De Bruyn & Lilien, 2008).  
The first two interviews were conducted as a pilot to improve the process of my 
interviews, by asking questions about using online reviews to help decide on eating 
out, and allowing participants to express opinion and see whether questions were clear 
and language was simple. Thus, many scholars previously validated the efficiency of 
pilot testing to be able to improve survey technique. Nevertheless, the descriptive 
method was employed for the participants to share their views of similarity or 
homophily with the reviewer as various researches showed that homophily influence 
e-WOM credibility and social influence (Risselada, Verhoef, & Bijmolt, 2014; 
Meyners et al., 2017). contrary to familiarity, a homophily does not need prior 
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exchanges among people (Edmond & Brannon, 2016). A few hypotheses were 
identified based on literature review. I expected cultural similarity of the receiver with 
the sender to lead to sender credibility (H2) and perceived cultural credibility will 
positively affect purchase intention (H3). Gender similarity between the sender and 
the receiver of e-WOM was also tested (H1). 
3.8.2 Sample and design 
Participants were 24 mixed Arab origins with English fluency (holding a degree from 
international university) living and working in the UAE who accepted to participate in 
this study. 50% were female, the age range was between 20 and 48 years, and they eat 
outdoor between two and seven times per week. All participants held a graduate degree 
and professionally familiar with virtual world and use online reviews. Figure 12 shows 
academic levels against frequency of their outdoor meals and genders. 
 
Figure 12: Frequency of outdoor meals per week of participant gender  
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Participants were hired/volunteered through snowball sampling, once the initial 
screening was done and five candidates were found suitable for the study three from 
personal contacts and two from the restaurant’s customers, they invited other 
candidates known to them which made the process easier, faster and cost effective. 
Candidates then were invited for a voice recorded structured face to face interview 
which took between 10 and 20 minutes to conduct (M = 15 minute), the recordings 
then were transcribed by the researcher. Consent forms were read by participants and 
explained by the researcher and signed by participants prior to conducting the 
interviews and all interviews were conducted in English.  
There was no reward extended to the interviewees. Prior to starting any interview, the 
place where the survey conducted was quiet with the suitable distance. Then, the 
participants received more explanation about answering question within the scheduled 
time. However, the candidate’s personal experience was of interest. After completing 
the questionnaire, the participants signed upon the consent form to confirm that they 
can wish to stop the interview at any time during the process while the voice recording 
shall only be used for me transcribe the interview. It was comfortable to interview 
friends and even more comfortable to interview strangers as the latter felt more relaxed 
to reveal their thoughts and beliefs. 
3.8.3 Data collection 
Initially, it was planning a quantitative research consisting of on and off-line surveys, 
once the first study findings were analysed and results came out to have found a gap 
in the understanding and clarity of perception amongst participants, I needed to look 
into experience type and practice type studies and discovering understanding and 
perception (Broun & Clarke, 2013), which had called for a detailed one to one 
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qualitative method to understand the motive for my participants to read online reviews 
and what do they look for in order to identify similarity with the sender. 
Hence, study II was based on this open conversation, yet with pre-set questions yet it 
gives the participant the room to elaborate and gives me the chance to observe and 
analyse. A series of guided semi-structured interviews were conducted; yet the 
participants could raise matters that were not prepared for answering most of open-
ended questions with their own words, because interviews can be flexible as questions 
may arise within the context of the subject, and they provide detailed information about 
the candidates and the subject although they are time consuming to run than online 
questionnaires. 
Fischer (1998) stated that the positivist framework involves the exercise of multi- 
methodological range of intellectual criteria, both qualitative and quantitative 
methods. Thus, using both quantitative (positivism) and qualitative (post-positivism) 
is common methods in social research (Crossan, 2003; Cooksey, 1996; Forman, 
Ghose, & Wiesenfeld, 2007). Qualitative interviews on the other hand, were conducted 
for gender and cultural similarities in face to face voice recorded interviews in a well-
organized setting between the participant and myself. The qualitative method was 
chosen for these reasons i) it was needed for getting in depth data collection 
understanding the motive of participants to look for and react to online reviews, ii) the 
used language could be readable by the survey participants, and iii) it allowed further 
investigation if when it is needed. Qualitative research took longer time in arranging, 
conducting, transcribing and analysing (Broun & Clarke, 2013).   
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3.8.4 Data analysis 
The author of this dissertation has read each interview three times and kept notes on 
main points through thematic evaluation, these notes were used for comparison with 
other interviews throughout the analysis. Thereafter, starting the task of transcribing 
the recorded interviews, then printed the interviews to start the analysis prior to reading 
the transcripts acquiring to understand the responses, then with this awareness, it has 
begun identifying themes that support the proposed conceptual framework (Clarke, 
Braun, & Hayfield, 2015). After that, starting creating codes out of these notes of 
common sentences, e.g., reviewer’s expertise, the influence of the e-WOM is greater 
when source expertise is high (Agarwal, Xie, Vovsha, Rambow, & Passonneau, 2011). 
Based on the assessment of the themes. When some sentences were long enough to 
cover two codes, the sentence was then divided into two sentences through the coding 
process.  
Then several codes have been built up patterns to explain different meanings, e.g., 
reviewer credibility and similarity. Kim et al. (2017) implied that the more the receiver 
perceive similarity with the sender as one construct, the greater the influence of e-
WOM on purchase intentions. At this point the whole process had been revised 
including re-reading the interviews, the codes and the patterns to make sure that all 
statements fall under the right pattern for data analysis. Thereafter, the coded data were 
used in describing the patterns and re-read the interviews again to make sure that there 
was no oversight of data, code or pattern (Broun & Clarke, 2013). The whole data 
analysis process was checked and validated by Dr. Tim Daly (Former professor at the 
UAEU) step by step. The size of participants sample was not large; yet, the study 
reached saturation with twenty interviewees. However, more four interviews were 
conducted to satisfy standard size of sample. 
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3.9 Summary of Chapter Three 
Using mixed method involved longer time than it would have taken using a single 
method. However, it had given me more comfort with the data collection mainly 
through interviews as some researchers trust the qualitative data more than the 
quantitative data (Proctor, 1998). The collected data from different approaches were 
prepared for avoiding mismatch, and inconsistent findings would have led to further 
experiments. Chapters 4 discuses a study on gender similarity between the sender and 
the receiver of e-WOM, while Chapter 5 will explain a study expanding on gender 
similarity and further examine social similarity between the sender and the receiver of 




Chapter 4: Research Results 
This Chapter displays the results of study I and II, including manipulation checks and 
effect of gender and cultural similarities between the sender and the receiver on 
credibility and purchase intentions. 
4.1 Study-I 
4.1.1 Gender manipulation check 
Thirteen responses were eliminated from the study as they indicated visiting and or 
knowing the restaurant, which reduced the sample to 86. The analysis of participants 
responses to two questions are shown in Table 3 and Table 4. 
Table 3: Have you ever heard or been to the Fresh Grill restaurant? Manipulation 
 
Have you ever been to this Fresh 
Grill? 
Total Yes No 
Have you ever heard about 
the restaurant Fresh Grill? 
Yes 7 4 11 
No 2 86 88 




Table 4: Gender similarity check 
  
 
What was the gender of the person who wrote the 
review? 
Total Male Female Not sure 
Are you? Male 10 7 3 20 
Female 23 26 17 66 
Total 33 33 20 86 
 
4.1.2 Descriptive analysis 
ANOVA analysis of variance generated 50%, which is greater than 5%. So, the null 
hypothesis is accepted to indicate that there is no effect of gender similarity between 
the sender and the receiver of the review on sender creditability and hypothesis H1 
(Gender similarity between the sender and the receiver of e-WOM leads to higher 
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sender credibility) is rejected, as indicated in Figure 13.  
 











Figure 13: ANOVA – Gender on purchase intention 
4.1.3 Analysis of the effect of credibility 
To determine the relationship between credibility (Independent variable) and purchase 
intention (dependent variable), the data were tested for simple linear regression by 
checking the following to determine if regression is appropriate: 
a) The linearity of the model: The matrix of scatter plots was checked. 
b) Multicollinearity occurs when two or more variables are very closely linearly 
related, as collinearity increases, so does the standard errors of the beta 
coefficient. Thus, low correlation co-efficiency between each of the 
dependent variables and each of the other independent variables was existed 
by creating Y–Y sub-plot, histogram, and P-P plot. 
 SS df MS F Sig. 
Like favourable 
similar common 
Between Groups 3.030 2 1.515 .692 .503 
Within Groups 181.653 83 2.189   




Between Groups 2.401 2 1.201 1.111 .334 
Within Groups 89.709 83 1.081   




Between Groups 1.526 2 .763 .811 .448 
Within Groups 78.066 83 .941   
Total 79.593 85    
Credibility 
Between Groups 1.673 2 .836 1.186 .311 
Within Groups 58.525 83 .705   
Total 60.197 85    
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c) The independent errors to be sure that data do not indicate auto- correlation 
by creating a correlation matrix. 
d) Homoscedasticity (statistics) is the variations about the predicted values is 
constant regardless whether the predicted values are large or small by creating 
regression output and collinearity statistics. 
e) Heteroscedasticy is the property of having a changing variance throughout 
the time. 
f) Finally checking the normality through normally distributed errors: Plot of 
residuals against predictor variable Y. 
While correlations measure the relationship between two variables without addressing 
the cause or effect, Beta measures the effect of one variable impacting the other 
variable. Standard coefficient; Beta is the degree of change in the dependent variable 
for every 1-unit of change in the independent variable, meaning for every full standard 
deviation of movement (1 standard deviation) of independent variable (credibility), the 
dependent variable (purchase intention) we see an increase by 0.532 standard 
deviation. 
R² (coefficient of determination) where the selected independent variable is used as a 
dependent variable and the remaining independent variables are used as independent 
variables. R² is the percentage of how dependent variable is explained by independent 
variable or how x explains y. It determines how close the data are to the fitted 
regression line. 0<= R²<=1, i.e. 0% indicates that the model explains none of the 
variability of the response data around its mean, while 0.283 means 28.3% of the 
variation in purchase intention was explained by credibility supporting our hypothesis 
H3 (Perceived sender credibility will positively affect purchase intention. Confirming 
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a relationship between credibility and purchase intention. ANOVA was 0.000 for 
regression, as indicated in Figure 16, which is less than 5% suggesting that the 
proposed model is valid. Accordingly, H null was rejected meaning that sender 
credibility effects purchase intention, and the proposed model of predictions of 
purchase intention on credibility will be: Purchase intention = 1.576+0.616* 
credibility, as shown in Tables 5, 6 and 7. 
Table 5: Regression analysis 
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 





Table 6: ANOVA – Credibility on purchase intention 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 22.860 1 22.860 33.092 .000b 
Residual 58.027 84 .691   
Total 80.887 85    
 
 






t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 1.576 .561  2.808 .006 





Candidates of the study ate out between three and six times per week, where 46% 
preferred Italian cuisine. When they were asked “can you talk me through the process 
of how you usually choose where you go out to eat?”, all Twenty-Four participants 
said through friends, social media or review applications, which made the candidates 
match the profile needed for this survey. 87.5% of the candidates had no gender 
preference for the reviewer. Saher said “in Abu Dhabi, historically, it’s been people 
telling each other I’ve tried this new place, sounds like something I would like, a place 
I would like to visit, we try it, and if it’s good, it becomes a repeat place. But I follow 
a different process when I’m in London, Paris, or New York, uh, I do, now, look for 
reviews through certain apps”, Areej said “Usually, through friends, and when they 
tell me about the restaurant, I go and check online reviews about it.” 
When I decided to proceed with a qualitative research, I was trying to find answers to 
more questions that “what” did the participant say? it was needed to know “Why” did 
the say that? “Who” said that? And maybe “Where” and “When” that was said? 
Looking for quality and rich answers to get deeper into the human behaviour. I did not 
set an initial list of codes or categories when I conducted my qualitative study, and 
because the sample size was not relatively large as recommended by the thesis’s 
advisor; thus, the traditional analysis was employed instead of using NVIVO software.  
Analysis of the collected data qualitatively is neither numeric nor technical task as the 
data is usually unstructured and does not come in numeric format, it is time and energy 
consuming active exercise that requires hypothesizing, thinking, reasoning and 
analysing. The author of this thesis collected and analysed the required data without 
assistance of a third party for getting more insights into the returned survey answers to 
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generate rational findings. The main purpose of this analysis is establishing sets, 
relations and norms that explain the participants’ views of online reviews on eateries 
in particular (Shover, 1977). 
The author of this study started to interpret and organize the data first by listening to 
the recorded interviews and transcribing those interviews; thereafter, typed every word 
said to get more insight into statements of the survey data, along with listening to 
recorded statements of the interviewees as a double checking to avoid mismatch and 
control the quality of my data. When everything was typed, I started treating my data 
by breaking it down into as many categories as possible to identify trends by coding; 
coding is about sub-categorizing the data into categories into sets of concepts or 
thoughts, those categories are labels to put the units of meaning based on 
understanding raw data collected. So, words or phrases of the same or similar category 
sharing common factors would be allocated to certain codes.  
From these codes, schemes were created to assist in finding commonality, differences 
and themes within the allocated data, dividing the outcome into Four main focal 
patterns or areas: The review; the expertise of the reviewer; the nationality of the 
reviewer and when the reviewer matches the origin of the cuisine. The categories 
identified are not separated from one another throughout the analysis, it is a matter of 
finding the best fit for each piece of information within the codes or labels to be able 
to best describe and analyse the data, as detailed in the next section. 
4.2.1 Pattern-1: The Review 
When were asked “What information do you look for in the reviews?”, 42% of the 
participants indicated food quality including Clair, Shireen, Yaser and Abdulrahman. 
17% said the service; for example, Areej said “more important for me than the food is 
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the service” and Saher said “service is very important, you can eat anywhere really, 
but if service is bad, you get frustrated, and that’s a place I wouldn’t go to”. 17% said 
the ambiance of the restaurant, Alya said “I look for recommendations based on the 
ambiance, and also I look for photos, and like, how they present the food and how 
good it looks”, food taste is put in the first place by consumers in search of an ideal 
restaurant, followed by service and environment (Zhang et al., 2010). 
4.2.2 Pattern-2: Reviewer’s expertise 
46% of the sample went beyond one review to check other reviews written by the same 
reviewer on other restaurants. Hana said “I prefer somebody who’d be a professional 
reviewer” and Saher said “I try to read more reviews by the same person, … , and see 
if that person is consistent in being reasonable and unbiased in making these statements 
and making that opinion… , if I’m on Zomato, and its people like me making the 
review, yes it would make a difference to me. It is very possible… you can try to read 
the name, you can try to see their picture and understand where are they from, maybe 
at some level it would just….If it is there and clear it would probably influence my 
view, yeah It would affect my judgement of the review” In general, consumers are 
most likely to visit a source’s profile page to obtain more information in order to 
validate the credibility of the reviewer. This is naturally the case since a reviewer 
usually posts anonymously (Craciun & Moore, 2019; Lou & Yuan, 2019). Alya said 
“I just look for consistency in a bunch of reviews, and not base my opinion on one”. 
4.2.3 Pattern-3: Reviewer’s nationality 
50% of the participants mentioned the nationality of the reviewer as an indication of 
similarity, and that is important for them to trust the review, Clair said “because the 
nationality is important … It is going to sound a bit racist,”, while 45% referred to 
other similarities with the reviewer, including culture and ethnicity, Abdulrahman said 
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“umm, their culture, their race, their nationality, Jaber said “not the nationality, but the 
background does matter … you would probably have some similarities in taste” and 
Haya said “I look at their background, ethnicity, where they come from … because it 
makes a difference if they are somewhat close to where I come from, that means that 
we would have a similar food taste”.  
Ramy said “because there are some commonalities in nationalities whether you like it 
or not. People of similar backgrounds tend to have the same preferences or taste, so If 
I know that an Egyptian, for example, has reviewed a restaurant and he liked it, so 
there is a bigger chance of me liking the food over there “. More than 90% of them 
believed that cultural similarity of some form with the reviewer would affect the 
credibility of the review. 
4.2.4 Pattern-4: Nationality matches the reviewer and the cuisine 
75% of the participants said that when the reviewer shares the same nationality with 
the cuisine being reviewed, it gives the review higher credibility. Ramy said “because 
they have the reference, they know how it tastes, they know how it should be done, 
they have the background of the cuisine itself so, they are the better judges, they have 
the expert opinion” and Noor said “they know the origins of that cuisine, the taste 
buds” while Manar, Hana and Shirmine referred to the mother’s kitchen, so as Saher 
described it “Of course, I think, yes, full marks, and full credibility if a reviewer of an 
Italian restaurant is coming from an Italian … because, there’s an assumption in our 
minds that people from an Italian reviewing an Italian restaurant would have good 
reference points. H growing up, he knows how his mom makes it”, Areej said “because 
they know exactly the right taste” and Alya said “if he is an Indian reviewing an Indian 
cuisine, or restaurant, it gives me more... it encourages me more to visit that restaurant 
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because he comes from an Indian background, so he knows what best fits into the 
Indian standards”. 58% said they look at the number of stars in the rating. 
4.3 Summary of Chapter Four 
Areej said “like a 4.5. from 4 to 4.5 rating, … if it’s less than 3, I won’t go”. The 
number of stars given to the review does give the review more credibility, and so does 
the quality and length of the review in terms of language and structure. Saher said “I 
remember one of the reviews was: yeah everything is fantastic, but it was almost 
impossible to find the place; or almost impossible to find parking. That was in the 
review, so, yeah that’s how I define professionalism”, Muneer said “I don’t like short 
reviews where it is just like “food was late”, no… the good grammar, …  good 
English, written well, it gives it sort of authenticity”. Jaber said “someone is writing 
an essay about a restaurant, then he sounds fake”.  There are contradictory studies on 
the impact of the length of the review on the buying decision. Some studies revealed 
that the longer the review the more influential it is on the buying decision (Pan & 
Zhang, 2011), whereas other studies indicated that long reviews are unfavourable and 
had slight impact and can vary based on the product category (Robinson, Goh, & 
Zhang, 2012). 
The number of reviews was discussed. Hanady looks at the number of reviews as the 
higher the number, the better for her to make a judgement, Sherin said ”a review that 
is done by 4 or 5 people will not really reflect exactly what the place is like or it will 
not be like something to clarify exactly how this place is like so most important for me 
is to first look at the number of people who already reviewed the place”, and Ramy 
said “the number of the reviews that they have given before, and they rank if he is an 
expert reviewer if he has done more than 100, more than 200, more than 500, so you 
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get a feel of an unbiased opinion, so, the more the reviews, the more unbiased it is to 
me“. Both negative and positive reviews are considered by the candidates of our study.  
Hana said “I am interested to read both positive and negative reviews, … I would be 
surprised if it does not have any negative, … I would probably say it is not real”, and 
Clair said “I usually read the reviews, I read them all, the good and the bad”. Factors 
such as number of reviews, type of review whether positive or negative and spread are 
all significantly influential in customer product awareness and ultimately purchase 
decisions (Dellarocas, Zhang, & Awad, 2007), also impact on product attractiveness 
(Park et al., 2007).  
87.5% of the candidates did not believe gender similarity with the reviewer would give 
the review more credibility or would affect their purchase intention, which confirms 
our first study about sender receiver gender similarity, i.e. gender similarity does not 
lead to sender credibility “not at all” was the answer of the majority when I asked if 
the gender of the reviewer would affect the credibility of the review, only Muneer said 
“For some reason, it is preferable  that the writer to be a lady because I feel women 
are more genuine to details that I’m specific about”.  
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusion 
5.1 Introduction 
When it comes to WOM, the way in which a customer may perceive their source’s 
knowledge, proficiency, or skills is vital in determining the extent of the customer’s 
own expertise. On the other hand, e-WOM encourages electronic interactions between 
consumers who share no bond or affiliations. As a result, assessing whether a certain 
source is proficient in any given domain can be tough (Filieri et al., 2018). The 
receiver of e-WOM clearly looks for similarity with the sender to establish credibility. 
Uses and Gratifications (U&G) Theory applies to social media heavily. Social media 
carries a wider range of information compared to other media types for consumer 
engagement, because consumers manufacture social media contents and strongly 
engage in information seeking for decision making, based on i) the consumer is an 
active social media player, and ii) is it motivated by set of personal desires, needing 
social media to reach gratification, and if the fulfilment level is high, in turn keeps the 
engagement will continue (Liu et al., 2019).  
Online reviews have flourished to become the key supplier of data, as buyers now 
depend on information and references provided by strangers (senders) when making 
any buying decision (Cheung & Thadani, 2012; Cheung & Lee, 2012; Sher & Lee, 
2009; Sokolova & Kefi, 2020). The availability of the sender’s identity impacts the 
credibility of the review, which in turn impacts the consumer’s purchase intentions 
(Aliyu et al., 2014). This study shows that perceived sender credibility affects the 
purchase intention of the receiver, sender/receiver cultural similarity affects 
credibility, while sender/receiver gender similarity has no effect on credibility or 
purchase intention. 
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The effect of social media usage characteristics on e-WOM, trust, and brand equity 
has attracted much scholarly investigations. Seo et al. (2020) surveyed 430 
participants who had experience of using airline social media. The generated findings 
revealed that the characteristics related to the personality and information-seeking 
behaviour while using various social media platforms had statistically significant 
effects on e-WOM. Moreover, their study categorized usage characteristics of various 
social media into three characteristics, there are i) personality, ii) social, and iii) 
information seeking. However, trust on the product brand plays vital roles in 
determining these characteristics. 
5.2 Discussion of Research Results 
This research study revealed that the effect of e-WOM sender gender and cultural 
similarities on the usefulness of the message on the receiver of e-WOM once similarity 
is witnessed and credibility is established, examining the impact on purchase 
intentions. The theory of planned behaviour explains that human behaviour as a 
“function of the intention to perform the behaviour” (TPB; Ajzen, 1991). Experiential, 
intangible products, such as restaurants and hotel rooms, are hard to judge prior to 
purchasing the product (Ruiz-Equihua et al., 2019; Filieri et al., 2018). In cases like 
these, an individual may seek out online reviews to gather more information and 
deduce whether they want to proceed with the purchase.  
Reviews on experiential products are thought to be impartial and genuine, which 
encourages consumers to trust the reviewers more often (Hernández-Ortega, 2018). 
Receivers in the case of restaurants look for various matters including quality, service 
and ambiance to try and get a feel of what to expect to build their views on visiting 
the place, through establishing similarity with the sender to be able to build this trust 
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in the opinion provided, one argument defending the reliability of e-WOM is that 
receivers can refer to a sender’s reputation systems to verify the sender’s credibility 
before accepting a message (Cheung et al., 2009).  
This is evident by receiver’s attempt to get closer to the sender of the review by 
checking more reviews of other restaurants to build an unbiased opinion and try to get 
closer to the sender to establish credibility. Credibility is considered as a principal 
factor that influences whether consumers take e-WOM into account when making 
decisions (Reyes-Menendez et al., 2019). The perceived credibility of the sender is 
important as it reflects knowledge and expertise (Djafarova & Trofimenko, 2018). 
Moreover, the language and grammar of the reviews adds to its credibility, thus 
impacting the consumer’s purchase intention, since it is easier to comprehend 
(Hernández-Ortega, 2018). 
e-WOM is usually shared by a said consumer’s family members or friends, as well as 
their associates; the former being a strong tie, while the latter is a weak tie. As a result, 
e-WOM with stronger ties are usually the favourable option to the consumer making 
the purchase, as they provide detailed information. Weak-tie e-WOM on the other 
hand, provides a larger, less intimate scale of information. Both types are just as 
valuable to the consumer since they affect the consumer’s purchase intention (Wang 
et al., 2018).  
Homophily reduces the psychological gap raising peoples’ impact on each other’s 
choices (Liviatan, Trope, & Liberman., 2008; Zhao & Xie, 2011). Nationality, 
background, ethnicity and age group were the main similarities our participants were 
looking for with the sender of the review to establish credibility that will influence 
their purchase intention. The Social Shopping Study identified that 57% of consumers 
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regard e-WOM as a reliable channel (Brown et al., 2007) and 58% of Amazon users 
have read online reviews prior to purchasing online and may rate the helpfulness of 
the review (Ahmad & Laroche, 2017).  
The results of this research confirm previous research, consumers feel closer and more 
trusting of a reviewer with a mutual belief system and lifestyle. On the other hand, 
reviewers who lack social similarities with consumers are less likely to affect their 
purchase intentions (Hernández-Ortega, 2018). This research study revealed that 
perceived sender credibility influence purchase intention. On the other hand, gender 
similarity between the sender and the receiver of e-WOM had no effect on credibility 
or purchase intention due to the feelings Millennials have towards the digital platform 
with gender equality with no borders; these findings are in agreement of the findings 
generated by the Kursan-Milaković, Mihić, and Ivasečko (2017) study, while cultural 
similarity between the sender and receiver of e-WOM had effect on perceived sender 
credibility and on purchase intention. My experimental research bridges the research 
gap between the receiver’s perception of e-WOM and the interpersonal similarities 
identified with the sender of e-WOM by increasing the understanding of the impact of 
e-WOM perceived sender credibility, leading to purchase intentions based on social 
judgement, social comparison and similarity. 
In recent years, many researchers have adopted an interest in online reviews, and how 
they impact consumers’ purchase intentions (Hernández-Ortega, 2018). Many 
consumers would often obtain further information on any product before purchasing 
the product. This information usually includes other people’s opinions. Nowadays, the 
Internet provides a platform for these consumers to interact with others and obtain e-
WOM from anonymous users, which in turn helps them with their decision-making 
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process. Thus, these social networking services (SNS) have provided a global platform 
for people all around the world to access and seek information (Wang et al., 2018).  
When the nationality with the sender matches the cuisine, credibility is enhanced and 
so is the purchase intention, as the receiver looks at this relation as an expert view 
more than simple sender/receiver similarity as was witnessed in my study. In their 
study of geographic distance and homophily in regard to social influence and hence 
effect on purchase intentions, Meyners et al. (2017) illustrated that geographic 
closeness possesses a comparative impact due to the fact that the communal effect of 
a geographically closer correspondent is more powerful than that of a farther one, not 
considering actual ranges. This shows, as a precedent, that both real and assumed 
group similarities can cause social influence. The outcomes of five researches show 
that not just real similarities but assumed similarities also generate social impact. 
Social comparison on social media plays a considerably influencing role on purchase 
intentions (Phua et al., 2017), yet as a vital source of information between consumers, 
e-WOM’s effectiveness cannot be measured by its initiation; its real impact measure 
is the receiver’s perception and reaction to it. Positive e-WOM does not necessarily 
lead to positive persuasion or a purchase; the positive reaction of the receiver is an 
indicator of effective e-WOM. Receivers react differently to e-WOM, both sensibly 
and emotionally, as e-WOM lowers practical and monetary risks (Wangenheim & 
Bayón, 2004). 
People judge by integrating available indicates within the situation, which was 
witnessed by my study. Thus, the uncertainty is not only limited to the available 
information in the environment, but also within the perception and utilization of the 
information in the environment (Cooksey, 1996). There are several ways to inspect the 
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decision-making behaviour, social judgement tackles the uncertainties involved in a 
situation when making decisions (Smith, Gilhooly, & Walker, 2002).  
5.3 Managerial Implications 
The goal of this thesis is to test the sender/receiver similarity as a motive for purchase 
intention when it comes to online reviews, particularly in restaurants. This research is 
important since previous studies had emphasized the significance of e-WOM in 
altering purchase intentions. Erkan and Evans (2016) examined the impacts that social 
media and online reviews have on a customer’s purchase intention and found that 
online reviews from unidentified sources influence the purchase intentions more than 
friends on social network. When similarity is established between the sender and the 
receiver from the receiver’s point of view, as seen in our research, sender’s e-WOM 
can affect the purchase intention of the receiver. In their study of a certain coffee 
brand, Cohen and Golden (1972) found that consumers can change their choices based 
on the social influences of others. This is a strong message for vendors, and managers 
need to invest in this human tool to direct their marketing and business strategies. 
The introduction of online, social media platforms encourages consumers to 
communicate with the merchants, in addition to other consumers, thus enhancing their 
buying experience. So, this enhanced communication of e-WOM amplifies the 
consumer power in the market, while diminishes power of the business  (Reyes-
Menendez et al., 2019). Thus, deciding on buying a certain product or service is often 
influenced by online reviews. So, it remains unclear what characteristics a credible 
online review would be entailed (Clare et al., 2016).  
 This research gives suggestions to marketing/business managers and practitioners: 
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 Special attention should be paid to client satisfaction, which is reflected in online 
reviews and measured by review valence, i.e., the assessment of track between 
negative and positive reviews of a product or service (Ruiz-Equihua et al., 2019).  
 The food industry is two dimensional: Cultural and emotional, which gives e-
WOM a stronger edge for the nature of this experiential product, and restaurant 
customers come from various cultures, business managers need to strategically 
focus on their target clients and geographies to deploy e-WOM effect on 
customers. Clients will look for cultural similarity with the reviewer, as confirmed 
by this study and previous literature (Wang et al., 2016).  
 Nowadays, online review platforms should exert more effort into authenticating a 
review before it is published to avoid exploiting the credibility of e-WOM, since 
businesses may pay influencers to write false reviews to boost sales and promote 
their products (Martin, 2014). This may influence users’ trust on the consumer 
review sites; particularly, if reviewers are not authenticated. Hence, in efforts of 
providing a robust experience, online platforms should display essential 
information about the reviewer, as their personal data, skills and preferences to 
make it easier for consumers to judge reviewer’s abilities and credibility to 
establish similarity to certain degree of homophile (Filieri et al., 2018). Many 
consumers are aware of such behaviours, that they may doubt integrity of all 
reviewers (Reimer & Benkenstein, 2018). So, paying for reviews may also 
negatively impact the business’s image (Haugtvedt, Herr, & Kardes, 2018). 
To create brand awareness, vendors start positive e-WOM through developing 
social media brand communities (Ananda et al., 2019). Then, consumer brand 
engagement is “a consumer’s positively valanced brand-related cognitive, 
emotional and behavioural activity during or related to consumer-brand 
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interactions”, which is in correspondence to e-WOM on social media (Hollebeek, 
Glynn, & Brodie, 2014). Some related research emphasized the characteristics of 
a credible review that make it impactful on consumers, companies try to 
understand the consumer brand engagement to develop on the reactions to brand 
posts using several plug-ins including likes, shares and re-tweets to be able to 
build effective marketing strategy (Ananda et al., 2019). 
Factual factors are characterized by the text in reviews, while the social factors 
focus on the social behaviours (Cheung et al., 2009). Thus, in a traditional sense 
of communication, a person who can form social ties with others is more likely 
to have an impact on a review’s credibility (Clare et al., 2016). However, since 
online reviews are often posted online with limited interaction between the users, 
it is therefore harder for a reviewer to have an influence on a given review’s 
credibility. Thus, credibility in this case relies on how trusting a person feels 
towards any given website.  
 Although gender similarity did not affect reviewer credibility, gender roles play a 
huge part in their online behaviour, as females are more inclined to socialize with 
others online, while males prefer the entertainment industry, such as playing 
games and watching movies and more affected by peers (Mishra et al., 2018). 
When browsing through online reviews, males prefer brief and concise reviews, 
while females will usually look for elaborative and intricate details (Bae & Lee, 
2010). Thus, this implies that male consumers are just after fetching information, 
while females enjoy the process of searching and socializing, both genders 
respond differently to online reviews (Sun et al., 2019). 
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 Since the opinion of our equals drives our decisions, e-WOM is now a significant 
factor when it comes to marketing strategies and organizations’ status (Castellano, 
2017). Marketing managers need to understand the effect of online reviews on 
consumer behaviour and address new ways to address this challenging consumer 
influence (Alves, Fernandes, & Raposo, 2016; McLuhan, 1994). Businesses may 
rely greatly on e-WOM when luring in new clients. This comes only naturally in 
today’s age since consumers look for other consumers’ opinions prior to 
purchasing any product or service, rather than relying on traditional marketing 
strategies, such as television promotions, and businesses prefer this type of 
marketing strategy since it reaches a wider audience, costs less than traditional 
marketing, and is deemed as a more credible source to consumers (Reimer & 
Benkenstein, 2018). Old fashioned marketing strategies are no longer enough for 
a brand to sustain its image in the market. Sponsoring bloggers and influencers 
increase the brand’s exposure, thus granting it a sense of trustworthiness to 
consumers. Fashion and cosmetics companies are often hiring renowned 
celebrities to promote their products among their followers on various social 
media platforms as Instagram (Cooley & Parks-Yancy, 2019).  
5.4 Research Implications 
Theoretically, tested similarities include gender and cultural in this study conducted in 
the UAE using the social judgement theory and social comparison theory, this study 
examined the effect of interpersonal similarities on the receiver’s perception of e-
WOM. This effect is related to the credibility acceptance of the sender, which leads to 
positive purchase intentions. This study adds to the literature of hospitality in different 
conducts. Clearly, testing the interpersonal relationship between the sender and the 
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receiver of e-WOM in social media could add to our understanding of the power of e-
WOM from the receiver’s perspective. This study extends to the available literature 
that source credibility impacts purchase decisions as tested by H3. The Elaboration 
Likelihood Model (ELM) expands on the theory that a consumer’s decision-making 
process is influenced by the source’s attributes, as well as the information that they 
provide.  
Accordingly, a high level of similarities between the source and the consumer results 
in more trust and influence on the consumer. Some studies have shown high levels of 
homophily are more likely to influence a reader’s purchase intention rather than lower 
levels of homophily and or heterophily (Steffes & Burgee, 2009). Other studies have 
shown the positive influences of homophily on decision-making process regarding 
buying fashion items by Facebook users (Saleem & Ellahi, 2017). In conclusion, a 
reader is most likely to be persuaded by a comparable source, rather than one which is 
not so similar (Filieri et al., 2018; Ismagilova et al., 2020). 
Gender-wise, both studies confirm that gender similarity does not affect the credibility 
of the reviewer. Some psychology studies have shown that men and women react 
differently to emotions, because of conforming to gender roles, women are most likely 
to display their emotions than men (Timmers, Fischer, & Manstead, 2003). Thus, 
women express more joy, sorrow, or remorse, while men express feelings of hostility 
(Craciun & Moore, 2019). They also indicated that the reviewer’s characteristics and 
traits are vital in assessing their credibility. The first experiment showed that the 
reviewer’s credibility and usefulness were positively influenced by the reviewer’s 
reputation and their second experiment, on the other hand, showed that revealing the 
reviewer’s gender played an important role in terms of credibility. As a result, deduced 
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such characteristics are used by online consumers to shape the reviewer’s credibility, 
in turn, how their purchase intentions are affected. 
H2 confirms that cultural similarity leads to established credibility of the reviewer in 
line with several previous studies showing that sharing certain bonds with other 
individuals can directly impact a source’s credibility. A variety of attributes, such as 
age, education and gender, as well other perceived qualities, such as values and beliefs 
make up homophily (Ismagilova et al., 2020). When it comes to e-WOM, consumers 
are greatly influenced by values and preferences which can be reflected upon 
themselves.  
The perceived homophily is enhanced when consumers find familiar likings. Thus, the 
consumers can still deduce some resemblance in terms of said values and beliefs by 
checking the source’s profile and data, such as personality traits and personal 
experiences, despite the fact that there is no physical contact, nor interaction (Filieri et 
al., 2018). The past related scholarly research work have proved that customer’s 
behavioural and decision-making methods are greatly impacted by homophily, thus, 
higher levels of homophily encourage consumer to contribute to e-WOM and interact 
with others, which in turn, impacts the consumer’s purchase intention (Chu & Kim, 
2011), and higher homophile leads to higher purchase satisfaction (Van Esch et al., 
2017). 
The qualitative method used had opened the door for further study addressing other 
cultural similarities based on the wealth of data we gathered from the candidates. Many 
interesting findings came across through these interviews about e-WOM quality; 
however, it was not the focus of this study, the same can be addressed in the future. 
We only tested in these qualitative interviews the similarity of Nationality as cultural 
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construct, future research can cover other constructs of culture including religion and 
status, or behavioural similarities. The sample of this study was small and limited to 
Arab nationals living in Abu Dhabi and Dubai, i.e., does not reflect the actual 
population, future research needs to cover more specific ethnicity and culture.  
5.5 Limitations and Further Research 
Just like all other researches, this study is subject to some limitations. One limitation 
is that the sample study was collected from Arab participants. As a result, it would be 
favourable for future research to conduct similar studies with people from different 
geographical backgrounds (Filieri et al., 2018). A second limitation is the sample size, 
and demography within the sample, the study can be conducted on different age 
groups and larger sample to generalize results. The credibility of online reviews is 
debatable, thus making it a limitation in e-WOM literature (Clare et al., 2016). A third 
limitation would be how heavily e-WOM literature is influenced by quantitative 
research methods (Cheung & Thadani, 2010). The rapidly changing social media 
forums and trends call for continuous future research on e-WOM components. Future 
study may examine other cultural and social similarities between the sender and the 
receiver of e-WOM.   
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Appendix A: Study  
Start: Informed Consent and Introduction 
Q37: Thank you in advance for agreeing to participate in this survey.  
 
The survey will take about 10 minutes to complete. Please take as much time as you 
need to answer the questions. Most questions only require you to select a box or write 
some information. 
The results will only be published in aggregate form. The information you provide will 
be treated as strictly confidential and no data about you will be released by the 
investigator. Your student number will only be used to assign your credit point. No 
other information about you will be accessed by the researchers. All student numbers 
will be eliminated from the data and any materials at the completion of the semester. 
Your professor will not see your answers at any time, they will receive only your 
student ID on completion of the survey. 
We understand that you have a choice to participate in this study and as such you may 
end the questionnaire at any time without giving reason or justification. Should you do 
so all data you have entered will be permanently deleted. Completion of the survey 
will be taken as evidence of consent to participate in this study.   
Completion of the survey results in receiving the assigned extra credit from your 
professor. You will be sent the appropriate information via email, and you may submit 
it back to the same email address. Dr. Tim Daly, Assistant Professor in the Business 
Administration Department UAE at tim.daly@uaeu.ac.ae who will coordinate this for 





Q39: Which section of Consumer Behaviour are you currently enrolled in? 
o Section 01 at 10:00 am (1)  
o Section 52 at 12:30 pm (2)  
o Section 51 at 2:00 pm (3)  
 
 
Q40: Are you? 
oMale (1)  
oFemale (2)  
 
Q42: In the next section you will be asked to read a review about a restaurant. Please 
read this review carefully, as there will be questions about it that you have to answer. 
Please pay extra attention to this review, and all aspects of it such as the star-rating, 



















Q1: Have you ever heard about the restaurant Fresh Grill? 
o Yes (1)  
oNo (2)  
Q2: Have you ever been to this Fresh Grill? 
o Yes (1)  
o No (2)  
Q6: How positive/negative was the review? 
o Extremely positive (1)  
o Moderately positive (2)  
o Slightly positive (3)  
o Neither positive nor negative (4)  
o Slightly negative (5)  
o Moderately negative (6)  
o Extremely negative (7)  
 
Q25: We would now like to ask you about the reviewer of Fresh Grill; that is, the 
person who wrote the review you read of the restaurant. 
 
Q4: What was the gender of the person who wrote the review? 
o Male (1)  
o Female (2)  
o Not sure (3)  
  





Q7: How much do you think you would like the reviewer as a person? 
o 1. I would not like them at all (1)  
o 2 (2)  
o 3 (3)  
o 4 (4)  
o 5 (5)  
o 6 (6)  
o 7 (7)  
o 8 (8)  
o 9. I would like them very much (9) 
o 8 (8)  
o 9. I would like them very much (9)  
 
Q8: How favourable or unfavourable is your impression of the reviewer as a person?   
o1. Unfavourable (1)  
o2 (2)  
o3 (3)  
o4 (4)  
o5 (5)  
o6 (6)  
o7 (7)  
o8 (8)  
o9. Favourable (9)  
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Q26: How similar do you believe the reviewer is to you? 
o 1. We are not at all similar (1)  
o 2 (2)  
o 3 (3)  
o 4 (4)  
o 5 (5)  
o 6 (6)  
o 7 (7)  
o 8 (8)  
o 9. We are very similar (9)  
 
Q27: How much do you believe you have in common with the reviewer? 
o1.We have nothing in common (1)  
o2 (2)  
o3 (3)  
o4 (4)  
o5 (5)  
o6 (6)  
o7 (7)  
o8 (8)  
o9. We have a lot in common (9)  
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Q12: Please complete the following questions about the reviewer of Fresh Grill. 
 
I think the reviewer is... 
 
 
Q28 Please complete the following questions about the reviewer of Fresh Grill. 
I think the reviewer is... 
 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 (7)  
Dependable 
(1) o o o o o o o Undependable 
Honest (2) o o o o o o o Dishonest 
Reliable (3) o o o o o o o Unreliable 
Sincere (4) o o o o o o o Insincere 
Trustworthy 
(5) o o o o o o o Untrustworthy 
 
 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 (7)  
Expert (1) o o o o o o o Not an expert 
Experienced 
(2) o o o o o o o Inexperienced 
Knowledgeable 
(3) o o o o o o o 
Not 
knowledgeable 
Qualified (4) o o o o o o o Unqualified 
Skilled (5) o o o o o o o Unskilled 
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Q29: How likely are you to go and eat at Fresh Grill after reading the review? 
 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 (7)  
Extremely 
























Q15: Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: 
  
 "I would like to visit this restaurant" 
oStrongly Disagree (1)  
oDisagree (2)  
oNeither agree or disagree (3)  
oAgree (4)  
oStrongly Agree (5)  
 





Q31: What is your age? 
▼ 17 (1) ... 34 (18) 
 
Q34: Are you of Arab origin? 
o Yes (1)  
o No (2)  
 
Q33: In which country you were born? 
o UAE (1)  
o Egypt (2)  
o Lebanon (3)  
o Syria (4)  
o Other (please write in box below) (5) 
________________________________________________ 
 
Q46: How would you describe your ethnic background? (e.g., Emirati, Kuwaiti, 
Lebanese-Canadian) 
 
Q47 Do you speak 
 Very well (1) Quite well (2) A bit (3) Not at all (4) 
English (1)  o o o o 




Q35: What is your marital status? 
o Single (1)  
o Married (2)  
o Divorced (3)  
o Other (4)  
 
 
Q36: What is your Major of study at UAEU? 
o Marketing (1)  
o Supply Chain (2)  
o Entrepreneurship (3)  
o Human Resources (4)  
o MIS (5)  
o Other (6) ________________________________________________ 
 




Appendix B: Analysis of Study-I 
 
Have you ever heard about the restaurant Fresh Grill? * Have you 
ever been to this Fresh Grill? Cross tabulation 
Count   
 
Have you ever been 
to this Fresh Grill? 
Total Yes No 
Have you ever heard about 
the restaurant Fresh Grill? 
Yes 7 4 11 
No 2 86 88 
Total 9 90 99 
 
 
Are you? * What was the gender of the person who wrote the 
review? Cross tabulation 
Count   
 
What was the gender of the person 
who wrote the review? 
Total Male Female Not sure 
Are you? Male 10 7 3 20 
Female 23 26 17 66 
Total 33 33 20 86 
 
 
Are you of Arab origin? 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid Yes 83 96.5 96.5 96.5 
No 3 3.5 3.5 100.0 
Total 86 100.0 100.0  
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In which country where you born? 





Valid UAE 75 87.2 87.2 87.2 
Egypt 1 1.2 1.2 88.4 
Lebanon 1 1.2 1.2 89.5 
Other (please write in 
box below) 
9 10.5 10.5 100.0 
Total 86 100.0 100.0  
 
 
Do you speak-English 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid Very well 20 23.3 23.3 23.3 
Quite well 63 73.3 73.3 96.5 
A bit 3 3.5 3.5 100.0 
Total 86 100.0 100.0  
 
 
Do you speak-Arabic 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid Very well 81 94.2 94.2 94.2 
Quite well 4 4.7 4.7 98.8 
Not at all 1 1.2 1.2 100.0 






What is your marital status? 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid Single 77 89.5 89.5 89.5 
Married 9 10.5 10.5 100.0 
Total 86 100.0 100.0  
 
 
What is your Major of study at UAEU? 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid Marketing 30 34.9 34.9 34.9 
Supply Chain 13 15.1 15.1 50.0 
Entrepreneurship 26 30.2 30.2 80.2 
Human Resources 14 16.3 16.3 96.5 
MIS 1 1.2 1.2 97.7 
Other 2 2.3 2.3 100.0 




 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid similar 36 41.9 41.9 41.9 
not similar 30 34.9 34.9 76.7 
other 20 23.3 23.3 100.0 







 Min Max Mean Std. 
Dev 
How much do you think you would like the reviewer 
as a person? 
1 9 6.27 1.738 
How favourable or unfavourable is your impression 
of the reviewer as a person? 
2 9 6.60 1.536 
How similar do you believe the reviewer is to you? 1 9 5.42 1.937 
How much do you believe you have in common 
with the reviewer? 
1 9 5.29 2.069 
Please complete the following questions about the 
reviewer of Fresh Grill. I think the reviewer i...-
Expert: 
2 7 4.98 1.292 
Please complete the following questions about the 
reviewer of Fresh Grill. I think the reviewer i...-
Experienced 
2 7 5.80 1.176 
Please complete the following questions about the 
reviewer of Fresh Grill. I think the reviewer i...-
Knowledgeable: 
2 7 5.52 1.225 
Please complete the following questions about the 
reviewer of Fresh Grill. I think the reviewer i...-
Qualified: 
2 7 5.10 1.329 
Please complete the following questions about the 
reviewer of Fresh Grill. I think the reviewer i...-
Skilled: 
2 7 5.19 1.324 
Please complete the following questions about the 
reviewer of Fresh Grill. I think the reviewer i...-
Dependable: 
1 7 5.33 1.545 
Please complete the following questions about the 
reviewer of Fresh Grill. I think the reviewer i...-
Honest: 
3 7 6.01 1.163 
Please complete the following questions about the 
reviewer of Fresh Grill. I think the reviewer i...-
Reliable: 
2 7 5.64 1.226 
Please complete the following questions about the 
reviewer of Fresh Grill. I think the reviewer i...-
Sincere: 
3 7 5.48 1.135 
Please complete the following questions about the 
reviewer of Fresh Grill. I think the reviewer i...-
Trustworthy: 
3 7 5.59 1.131 
How likely are you to go and eat at Fresh Grill after 
reading the review? - Extremely Likely: Extremely 
Unlikely 
1 7 5.33 1.491 
How likely are you to go and eat at Fresh Grill after 
reading the review? - Extremely Probable: 
2 7 5.27 1.332 
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(Continued) 
 Min Max Mean Std. Dev 
How likely are you to go and eat at Fresh Grill 
after reading the review? - Extremely Definitely 
1 7 4.77 1.485 
Do you agree or disagree with the following 
statement: “I would like to visit this restaurant" 
1 5 3.74 .770 
like favourable similar common 1.50 9.00 5.8953 1.47402 
expert experience knowledge qualified skill 2.00 7.00 5.3186 1.04099 
dependable honest reliable sincere trustworthy 2.80 7.00 5.6093 .96767 
Credibility 2.85 7.00 5.1711 .84155 
likely probable certain definitely 2.00 7.00 5.0320 1.28669 
Purchase Intention 2.20 6.50 4.7625 .97551 
How likely are you to go and eat at Fresh Grill 
after reading the review? - Extremely Certain: 
1 7 4.77 1.516 
 
Satisfactory scale: ANOVA 1) similar 2) not similar 3) other. 











similar 36 6.0903 1.72291 .28715 5.5073 6.6732 
not similar 30 5.8500 1.02470 .18708 5.4674 6.2326 
other 20 5.6125 1.57796 .35284 4.8740 6.3510 




similar 36 5.3778 .89924 .14987 5.0735 5.6820 
not similar 30 5.4467 .96659 .17647 5.0857 5.8076 
other 20 5.0200 1.34384 .30049 4.3911 5.6489 




similar 36 5.6611 .96785 .16131 5.3336 5.9886 
not similar 30 5.7067 .91234 .16657 5.3660 6.0473 
other 20 5.3700 1.05486 .23587 4.8763 5.8637 
Total 86 5.6093 .96767 .10435 5.4018 5.8168 
Credibility 
similar 36 5.2586 .83832 .13972 4.9749 5.5422 
not similar 30 5.2344 .76656 .13995 4.9482 5.5207 
other 20 4.9184 .94275 .21081 4.4772 5.3596 
Total 86 5.1711 .84155 .09075 4.9906 5.3515 
If Sig. is less than 0.05, then there is a difference between the levels i.e. it affects the 
levels, then it affects the variable but, in this case, it is higher than 0.05 meaning No 
significance or difference. 
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 ANOVA 
 SS df MS F Sig. 
like favourable similar 
common 
Between Groups 3.030 2 1.515 .692 .503 
Within Groups 181.653 83 2.189   
Total 184.683 85    
expert experience knowledge 
qualified skill 
Between Groups 2.401 2 1.201 1.111 .334 
Within Groups 89.709 83 1.081   
Total 92.110 85    
dependable honest reliable 
sincere trustworthy 
Between Groups 1.526 2 .763 .811 .448 
Within Groups 78.066 83 .941   
Total 79.593 85    
Credibility 
Between Groups 1.673 2 .836 1.186 .311 
Within Groups 58.525 83 .705   









1 Credibilityb . Enter 
a. Dependent Variable: Purchase Intention 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
Regression R 52%, credibility interprets 28.3% of purchase intention (there are other 
factors). 
Model Summary 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of 
the Estimate 
1 .532a .283 .274 .83114 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Credibility 
 




Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 22.860 1 22.860 33.092 .000b 
Residual 58.027 84 .691   
Total 80.887 85    
a. Dependent variable: purchase intention 








Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 1.576 .561  2.808 .006 
Credibility .616 .107 .532 5.753 .000 














Appendix C: Study-II - Interviews 
SAMER ABDUL HAQ 
H: Okay so today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews to decide where 
you eat out. There is no right or wrong answer, I just want your honest opinion. 
S: Sure 
H: Okay, what type of restaurants or cuisines do you usually like to go to? 
S: Okay, interesting question. Um, I’m experimental, I’m happy to try different things. 
Um, if the question is about what do I normally choose in terms of cuisine, it will 
probably be middle eastern, next would be steakhouses, um, third category would be 
Italian food. Probably one of these three 
H: So you’re quite international 
S: Well, you can quote it this way, one category, yes, it is international. One is 
Lebanese middle eastern, the second is steakhouse, well you can think it’s more 
American. I like the typical steakhouse type place; and then yeah, Italian. 
H: Okay, so, Samer Abdulhaq, can you tell me about the process through which how 
you usually choose where you go out and eat? 
S: Um, well, so far, it depends where, in Abu Dhabi, historically, its been people telling 
each other I’ve tried this new place, sounds like something I would like, a place I 
would like to visit, we try it, and if its good, it becomes a repeat place. But I follow I 
different process when I’m in London, Paris, or New York, uh, I do, now, look for 
reviews through certain apps, there are apps that tell you, um, how many restaurants 
are surrounding the place that you’re in, and then, on that map, and it shows the 
location, and it shows reviews, and recent reviews. Some of them are really good, 
because reviews would be as recent as the last 10 minutes or just the previous meal. 
Um, and there would be star ratings, uh, the same app would have links to a review 
that was made by a professional review, or in a publication that helps you make up 
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your mind. Um, of course, when you visit these cities more often, you start developing 
a sense for a favourite spot. Uh, so, the majority of times that I go to a repeat place. 
H: How do you define the professional reviewer? You just mentioned a professional 
reviewer? 
S: Those who, so, that’s cross-reference in the app. It tells you that this person has 
published this review in a paper. So, take for example reviews in time out. 
H: Mhm 
S: It’s not necessarily the name of the person, but time out is a professional publication 
that has suggestions as to places and it has reviews; and the reviews are made by staff 
of time out, and you know that, generally, they are reasonable, they do award ratings 
to restaurants based on the number of categories, so price would be on element, 
cleanliness, how special the food is, the level of service, uh, convenience of getting 
there. I remember one of the reviews was: yeah everything is fantastic, but it was 
almost impossible to find the place; or almost impossible to find parking. That was in 
the review, so, yeah that’s how I define professionalism. 
H: Okay, so basically, if I ask what information do you look for in these 
recommendations or reviews, that would include. 
H: It wouldn’t. service is very important, you can eat anywhere really, but if service is 
bad, you get frustrated, and that’s a place I wouldn’t go to. Um, hygiene, if there are 
problems about hygiene I would be alerted. Um, some would say, you know, no matter 
how clean a restaurant is, they’re all terrible; um, their standards are completely 
different than our standards and the standards that you follow at home. Uh, I would 
like to think that that’s not true. That there are places run by people who have a good 
conscience, and do ensure that their place keep a high level of hygiene. So, that’s 
another category. Um, it’s very rare that I’ve read a review about a place where food 
quality was terrible. I guess it depends on what are you looking for. If someone is 
looking for street bites, yes, it is possible that food quality would not be good. Uh, but 
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given where we live and the type of venues we go to, generally speaking, you would 
assume that the quality of food is good. Especially if the category or the class of the 
restaurant is a place that charges a couple hundred dollars a person. Minimum 
expectation is, yeah food is going to be okay; it’s going to be good. 
H: Very interesting, you said if the standard is what your standard is or is equivalent 
to your standard, how would you know from a review that the standard would be 
equivalent to yours? 
S: The choice of words. That’s interesting. When someone starts making personal 
opinions, and tries to relate to me, I would like or try to understand whether they are 
entitled to try to relate to me. How do they make judgements? I mentioned to you 
earlier, maybe it wasn’t on the recording, that uh, if a person, uhm, reviewing a hotel, 
is very excited that the hotel provides fresh towels every morning, I would know that 
that person normally, doesn’t stay in hotels that are of a class that I prefer. 
H: Yeah when we were talking about hotels 
S: Yeah, so, if, from that comment, I would make some kind of assessment whether 
that person really has standards similar to mine or not, in terms of his expectations or 
her expectations. I try to read more than one review, and perhaps sometimes try to find 
a review of a place that I have personally tried, and try to reconcile or align the two 
reviews. So if I know a place very well, and some reviewer is trashing that place, but 
I like it, then id probably not take their review into consideration. 
H: Okay, so this will take us to discuss how you judge the person actually leaving the 
review. So what kind of things you’re looking for in the recommender or in the 
reviewer; the actual review writer? 
S: I’d like, yeah, you mean so that writer becomes credible in my view; right? What 
makes this review credible, or that person credible? 
H: Do you look for credibility in the viewer? You said the word credible which is 
interesting. 
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S: I would like to know or get a sense that that person is not writing because of 
something personal. That that reviewer is writing a terrible article about a product or 
a restaurant or a hotel or a service because there Is some vengeance behind it. But, if 
that person has been to a restaurant that is otherwise very good, but the quality of 
service that day was bad, that’s fine. That doesn’t touch on the credibility; they have 
had a terrible experience. I guess reading more than one review of more than one place 
would give you that sense. Are they being reasonable.? Do they overreact? A review. 
a person who posts a review about how terrible a hotel is or service is, and then, in 
between the lines you read that that person has booked a standard room but had 
unreasonable expectations of being upgraded to a suite, and then that didn’t happen, 
and as a result, everything else became really bad in the review, then you can make... 
and its surprising that people, maybe not professional reviewers, but on trip advisor 
and the others, it’s surprising that when you read the full review, they actually tell you 
what is the main reason why they are upset with that place, or be it they make it sound 
like they’re upset because almost everything in that place has failed, when in fact, it 
was one thing that failed you, not failed generally; failed that particular reviewer, but 
it reflected on their entire experience. 
H: Okay, what else would you look for in the reviewer again? How do you establish 
this credibility? 
S: Well, as I was saying, it’s an unbiased view opinion. 
H: Let’s say you found a review, you liked a review, okay, how would you decide if 
this reviewer is…. 
S: I don’t know, I must admit, I don’t research the reviewer, I try to read more reviews 
by the same person, if they’re feeling strongly about an opinion, most of these 
websites…. 
H: What would you usually get in the reviewer, like, in the reviewer section, what do 
you see? 
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S: I mean most of them use code names unless they want people to know who they 
are. Most of the sites would tell you how many reviews that person has made in the 
past, and then there are also, um, apps that show you how many people found that 
particular review helpful, uh, or, other that didn’t agree with the review. That gives 
you indications as well. Um, but I think, well the main tools I use is reading if that 
person has more than one review. Um, I would read more than one and see is that 
person consistent in being reasonable and unbiased in making these statements and 
making that opinion. 
H: Would you be bothered by the nationality of the reviewer? Or where they come 
from? 
S: Possibly, possibly. One thing about us here, living in Abu Dhabi, is that there are 
people from almost everywhere, every place in the world 
H: Absolutely 
S: And I think expats in Abu Dhabi, residents in Abu Dhabi started developing their 
own norm 
H: Interesting 
because they have lived here for many may years and have tried all sorts of different 
foods, um, a review by an Indian, of a Lebanese restaurant would probably be very 
close to a review made by me.  
H: Really? 
S: I think. Not someone fresh off the ship, but, if they’ve lived here for some time. 
Maybe if we stopped thinking that their nationality is a reason why I would take their 
review into consideration or not. More relevant is cultural background maybe 
H: Cultural background, yeah 
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S: Could be their cultural background, yeah, some people would have reviews of 
fantastic restaurants in Abu Dhabi, but they trash it completely because it serves 
alcohol 
H: Okay 
S: Right? So, it’s not something that they believe in. so a person who is writing a 
review “oh this place is not good or bad, they should have alcohol free space in the 
restaurant” because that person is offended by it. Well, I’m not, so... 
H: You relate this to culture not to religion? 
S: Well, what’s religion and what culture? There isn’t much difference but that’s 
another discussion 
H: Exactly, so if the review is from an Indian it would probably be closer to you, and 
if it comes from a western example 
S: No, I’m saying in this part of the world, I don’t want to generalize. 
H: If we are not in this part of the world 
S: If we are not there will be considerable differences, I think, as of my hometown in 
Amman, Jordan; it’ll be unusual to find, in the mainstream, to find someone who’d 
write a review about an Indian restaurant because they would know, they wouldn’t 
have a reference point. In Amman there’s probably one or two maximum Indian 
restaurants, and they’re “so called” Indian because I have tried Indian food in many 
different countries; walking into that restaurant in Amman, I know its not Indian. Its 
just someone who used some spices that are different from the spices that they use in 
Jordan, and called it Indian. So, I might be able to go and make a review on that 
restaurant, but people reading my reviews would not relate at all, would not know 
whether what I’m saying is fair or not. Umm, no offence to anyone, there’s also the 
class of the reviewer. Again, if its someone who normally cannot afford a place where 
all sets of cutleries are on the table 
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H: Okay... 
S: Sorry, again, no offence to people, they wouldn’t necessarily, they would find a 
place like Zuma tacky. And, it makes them uncomfortable, even if they’re not paying. 
Let’s say you invite them to that place, but they’re not going to be comfortable. I can’t 
eat in that place; and they don’t understand its menu, the people around me are wearing 
flashy clothing; I’m not comfortable. I want to go to a place where I can have my 
favourite sandwich in peace. So, again, if that person is making a review of Zuma or 
Roberto’s or similar other restaurants, probably wouldn’t…. I’m not saying they 
wouldn’t be credible, but it wouldn’t be a review that I would necessarily take into 
consideration if I wanted to decide if I wanted to go to Zuma or not. 
If you are in London for example, where I’m trying to get you... London is a random 
example basically where you get international community as well. So basically, if you 
get a review in London on one of the restaurants that you don’t know, it comes from a 
European guy and its, let’s say, Japanese or Zuma or whatever it is; if you get the 
review from a European, would it be the same if you get the same review actually but 
from a middle eastern or other national? 
Is it…distinguish between 2…. Now, as I said earlier, if I’m in time out London, and 
it’s a reviewer in time out London, I don’t think it would make a difference what 
nationality it is, because I would then assume that time out has professional reviewers 
who are able to make these judgements, so I would take their review into consideration. 
But, if I’m on Zomato, and its people like me making the review, yes it would make a 
difference to me. It is very possible. 
H: Would you feel the similarity then? 
S: I don’t know if you’d know the nationality. I mean, you can try to read the name, 
you can try to see their picture and understand where are they from, uhhhh, maybe at 
some level it would just…. 
H: If the data was there and its clear… 
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S: If its there and clear it would probably influence my view, yeah. 
H: Interesting, so it would affect basically your choice of restaurant whether …. 
S: It would affect my judgement of the review. But as I said earlier, I read more than 
one review, and I try, I establish my overall view based on a number of reviewers, 
commence, and number of reviews that they have made individually. 
H: Okay, so if all the reviews available and the reviewers are different to you, very 
different to you, would that still affect your choice? 
S: It would, I would be cautious. 
H: Interesting, let me ask you something else, if, you said you like Italian, and middle 
eastern, let’s say…. You’re not Italian, so if you get a review on an Italian restaurant 
from an Italian? 
S: Oh 
H: Yes, you tell me, I see you’re interested, I’m not even completing the question but 
go ahead 
S: The question should be, you’re Jordanian, and you’re making a review on mansaf 
dish, a traditional 
H: Which is a Jordanian dish 
S: Yeah, a traditional Jordanian dish, uhh, I would expect. Actually, people would look 
at me and think, “you’re Jordanian, what do you think of this mansaf” right? Of course, 
I think, yes, full marks, and full credibility if a reviewer of an Italian restaurant is 
coming from an Italian, provided that he’s not the restaurant owner. 
H: So it would make a difference? 
S: It would make a difference 
H: Why do you think is that? 
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S: Because, there’s an assumption in our minds that people from an Italian reviewing 
an Italian restaurant would have good reference points. He is not a tourist, he didn’t 
learn Italian food in china, he ate Italian food growing up, he knows how his mom 
makes it, and if in his review says “oh my god, this is exactly how my mother would 
make it” I would take his words for granted. Fantastic, that’s what I’m willing to have. 
H: So, establishing this credibility of the reviewer would actually affect your purchase 
intention you think? Or... 
S: It would yes 
H: Thank you very much Samer Abdulhaq, that was very interesting 
S: Thank you 
H: Thank you for your time 
S: Thank you very much, I hope this was helpful. 




H: Abeer Abdelaziz, today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews to 
decide where to eat out. I am going to ask you a series of questions. There are not right 
or wrong answers; I just want your honest opinion.  
A: okay 
H: so we start with what type of restaurants or cuisines do you usually like to eat? 
A: Italian 
H: okay. And where do you get your recommendations from? How do you decide? 
A: from friends more 
H: can you elaborate? 
A: like, I like two friends, if we’re, they have good experience. In Abu Dhabi, we don’t 
have many restaurants actually.  
H: so, through friends face-to-face or other friend recommendations or online reviews? 
A: oh okay. Usually, through friends, and when they, like when they tell me about the 
restaurant, I go and check it online; the reviews about it, and see how does it look. 
H: okay, when you look at a review online, what information exactly, or, what kind of 
information do you look for in the review itself? 
A: uhh, I like to see the… how do they grade it. Like sometimes, they grade it with a 
number. More important for me is the number review. 
H: 1 to 5? 
A: mhmm 
H: what number would trigger you to try it? 
A: like a 4.5. from 4 to 4.5 
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H: okay. Would it affect your choice? Would it affect whether you’re going to go try 
the restaurant or not? 
A: yes 
H: okay 
A: if its less than 3, I won’t go 
H: and do you read the review itself? 
A: yeah, I do 
H: what kind of information do you like for in the review itself? 
A: usually everyone writes his own experience, if they like it or not. So, depends on 
the…. I think it’s everybody’s point of view and experience. 
H: what kind of information do people usually say in the reviews? 
A: like uhh, the service 
H: yeah 
A: and the umm, they say the service, the taste of the food, the quality of the food, and 
sometimes…usually, they talk about the cost 
H: so what matters to you from these three? 
A: I like… more important for me than the food is the service 
H: the service? 
A: yeah. I care about the service more 
H: okay, saying that, now, the person… I want to ask you questions about the person 
who is leaving the review. Because you have the review, you read it, you decide 
basically based on that, but the person who’s leaving the review, who’s writing the 
review, the reviewer. What kind of information do you look for in that person to trust 
the review? Does it matter? 
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A: no, it won’t matter because I won’t know the person himself, so how will I know? 
It’s usually different people, I don’t know them. And the reviewers not all of them I 
know. 
H: yeah, not all of them, but if you have some information about them? Like where 
they come from? What other reviews they’ve used? What would matter to you? 
A: umm, I would like them to be of my same social background.  
H: mhmm. What do you mean by social background? That’s very interesting 
A: education, their friends, their level 
H: would you include nationality in the social background? 
A: not really 
H: not really? It wouldn’t matter? 
A: no 
H: so, you said you like Italian restaurants? 
A: yes 
H: if you get a recommendation from… ummm. You come from Egypt, if you get a 
recommendation from an Egyptian on an Italian restaurant, recommending an Italian 
restaurant, would it matter to you? Would it affect your choice? 
A: no, it won’t. If get it from an Italian point of view, it would be much better for sure 
H: okay, that takes me to the next question. So basically, if an Italian review come 
from… sorry. If the review comes from an Italian on an Italian restaurant, it matters 
more to you? 
A: yes, for sure 
H: why? 
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A: because they know exactly the right taste. Like still, whatever, like for example I’ll 
tell you: The Chinese food, everybody says that the Chinese food we eat here is 
different totally than the Chinese food in china. Here its much better 
H: here is much better? 
A: yes. Anywhere outside china is better. This is what they say. This is the experience 
of everybody 
H: so that contradicts. Basically, if the Chinese restaurant is reviewed by a Chinese, 
you wouldn’t trust their review? 
A: no 
H: so it doesn’t go both ways. So, it would from Italian restaurants, but it wouldn’t 
from Chinese? 
A: yes 
H: is Chinese the only exception, or this goes all the way? Like from Lebanese...? 
A: no, just Chinese 
H: the only exception is Chinese? 
A: yes, because maybe what we are used to in other countries than china, this I what 
we are used to. But in china, they say really, it’s disgusting. Nobody can eat in china. 
Everybody... I heard from lots of people 
H: I actually heard the same thing, yeah. But this is why I asked whether the Chinese 
is the exception or the Italian is the exception.  
A: no, the Chinese is the exception 
H: Okay, let’s say you’re going to a Lebanese restaurant, and you get a 
recommendation from a Lebanese saying this restaurant is good, and you get a 
recommendation from an Egyptian saying this is not good. So which one would you 
pick? 
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A: for sure the Lebanese 
H: The Lebanese 
A: yes 
H: if it’s the other way around? If the Lebanese says this is a good Egyptian restaurant, 
while the Egyptian is saying otherwise, which recommendation would you follow? 
A: still the Lebanese 
H: on an Egyptian restaurant? 
A: ahh, I thought on the Lebanese. Like, if he’s saying it’s not good 
H: yeah, and the Egyptian is saying its good, so you would take the nationality, the 
same nationality 
A: yes 
H: so, again, the Chinese is the only exception 
A: like in Egypt, I have my friends there, we have lots of Lebanese restaurants and 
they say they’re lovely. But when I got and eat, because I’m used to the Lebanese real 
food, I say you’re missing a lot  
H: okay, umm, that’s all. Thank you very much 




H: Okay, so today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews to decide where 
to eat out. I will ask you a series of questions, there is no right or wrong answer, I’m 
just interested in your honest opinion. You’re ready? 
A: Yes 
H: Okay, we’ll start with what type of restaurants or cuisines do you really like to go 
to? 
A: Ummm, Asian and Indian. 
H: Mhmm, can you talk me through how you would usually get your recommendation 
form? 
A: Umm, usually from like, friend suggestions, and Instagram accounts and like social 
media. 
H: That’s good. Does that include online reviews? 
A: Yes 
H: What do you look for exactly in those online reviews?  
A: Uhh, I look for recommendations based on the ambiance, and also, I look for photos, 
and like, how they present the food and how good it looks. 
H: So, do you look only for positive or negative reviews? 
A: I look for both positive and negative, like what they hate about the place, or If the 
ambiance is too busy or too cosy or... yeah 
H: Okay, now I’d like to discuss with you on how you judge the person leaving the 
online review 
A: Umm, based on how much effort they put into the review. Like if it’s a 2-3-word 
review, it doesn’t mean anything. But if it, like, but then again, if it’s too long, then 
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maybe it’s like a sponsored review or something. So, I just look for consistency in a 
bunch of reviews, and not base my opinion on one 
H: Interesting. So, you would look at the language of the review as well? 
A: Yes 
H: You mentioned a few words? 
A: Yes 
H: How does this judge the person writing the review for you? 
A: Uhh, maybe because if, like if it’s too formal as I’ve mentioned, or if it’s too long, 
then maybe its sponsored. But if it’s just laid back, and a few pros and a few cons, then 
maybe its genuine review that I would take into consideration when planning on 
visiting that restaurant 
H: Would you look at where they’re coming from? 
A: Uhh, not necessarily 
H: So, does nationality affect your reviewer? 
A: Uhh, no it doesn’t matter 
H: So, you told me you like Asian and um, Indian cuisines, would it matter if the 
reviewer of an Indian cuisine is an Indian? 
A: Yes.  
H: How? 
A: It doesn’t matter if he’s Indian or not; however, if he is an Indian reviewing an 
Indian cuisine, or restaurant, it gives me more... it encourages me more to visit that 
restaurant because he comes from an Indian background, so he knows what best fits 
into the Indian standards. 
H: Would this link it to any similarity between you and the reviewer? 
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A: What do you mean? 
H: I mean, would you feel close culturally to an Indian because he’s Asian, or it doesn’t 
really matter? How do you find similarity with the reviewer? 
A: Uhh, I don’t really look for any similarities, I just look for how good the food is, 
and how they describe the ambiance there. 
H: Okay, what if the reviewer seems to look like someone like you. Would it affect 
your choice of restaurant? 
A: Not necessarily 
H: What if its someone different from you, would it affect your choice? 
A: No 
H: Okay, how would the credibility of the reviewer affect your purchase intention? So 
basically, if you trust the reviewer, how would it affect your purchase intention? 
Would you go to the restaurant? Tell me how you would react to a review that you 
really trust 
A: Yes, if I find a review that catches my attention, then... the first thing that I would 
usually do is ask around my close friends or people in my circle who have visited that 
restaurant, and the based on like, all those recommendations, umm, I would visit. 
H: Okay, would you like to add anything? 
A: Uhh, no 




H: okay so, uh, um, okay so Mr Amr, we’ll start the interview now. Today we are 
going to discuss how you are... how you use online reviews to decide where to eat out. 
I’ll ask you a series of questions, there is no right or wrong answer, I am just interested 
in your honest opinion.  
A: laughs 
H: Okay, first I’ll start with what type of restaurants or cuisines you usually like to go 
to? 
A: mostly, Arabic, Lebanese or Egyptian. Sometimes Asian 
H: mhm, and can you talk me through how you decide... usually decide to go out, and 
ughh, on a new place basically 
A: definitely talk my friends 
H: friends 
A: influence by friends, yeah 
H: mhmm, and so basically if your friends tell you this is a good restaurant,  
A: I would go for it 
H: you’d go for it 
A: yeah 
H: okay, other than friends, if you... 
A: if the decision is to me, I’d do research a little bit 
H: so, you look into online... 
A: online, uhh, reviews, depends on type of cuisine, the uhh, level of the place. If I’m 
looking for a formal place, or informal place, or quick food. 
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H: so, when you look into an online review, for example, what information you look 
for in the review itself? 
A: uhh, initially its uhh, led by my appetite, laughs, what I’m looking to eat, and then 
I’ll start looking for 
H: okay, can you elaborate more 
A: okay, so if I feel like eating Lebanese, I’ll start looking for the Lebanese uhh, 
restaurants, start looking for the highly rated among them 
H: mhmm 
A: and then decide 
H: is it the same when you look locally and you look abroad? If you’re traveling, is it 
the same? 
A: uhh, travelling I like it to be more adventurous 
H: ah, okay. So, you would try 
A: yeah, when I’m walking around, I’ll just walk in and do it, I don’t research when 
I’m travelling abroad 
H: the, the, the person who’s leaving the review, the reviewer basically; what 
information do you look for in the person who’s writing the review? 
A: ugh, initially, the most important would be, definitely, the type of the place. What, 
what uh, if we’re talking about cuisine, what type of cuisine, talking about pleasure 
places, its, it’s a night club, it’s a café, and so. Then second most important for me is 
the place, where it is 
H: but the person who’s writing, like you read a review that you like, um, it says it’s a 
good standard, everything is good, it’s the cuisine you like; so, you like the review, 
okay? The person who’s leaving this review, who’s writing the actual review, do you 
look for information about them? Does it matter? 
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A: umm, no. 
H: it doesn’t matter? 
A: no 
H: so, nationality for example doesn’t matter 
A: uhh, no 
H: okay, so let me ask you something else, whether they’re Arab, Indian, English, 
doesn’t matter? 
A: no, doesn’t matter 
H: let me ask you something else. You said you like Lebanese, and then you said you 
like Asian; if you like, uh, if you, uh, if you’re reviewing uh, an Asian restaurant, and 
the review is written by a Lebanese, or there is another review written by an Asian, 
which one matters more to you, or it doesn’t matter? 
A: it doesn’t matter, I  
H: so, the nationality... 
A: I always, no…no 
H: so, nationality match is not an issue 
A: no, I take it as an honest, uh, view or opinion 
H: okay, okay. Um, you said, you said you like, uh, Asian cuisines 
A: sometimes 
H: sometimes, and you like Lebanese basically. So, anywhere you go, you usually go 
for Lebanese I would say 
A: mostly 
H: easier, okay. Well thank you very much 
A: no problem 
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H: that’s all about it, just one final question if you’ll allow me 
A: sure 
H: does it matter if its male or female writing the review? 
A: not at all 
H: not at all? 
A: not at all 
H: perfect, thank you so much 
A: you’re welcome 




H: Today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews to decide where to eat 
out. I’ll ask you a series of questions, there’s no right or wrong answer, I’m just 
interested in your honest opinions. 
Interviewee: Okay 
H: I start with what type of restaurants or cuisines do you usually like to go to? 
I: my favourite cuisine is the Italian. 
H: and how do you decide where to go? Where do you get your recommendations 
from? 
I: usually I ask about the chef, I try it, and I go by my taste more than the social opinion. 
I might if I know that my friend or that lady or that guy has good taste in food or if I 
see that they recommend the restaurant, I might but I do not go by the mass, I do not 
know why but I think not everybody have good taste. 
H: so, by saying that you do not follow the mass, do you at all look at online reviews? 
I: I do yes of course, I usually read the reviews, I read them all, the good and the bad 
ones and if the bad is about the same thing then it’s true, but if one is saying the service 
was not good and one is saying the food was not good and the other is saying the 
ambiance was not good then I would go and try by myself and I will not believe that, 
but if from 50 reviews, 40 reviews saying the service is bad, meaning is bad. 
H: Okay, so you look for more than 1 review? 
I: ya I read them all, if I am interested in a place I read them all. 
H: what kind of information do you look for in a review? What do you look for? 
I: Usually, usually the good food and the good service. 
H: so, food and service? 
I: food and service. I like the decoration, ambiance and outfit, its important. Sometimes 
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I do not go out to eat, I go out for the ambiance and the vibes, I go for my drink, I am 
not really interested in eating. If I am hungry, or I am looking for a good meal, I look 
for a good chef with a good plate, I am looking for the table and the food. But 
sometimes you go out just to have fun, you do not care about eating. So many times, I 
have dinner at home then go out with my friends just for the vibe and having fun.    
H: interesting, now I want to ask you about the reviewer or the person who writes the 
review; the person who is leaving the review. What do you look for in this person? 
What kind of information do you look for? 
I: about the reviewer? 
H: yes, who wrote the review. 
I: hhmm. It is going to sound a bit racist, 
H: it is fine, no just say it. 
I: because the nationality is important. 
H: aha, that’s very interesting, elaborate please 
I: umm, there is bad taste and good taste in all kinds of nationalities, but there is, if 
like, for example, in the UAE…. Not UAE… or UAE, I don’t know, giving his opinion 
on, like, one-time Chinese food, or… I’m going to tell you, the reviews about the 
Chinese cuisine when its coming from Chinese people is much more accurate. When 
Lebanese people will give their opinion, for me, is much accurate; let’s put it like that. 
H: so, if it comes from the same... so, if you like Italian cuisines, if it comes from 
Italians… 
I: yes of course, and when you go to a restaurant, a Chinese restaurant, and there is 
90% Chinese people, meaning the food there is authentic. That’s why the people of 
that cuisine are going there. Uhh, it’s about the cuisine is good, for me. Uhh, if you go 
to a Lebanese restaurant and you see just expats and foreigners, ehh. But when the 
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Lebanese people will, will go to that place meaning there is something good in what 
they’re doing, because they know about their cuisine. 
H: so you would trust that more? 
I: a bit more yes, because I know the tabbouleh taste from my country since I was 2 
years old. If you are Jordanian you might know the Kabseh or umm, I don’t know the 
traditional... 
H: mansaf 
I: mansaf, traditional dish, because you used to do it with your mum when you were 
like 5, you used to see how it’s done and you know the taste there; the real taste of it. 
So, when a Jordanian will talk about Mansaf and a Japanese will talk about sushi and 
go there to eat sushi, meaning that sushi is good. This is what I think 
H: so this is how you get your credibility on the reviewer? 
I: yes 
H: so, you look for these kinds of similarities, you mentioned nationality and that’s 
very interesting. 
I: yes 
H: so if the recommendation is done by, you’re Lebanese I guess, so if it’s done by a 
Lebanese, would it make it more credible to you? Would it affect your choice? 
I: yes, but at the end, I won’t give it any review, or I won’t spread the word its good 
before I try it 
H: before you try it 
I: yes 
H: but you would take a recommendation from somebody from your country? 
I: yes 
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H: so, if a Lebanese would give you a review on an Italian restaurant and tells you that 
it’s really good? 
I: I’d go try it but I’d look for the Italian reviews. I would wait until 10 Italians will 
tell me there’s a very good pizza there, or very good, I don’t know, chef. Because we 
tried it, and we are Italian, and we love it, so meaning there is something authentic in 
this cuisine. 
H: so, if a westerner would tell you this Italian, sorry, this Lebanese restaurant is good? 
I: it’s not like I won’t believe him. Maybe in western or Lebanese or Chinese or 
Japanese would say about that Italian cuisine good, hear too, there is a matter of 
listening. I might go and try it since everybody is saying. But everybody is saying but 
there is no one Italian liking that Italian cuisine, or Italian restaurant, meaning there is 
something, I will have found out. 
H: not Italian 
I: not Italian 
H: not Italian, so basically this will affect your purchase intention. If a good review or 
in your opinion and good reviewer again, credible to you, it would affect your choice? 
It would affect your purchase intention? Whether you would go or not go to the 
restaurant? 
I: yes 
H: it would. Okay, that’s all about it. Thank you very much 
I: welcome 
H: thank you for. 
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AL HANOOF  
H: Hi, Al Hanoof, today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews to decide 
where to eat out. I will ask you a series of questions. There is not right or wrong answer. 
I’m just interested in your honest opinion. Okay, I’ll start with asking you what type 
of restaurants or cuisines do you like to go to? 
I: umm, I like to go to Italian or Arabic restaurants. 
H: how would you usually find out... decide on new places to go to? 
I: I usually go online, like websites like Zomato and Talabat Delivery to check the 
menu first, and then look at the photos of the place, and then I’ll see the reviews on 
each and every dish I’m interested in ordering. 
H: okay that’s interesting. What information do you usually look for in any 
recommendation or a review? 
I: about the service, how are they served, and the quality of the food 
H: can you elaborate more? 
I: umm, whether the food is served cold or hot, and how friendly the waiters are, and 
what people think of the atmosphere and the seating and how it looks like, the interior 
of the place. 
H: mhmm. Okay, now I would like to discuss how you judge the person leaving the 
online review; so basically, the reviewer. What kind of things are you looking for in 
the recommender or the reviewer himself or herself.  
I: umm, whether they’re writing a bad or a good review on the restaurant. I would like 
to understand why they found this experience a good one or a bad one from different 
perspectives: the quality, the service, and the time.  
H: yeah, but the reviewer himself or herself, the person who wrote the review, does it 
matter where they come from? Who they are?  
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I: umm, usually no, but umm, some of them, umm. I don’t think so, no. it doesn’t 
matter from where the reviewer is. 
H: okay. So basically, what information do you get usually when you look at online 
reviews? What information is provided about the reviewer? 
I: about the reviewer? 
H: mhmm 
I: umm, most of them put their names, and their nationalities, and some of them put 
their photos. 
H: does that matter? Their nationalities, or...? 
I: yeah it matters because it’s different when like, someone from Asia is trying Arabic 
food, then comes a national Arabic one trying the Arabic food. They know the taste 
more. So it differs. This is from another region, so they don’t know this food, and these 
are used to this kind of food. 
H: so do you basically find similarity with Arab nationals or... versus Asians? 
I: umm, no. in the review they’re different. They’re extremely different. Like the 
Arabic they won’t describe the food as much as the Asians, because our spices are 
different; if we’re talking about Arabic food only. So, the experience is different from 
the Asian guy to an Arabic national guy 
H: okay. So basically, if the nationality of the reviewer and the cuisine match... so you 
said you like Italian food for example. If the review is written by an Italian, would it 
make a difference if it’s made by an Italian or Arabic national or Asian? 
I: umm, yes, because the Italians know more about their food. Like I’m someone who 
never ate Italian before, and I go and eat, whether I like it or not, it’s a yes or a no. but 
the Italian guy knows exactly why this is not good. If it has to be cooked in this way 
or have to add some spices, like, to make it a better dish. 
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H: okay, so let me ask you: if the reviewer sounds very different form you, he’s like 
say, Asian, and they’re describing a Lebanese or Arabic cuisine as you said you like 
that too, umm, so you don’t see the similarity there. Does it affect your decision? 
I: umm, kind of. I would do my research and check another website for more reviews 
to be confident if yes, I’m going to this restaurant or I’ll check another one. 
H: if it’s made by an Arab national or somebody from GCC or Jordan or Egypt? 
I: it’s easier to decide and say yes, I’m going to this restaurant and I’m ordering these 
dishes. 
H: okay. Does it matter if the reviewer is male or female? Does the gender matter? 
I: ummm, no. it’s the same. It depends on the taste. No, it’s the same. 
H: okay, you said you like Italian cuisine, can you think of any Italian name of a 
person? 
I: a person…. Italian? Ummm alejandro? 




H: Okay, so Jebran, today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews to 
decide where you eat out. I am going to ask you a series of questions. There is no right 
or wrong answer, I’m just interested in your honest opinion. I’d start by asking what 
kind of cuisine or restaurant do you like to go to? 
J: Uhh, usually Arabic, Lebanese food 
H: Lebanese food? Mhmm. and how do you decide where to go out to new places? 
J: Okay. For me, I usually stick to the places I know. I rarely, rarely, change, and if I 
change, that’s because someone really recommended that for me, otherwise, I stick to 
my...  
H: Where do you get that someone’s recommendations from? 
J: No, for example, here in the office, I usually order from, let’s say option A, and my 
colleague says you should try this easy bite place, and then I try it 
H: Okay, so based on recommendations 
J: Yeah 
H: Do you look into online reviews at all? 
J: No, but, I started using Zomato to order food because its more convenient and easier 
to pay online. And there, I see the rating of the place.  
H: So, you do look at these reviews now. What kind of information... let’s say you’re 
looking into a place you’re interested in, and you want to read more about it, or on a 
review itself. What kind of information within the review do you look for? 
J: Well, I had to look for genuine reviews. Because sometimes, at least for me, I feel 
like the place owner or his friends are putting comments to make that place, like, more 
famous, that I try to look for, like I try my best to look for genuine reviews. 
H: What makes you feel that this is genuine or not? 
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J: Uhh, sometimes, you look at the profile of the person who’s putting the review, and 
you see how much effort did he put in that review.  
H: So, if someone is writing an essay about a restaurant, then he has a sound of fake 
J: yeah, not right. But a line or two are okay. 
H: Saying that, you mentioned the person writing the review, what do you look for in 
their profile? What do you look for in this person who’s leaving the review? 
J: Uhh, in this person, like for example, this is not related to the food, example 
booking.com. it’s easier because you can see the profile of the person, the pictures that 
he’s putting about himself, the… his name and his location. So, you find like, genuine 
information about the person. 
H: What do you get from the name and location? It’s interesting because what do you 
get from the name if the name is Alex? 
J: Yeah, well, okay. For example, uhhh, if the comment is put by someone who’s in 
Brazil, we definitely have different taste in food.  
H: So, with someone closer to you...  
J: If I see someone with the family name Al Mansoory, Al Ameri, so okay, I’m familiar 
with these names, probably they are genuine names, so… 
H: So, this familiarity shows some similarity to you? 
J: Yeah 
H: Okay. So, you look for the similarity somehow? 
J: Yeah 
H: So, nationality matters, you think? 
J: No, not the nationality, but the background does matter. You would probably have 
some similarities in taste 
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H: Okay so, if it’s basically done or reviewed by an Arab national or Middle Eastern 
would have better value you would say, than if its reviewed by a westerner or Asian? 
J: Uhh, I wouldn’t say a better value, but I think in terms of taste, okay our taste might 
be similar 
H: Okay. Would it matter if it’s a male or female leaving the review? 
J: No. 
H: …and you said you like Lebanese food... mostly... or Arabic or Lebanese, but 
basically that’s what’s common. So, if the review is written by a Lebanese about a 
Lebanese cuisine, does it have a different value whether if its written by other Arab 
nationals or by an Asian? 
J: Absolutely, absolutely 
H: Why is that? 
J: Because, I find like, an example, hommus, to me, it sounds like hommus, great. But 
a Lebanese person who basically it’s their food. So, he would know “ahh, this is not 
done in proper way,” or, he would know better. For me, it’s just hommus, but for 
someone else, who understands, coming from that background, would know better. 
H: So, basically, the match between the reviewer and the cuisine and nationality give 
it credibility? 
J: Yeah, it gives it more credibility 
H: Okay. Thank you so much 
J: Thank you 




H: Okay, hi Mohamed, today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews to 
decide where to eat out. I am going to ask you a series of questions, there is no right 
or wrong answer. I am just interested in your honest opinion. I will start with asking 
what kind of cuisine or food do usually like to eat 
M: Umm, everything, there’s no specific cuisine, so, I’ll have Italian, Japanese, 
Lebanese 
H: That’s easy 
M: Yeah, I don’t have a specific 
H: Okay, and how do you decide on new places? Where do you get advice from on a 
new place? 
M: Umm, word of mouth. Someone tells me about it, and that’s the main place I check 
H: What kind of word of mouth? Friends? 
M: Yeah, friends. Like when I see an ad online, I usually don’t 
H: On ads you don’t respond? But if a friend recommends a place to you? 
M: Yeah, then that I would look into 
H: Would you look into online reviews based on that recommendation? 
M: Yes, sometimes I do 
H: What do you look exactly for as information in the review itself? 
M: Umm, what’s the best thing to eat, and... 
H: Let’s say, someone says Roberto’s opened newly in Abu Dhabi, your friend 
recommended it, so would you go online to check the reviews written on Roberto’s? 
M: Oh no, not really 
H: You don’t? here and abroad? 
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M: Abroad is a bit different. So if I travel, then, usually you ask your hotel where it’s 
good to eat and stuff, and then you check if its good or not, or you could just google 
good restaurant or whatever in the country you’re in 
H: Okay but if you’re on the review now, what kind of information matters to you? 
Because you don’t see the person, right? So what information do you look for? 
M: Its, basically, I look at the feedback from the customers. So, if they give it a rating; 
so the better the rating… 
H: You look for positive reviews? Negative reviews?  
M: Mainly positive 
H: Positive reviews? 
M: Yeah, so you have the rating by stars. So, if they have a lot of stars then that’s it. I 
don’t really get into it and see if they had issues with the waiter and food 
H: Okay 
M: Those stuff I don’t look into 
H: Okay. And the person leaving the review, the writer of the review, what do you 
look for in these people? 
M: Umm, because sometimes the website tells you that this guy has reviewed and has 
good history 
H: They rate him as a reviewer 
M: Yeah, they rate him as a reviewer. So that’s something I do look into  
H: Does the nationality of the reviewer matter? 
M: No 
H: No matter what cuisine, it doesn’t matter? 
M: No, because the cuisine is based on the restaurant, right? So  
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H: Yeah. So basically, let’s say you’re. you said you like Italian. If you’re reviewing 
an Italian restaurant, and if the reviewer is Italian 
M: Okay 
H: …or Lebanese 
M: Oh yeah. That’s a good point, but it doesn’t matter 
H: It doesn’t matter whether… so the nationality match between the reviewer and the 
cuisine does not matter to you? 
M: No 
H: Does it matter if they’re male or female? 
M: No 
H: Just food, you know what you want 
M: Yeah. If its good, its good; if it’s not, then you skip it 
H: Okay, that’s all 
M: That’s it 
H: Thank you 




H: So, Saeed Mohamed, today we are going through the process of uh, how you use 
online reviews to decide where to eat out. I am going to ask you a series of questions, 
there is no right or wrong answer, I’m just interested in your honest opinion. 
S: okay 
H: So, I’d start with what kind of cuisines do you usually like to go to? 
S: umm, I usually prefer burger places, but I also sometimes, like, look for seafood 
and stuff 
H: and where do you usually get your recommendations from; on new places? 
S: I usually ask around... like, if... if I had friends that might know the place, I’d just 
ask them what they think about it, and if not, I just look up Zomato 
H: what do you look for in Zomato? 
S: ummm, mostly bad reviews, cause… because I don’t know, I look for things that 
people, um… like people notice in the place 
H: what do you look exactly for in the review itself, when you say bad reviews? 
S: umm, service, the food quality, and prices, if they’re reasonable or not 
H: and, for the reviewer, or the writer of the review, what do you look for? 
S: ummmmm, mostly female reviews, cause females really, like really are, like are 
accurate about what they want, and what they notice about food, and they prefer 
specific things, unlike men, who can sometimes eat anything. So, females are more 
honest about food opinions 
H: okay, other than the gender of the reviewer, what else do you look for? 
S: hmmm  
H: to judge them 
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S: nationality 
H: does it matter? In what sense? 
S: it doesn’t matter, but it helps 
H: in what sense does it help? 
S: umm, like, whatever the nationality’s traditions are. Like if they, if they eat... like if 
its someone Chinese from a Chinese restaurant, then I’d probably listen to his opinion 
because he knows better about his food, and if he was someone from, uhh, I don’t 
know, from Italy, and there was an Italian cuisine, then I’d probably look into his 
review about the place. 
H: would it matter if the reviewer is, uh, an Arabic national to you? 
S: not really. No, not really, unless it was Arabic food 
H: okay, so nationality would only matter if it matches the cuisine 
S: yes, 
H: okay, if you, if you like a review, and if you visit the restaurant and you like it, 
would you write a review on it? 
S: I would, if it was good, I’d recommend it. But I don’t think I’d like, go on to Zomato 
and review the place, just so I could like, put a negative review out there. But if it was 
really good, yeah, I’d probably put a good recommendation for other people 
H: do you look into online reviews locally or internationally or... 
S: both 
H: you mentioned Italian name, Italian restaurant, and Italian person, can you just give 
me an example of any name can sound Italian to you? 
S: Enrique? 
H: Enrique? Okay, thank you very much.  
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NA’AMA  
Hala: Your name? Na’ama Ali Al Mutairi.  
H: Thank you. Naama, today we are going to discuss how we use, how you use online 
reviews to decide where to eat out. There is no right or wrong answer, I just want your 
honest opinion. 
N: Okay. 
H: Okay so, I start with what type of restaurants or cuisines do you usually like to go 
to? 
N: We usually go to Asian restaurants because I like sushi. 
H: So Asian restaurants; okay. And how do you decide where to go out? Where do you 
get the ideas of where to go out? 
N: I get ideas from social media. Like, I get new restaurants every week, so we usually 
try them out. 
H: What type of social media, how do you get that? 
N: It’s usually Instagram or twitter. It’s mostly just advertisements so you can like put 
them on your list of things to try. 
H: Okay on these recommendations or these social media advertisements, what do you 
look for as information? Like let say you’re looking at a review, right, or an ad, what 
kind of information do you look for? 
N: Most important thing is location. 
H: Location? 
N: Yeah, it needs to be like close by so we can easily get there. Uh, also what other 
people think of the restaurant. How much they liked it, what their variety in their menu. 
H: Mhm, more… okay, and … okay… now, whoever is writing this review or whoever 
is writing this advertisement on social media, yeah; what do you look for in their 
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personality or in theirs, like, what kind of information do you look for in the reviewer 
himself or herself? Like whoever writes this uh ad, or whoever writes this, ah, sorry, 
online review that’s where you basically get the information right. So, what do you 
look for in the person himself or herself? 
N: I honestly look for how much they pay attention to details.  
H: Mhm… 
N: Like how much they point out like the décor of the place or specific stuff they 
ordered, like the prices, what to add, what to tell them not to include in the food. It’s 
really important. 
H: Do you usually pay a lot of attention to details? 
N: Yeah. 
H: So you look for people like you basically? 
N: Yeah, because like I’m very picky, in food. 
H: And how do you determine that this person is like you? 
N: From what they uhh post, from the review itself. If it was very broad, it wouldn’t 
be very helpful. 
H: Okay. 
N: Yeah, the more they talk, the more it helps. 
H: Does it matter where they come from? Does it matter what nationality, what culture 
they come from? 
N: Of course, it does. 
H: It does?  
N: Yeah. 
H: Okay in what way? 
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N: Uhhh, like if an Italian guy was talking about Italian food, he’d probably be used 
to it, so he’s not going to know what the other person, or what an outsider would feel 
about the food, because he’s very used to it. But if like an Arab person was to talk 
about Italian food, he would be more understanding. 
H: Which one would make more sense to you? Which one is more, kind of credible? 
N: When other people try food from other cuisines, because they’re not used to it, so 
they know what to ask for. 
H: Okay, so let’s say if we’re talking nationality now or culture, if, if, you get, you like 
Asian food, right? 
N: Yeah. 
H: So, if you get a recommendation on an Asian restaurant from an Asian person, 
would that be more credible to you, or less credible? 
N: I don’t usually take that advice. 
H: Why not? 
N: Because, they’re used to the food. They’re… they like it. 
H: Okay, would it matter more, would it affect your choice if it comes from an Arab 
national, from…? 
N: It doesn’t matter what nationality, as long as it’s not from the same nationality as 
the food. 
H: Okay, so you wouldn’t take an Italian recommendation from an Italian, not Asian 
from Asian? 
N: No. 
H: Okay, so if you want let’s say a local cuisine, right? 
N: Yeah. 
H: You wouldn’t take it from a local? 
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N: No. 
H: Oh really, you would take it form a western? 
N: Yeah. 
H: Very interesting. 
N: Because I’m not into the whole spices and everything which everyone else likes. 
Yeah, so to outsiders, like all the spices would be a bit too much. So that’s an example. 
H: Interesting, okay, so if you like the ad or if you like the review, would that affect 
your choice, would It basically encourage you to buy it? Would it affect your purchase 
intention? 
N: Very much, the ad is very important, like the way they represent the place, the way 
they show you how much they care about customers, it’s very important. If, yeah if it 
was very plain it wouldn’t be much interesting. 
H: Okay, thank you very much. 
N: We’re done? 
H: Thanks for your time, yes, we’re done. 




H: Today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews to decide where to eat 
out. I’ll ask you a series of questions, there’s no right or wrong answer, im just 
interested in your honest opinions. 
Interviewee: Okay 
H: I start with what type of restaurants or cuisines do you usually like to go to? 
I: Mm, Italian and Asian. 
H: Italian and Asian? 
I: Yes. 
H: Okay, can you take me through the process of how you would usually find out about 
new places? 
I: Mmm, online through Instagram and social media accounts. 
H: Mhm. 
I: I don’t usually look at menus. I just go to the Instagram accounts and... 
H: Okay, what do you look for in the Instagram account? 
I: I look for the reviews. 
H: Mhm. 
I: Usually the best dish… people post the best dishes a lot. 
H: When you look at reviews, what do you look for in the review? What matters for 
you in the review? 
I: Uhh, I always look for something unusual. Like for example, a salad that has 
something sweet in it, or, something that is weird or unusual... that’s it. 
H: Just the type of food, nothing else matters to you? You don’t look at other service, 
complaints? 
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I: No, service not at all, just the food, usually. 
H: Food? Okay, and what about negative reviews, do you look at them? 
I: No. 
H: Just positive reviews. And, how do you decide? Like how many reviews do you 
look for? How do you decide that this is the review that I’m looking for and that’s it? 
I: Like mainly if the picture is appealing. 
H: So you look at the pictures, the visuals. 
I: Yeah. 
H: Okay, for the person. I want to ask you about the person who writes the review; the 
person who is leaving the review. What do you look for in this person? 
I: Sometimes there are people that you trust, like food bloggers. People that you trust 
their taste. 
H: How do you trust them, why do you trust them? Because it’s a taste... 
I: Yeah, because they always recommend good restaurants. 
H: So, they’re people you’ve tried them and followed them again, right? 
I: Mhmm. 
H: And if you look for reviews from people that you don’t usually know, they’re new 
to you. What would you like to see in there to give you this comfort or trust that you’re 
talking about? 
I: If I see the same comment about the same thing. 
H: Can you elaborate? I didn’t understand. 
I: I mean, if everyone said that its delicious, or if everyone said that it doesn’t taste 
good, I’d trust them. 
H: So that’s based on a number of reviews. 
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I: Yeah. 
H: Then you don’t look at one review? 
I: Yeah, I don’t look at one review. 
H: If you’re, like, if you’re looking at reviews for a restaurant that you don’t know, 
yeah, and they’re not too many to consolidate basically and filter and take a majority; 
like if there are a couple of reviews, how would it matter to you?  
I: I would try the food. 
H: You would try the food... okay um, if, you said the people that you trust because 
they are like bloggers and you’ve tried them before and they have similar taste to you, 
right? 
I: Mhm… 
H: So how do you identify similarity in a review? 
I: People I know or? 
H: If you don’t know, you look for similarity apparently, how do you, you know, 
establish this similarity? 
I: Umm, I… 
H: When you look at a review, what do you get as information about a reviewer? 
I: I see what cuisines do they like, maybe there are similar stuff, and the type of food 
they eat. 
H: But you usually get information about the writer or the reviewer? 
I: Yeah …Yeah. 




I: Name, the culture. 
H: Does culture affect you? 
I: Yeah because its food. 
H: How does it affect you? 
I: I mean, if they live here, they’d give good reviews on burgers. It depends on the 
place. 
H: If they live here, you would trust them more? 
I: Yeah on burgers and fast food. 
H: Okay, why? 
I: Because I know that they always go out and eat burgers. 
H: Because you know the taste basically, you know what’s in here? 
I: Yeah yeah. 
H: But if you go abroad? 
I: Mmm, I see the reviews of people, like there’s a food blogger called Hessa Al 
Khalifa, when she goes to London… like when I go to London, I just go to her account 
and I scroll down, and I see what she eats in London. 
H: Okay. 
I: Like, she’s from the same culture, she’s Bahraini. 
H: She’s from the same culture, so if people are from the same culture? 
I: And you go outside. 
H: You’d trust them more? 
I: Yeah. 
H: So you find the similarity because of the same culture? 
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I: Not just culture, even the age group sometimes. 
H: Age group? Okay. 
I: Yeah, because mostly, the age group between 18-35, they eat a lot of street food 
often. 
H: Okay, okay, so basically, if you’re abroad, or there’s a new restaurant, and you get 
reviews by a westerner, how does that affect your choice? 
I: Uhh, not a lot, honestly. 
H: If you get it from an Arab or from the area, from the gulf, you would trust it? 
I: Yeah. 
H: You would try it? 
I: Yeah, Considering the age group. 
H: With the age group? 
I: Yeah. 
H: Okay, uhh, let me ask you something. If you’re in London, or anywhere in Europe, 
and you get a recommendation on an Italian restaurant; you said you like Italian. If 
you get a recommendation for an Italian restaurant from an Italian, and you get a 
recommendation or whatever from an Arab national, which one would you trust? 
I: The Arab. 
H: The Arab, not the Italian? 
I: No. 
H: Okay, it won’t affect you if the origin of the reviewer and the cuisine is the same, 
why? 
I: No, only if the cuisine is something we don’t know; something like Scottish food. 
H: Okay, if it’s a cuisine that you don’t know? 
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I: Yeah, but not Italian and Asian, like only Scottish, Greek, these places. 
H: Okay, so cuisines that are new to you, you wouldn’t trust the origin of the 
nationality. Okay, so if the review was made by a male or female, would it affect you? 
I: No. 
H: No gender affecting there. So, you like Italian food. If you think of any Italian name 
of a restaurant, what could sound like Italian to you? 
I: Ummm, I don’t know any Italian names. Like something with Italiano. 
H: Roberto, Morino, that would sound Italian to you? 
I: Yeah. 
H: If you like a restaurant, you follow a review and you like a restaurant, and you try 
it, would you go and write a review about it? 
I: Yeah. 




H: so, Yahya, today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews to decide 
where to eat out. I’m going to ask you a series of questions. There is no right or wrong 
answer. I’m just interested in your honest opinion 
Y: okay 
H: okay. I’ll start with asking you what kind of cuisine or food do you usually like to 
go to? 
Y: I’m quite open in terms of cuisine, but I think my preference would tend to be 
Chinese food. Ummm, probably burger places 
H: Chinese and burger? 
Y: those two would be my highest priority, but I’m quite open to Italian, Arabic... but 
Chinese and burgers would be the most sought places in my perspective. 
H: okay, and basically, can you talk me through how you would usually find out about 
new places; places where you haven’t been there before? 
Y: okay, umm, either through friends, I mean obviously people within the social 
network talk about restaurants they’ve tried. I think in the middle east, uhh, the food 
industry is quite popular, so people do talk about new places and restaurants that 
opened. Umm, in Abu Dhabi, I would drive all the way to Dubai if it’s a good place. 
Umm, but I do look at online reviews as well. So, I do look at websites, google it 
online, and obviously they come up with different reviews and people’s opinions on 
that. So for example, you know, sometimes you use applications like talabat.com and 
other applications... the name doesn’t come to my mind but, you know, people are 
becoming more and more uhhh, sort of interested in their thoughts and reviews on 
different restaurants in terms of: quality of food, if it’s a delivery, what’s the delivery 
time, packaging, so on and so forth. There is a certain level of dependence on that as 
well.  
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H: okay. So, if you’re looking for an online review, you’re on the review now, what 
kind of information do you look for in the review itself? 
Y: okay, I would look at uhh, you know, just people’s experience, the quality of food, 
the pricing overall, uhh, seating area, space, atmosphere. You know, just a quite a 
number of things. Uhh, but as I was saying, first and foremost is the quality of the 
food; the quality and the presentation of the food. Those would be the main items that 
I would look at. 
H: okay. If we talk about the reviewer, or the person who’s leaving the review, what 
do you look for in this person? 
Y: umm, so you mean in terms of his background, or age you mean?  
H: age, background, gender, nationality... whatever matters. 
Y: umm, nothing specific, I mean generally, you know, obviously I’m young, so I 
would look for young people, umm, yeah. No to be honest, nothing specific. I wouldn’t 
focus on certain aspects in the person who’s doing the review because, you know, the 
taste in food could, you know, it’s not really specifically tied to a specific… I wouldn’t 
say, that’s my opinion obviously, to a specific gender or a specific ethnicity, because 
again, we’re looking at an international type of food. So, for me, you know, the taste 
in food doesn’t make a difference. Most people now eat most types of food, so it’s 
quite difficult to distinguish between an ethnicity or a gender or just the type of food 
that they would generally support or look at. So, to be honest, not... I wouldn’t give 
that much attention. 
H: okay, so if it’s a male or female, it wouldn’t matter? 
Y: it wouldn’t matter to me, no. 
H: okay. You said you like Asian food. Sorry, Chinese 
Y: Chinese, yeah 
H: so, if the review is written by a Chinese? 
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Y: yes 
H: would it matter more than if its written by a Lebanese? 
Y: umm, maybe to a certain extent, but again, I don’t think I would give it... uhh, 
because as I said, I mean, when I say Chinese food, I mean obviously there’s the 
traditional Chinese restaurants, and then there’s the sort of fusion version of a Chinese 
restaurant, like for example of Changes. Its Chinese, but it’s not really traditional 
Chinese, but I still like it. Maybe a Chinese person would prefer the traditional, sort 
of, the food that makes him, you know, remember home, or what he’s tasted at home. 
For me it doesn’t really matter because I’m not really looking for the traditional food, 
I’m open to different… so no, for me it doesn’t matter. 
H: can you think of any Italian name that will just give you… 
Y: restaurants you mean? 
H: no, a person 
Y: Givoni 
H: Givoni? Okay, interesting. Okay… 
Y: I just … 
H: it has nothing to do with it. So basically, the match between the gender, sorry, the 
nationality of the person, and the cuisine does not give any value to you, in your 
opinion? 
Y: uhh, no, not that much 
H: okay. Does it apply here and abroad? Or just in the UAE? So, like, if you’re 
travelling, would you evaluate things in the same manner?  
Y: umm, maybe not, because when you’re travelling you want to try the actual local 
stuff. So, another point I wanted to make was when it comes to Arabic food, which is 
the food I’m used to at home and here, umm, again, maybe with Arabic food 
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specifically I would take the opinion of an Arabic person more than a foreign person. 
I mean, I lived in the UK for quite some time, almost 10 years, and I feel that people, 
for example, people from the UK, their thought of Arabic food is not the same as 
people from the middle east. So, what they might think tastes very good and authentic 
might not necessarily be the one we’re used to having in the middle east here. So 
maybe because I come from middle east origins and I know middle eastern food, umm, 
when I see foreign people talking about middle eastern food, they not necessarily have 
the same level of, maybe, quality... so understanding of quality as much as people from 
the region do. Now, that said, I’m sure it applies to other cultures as well, but for me, 
maybe I’m middle eastern, I would be fine having Chinese food which is not the actual, 
proper authentic food, or Indian food,or Italian, or Iranian or whatever it is. So maybe, 
my sort of, I’m a bit biased as well talking about middle eastern standards. 
H: so, let me take you to another area. So basically, if an Indian cuisine is reviewed by 
an Indian, would it feel the same as a middle eastern talking about middle eastern food? 
Y: to me it doesn’t. ideally, it should I think, but to me it doesn’t, and to be honest, 
because again, an example of Indian food for an Indian person you know... I’m quite 
averse to spices, so for me, good Indian food is Indian food that’s not very spicy, it’s 
not authentic. Where perhaps for an Indian person, he might prefer to have a spicy 
dish, which for me, is not my preference. So that’s why I’m kind of, I think, you know, 
realistically speaking, yes it should be that whatever food an Indian person would 
suggest would probably be the better, sort of, quality one. But im looking at it form a 
different perspective, because for example the proper spicy, hot, as in the food is not 
what I’m looking for. 
H: in this direction, whose recommendation would you take on burgers? 
Y: uhhh, anyone. It’s quite an international type of food. I mean, its defined as an 
American, but it’s found everywhere. Umm, yeah it comes in different shapes, tastes, 
things, uhh. So, with burgers specifically, it can be anyone. 
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H: okay, so if you go to a restaurant and you liked it, would you go and write a review 
yourself? 
Y: uhhh, I’ve never done it to be honest. There’s no good reason to that, so I think... I 
think I should because it’s good to share your experience with others, but I’ve never 
done it 
H: thank you so much, that was it 
Y: you’re welcome, I hope I helped you 
H: I’m sure you did, thank you. 
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ABDULLA AL OMARI 
H: Abdulla Al Omari, today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews to 
decide where to eat out. I am going to ask you a series of questions. There are not right 
or wrong answers; I just want your honest opinion. 
A: OK 
H: so, we start with what type of restaurants or cuisines do you usually like to eat? 
A: okay so I usually like to order food, umm, not really like visit, and so…. Fast food 
places, or places that have, I don’t know, pastas... things that can be packed easily for 
take-away food. Nothing like a big meal, more like small meals and ... I don’t know, 
semi-fast-food. 
G: okay. And where do you get your recommendations from on new places? 
A: so, I usually use Zomato, the app. I check what restaurants deliver to my area, and 
then I start reading the reviews and the ratings of the restaurants... so Zomato 
H: interesting, you look at reviews. So, when you look at a review online, what kind 
of information do you look for in the review itself? 
A: for me, mainly, I look for people who talk about the quality of the food, the portion 
of the food, in relation to the price of the food. So, if something is overpriced, like I’m 
hesitant to order it, but if people are commenting that it’s something that, like worth 
the money that you pay for, even if the portion isn’t, you know, great, then I’m usually 
tempted to try it out. So, value for money. 
H: okay, saying that, now … I want to ask you questions about the person who is 
leaving the review. What information do you look for in the person who is leaving the 
review? 
A: hmm, again this is a personal thing, but some reviewers on Zomato for example, 
cause that’s the app I use, some reviewers are very... they seem very commercial in 
their reviews, so they always have like a rating system. So, they tell you the place’s 
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ambiance is this out of 5, the food quality is this out of 5, the service is this bla…bla 
…bla. These people I don’t really like, like to read or like trust, because it seems like 
they just want to review the place so that they can add more reviews to their profile. 
Umm, I’m more interested in reviews where, like people seem more genuine about the 
story that they’re telling. Like the regular people who have tried this place and they 
genuinely either like it or don’t like it, and why. So, I guess human connection is what 
I look for in the review. If it feels like something, like a person that I can relate to, or 
I feel like they’re being genuine about their emotions, that what I care about. 
H: interesting, relate to in what sense? You look for...? 
A: so, I mean, whether it’s the story or the circumstances of their review. Like for 
example, some people might have a story of “I was in the office the other day and I 
wanted to get something for the team, and so we’re looking for options, and we ordered 
from this place. We thought it was gonna be good but it turned out to be this and so 
on. So that’s something that I can relate to because usually I’m in the office when I 
order food, so if they had a bad experience ordering food to the office, whether it’s 
like very long delivery times or bad food quality or missing orders or incomplete 
orders, that’s something I would relate to because I don’t want to have the same 
problem happen to me while I order food. 
H: but when you’re looking at a review, what information do you get about the 
reviewer himself or herself? 
A: So, what I get is their picture, their name, and it tells you... Zomato tells you which 
reviewers have a lot of reviews on their profile, so like popular reviewers, and which 
people just have a few reviews. So, I mean it does affect my judgement of the review, 
the picture and their name, and their writing style as well. If they’re very informative 
and umm… like they use a lot of slang terms, I don’t really like... I don’t disregard it 
but I won’t take it as credible as someone who is fully describing what they are going 
through with their emotions. So, like, people who are, like, straight to the point. Not 
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just messing around and … 
H: what do you get from the name and the picture? 
A: umm, their culture, their race, their nationality. 
H: does it matter, does it your affect your...? 
A: yes, it does 
H: in what sense? 
A: because I feel like different races or different nationalities have different tastes in 
food, so for example a person from a specific country might enjoy this kind of food 
more than other countries. And so, it depends on the food I’m ordering. 
So, a very vague example, but if I’m ordering Indian food, and then an Indian person 
is commenting good things about it, I kind of trust that it’s a good place. 
H: and why is that? 
A: because they should, in theory, know what they’re talking about, because it’s their 
country, their home food. So, if they approve of the food, then its supposedly good 
Indian food, but again, but also that could work against me, because maybe their idea 
of Indian food is very authentic Indian food, and maybe the Indian food that I like is 
American fusion Indian food. But again, so, I just look... it does affect my judgement. 
So, yeah. 
H: but in general, would you trust more somebody closer to you in nationality or 
culture, or like a European. If you get reviews on an A type of cuisine, let’s say, Indian 
as you said, if it comes from an Arab or if it comes from a European, or if it comes 
from American? 
A: so basically, with some cuisines, I would trust their own country or race. So, for 
example, I would trust an Indian more than an Arab review 
H: no but if there’s no Indian review, its either an Arab or a European 
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A: an Arab or a European? Honestly, I don’t value either of those higher than the other 
one. It would just depend on what they’re describing and the tone that they’re speaking 
of. If they seem very negative about it, and it doesn’t seem justifiable, or doesn’t seem 
that correct, then I don’t really think much of it whether it’s an Arab or a European. If 
their words seem genuine and it seems like this is valid feedback, and the points that 
they’re making are valid points, then id care about the review. So, I would treat them 
equally in this regard, or this example.  
H: okay, thank you very much. 
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HALA AL OMARI 
H: okay, Hala Al Omari, today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews to 
decide where to eat out. I am going to ask you a series of questions. There are not right 
or wrong answers; I just want your honest opinion. 
H2: okay 
H: I’ll start with what type of restaurants or cuisines do you usually like to eat? 
H2: I like Italian a lot 
H: okay. And where do you get your recommendations from? 
H2: online reviews through Apps like Zomato or Instagram advertisements. 
H: okay so online reviews, very interesting. when you look at a review online, what 
kind of information do you look for in the review itself? 
H2: about... if the restaurant is good, the quality of the food, and whether there’s more 
mainly positive or negative reviews. 
H: do you look at both positive and negative reviews? 
H2: yes, I look at both to make sure it’s a good place 
H: okay, now, saying that, … I want to ask you questions about the person who is 
leaving the review. What information do you look for in that person to trust the review? 
H2: I look at their background, ethnicity, where they come from... because it makes a 
difference if they’re somewhat close to where I come from, that means that we’d have 
a similar food taste 
H: are you talking about nationality? 
H2: yeah nationalities 
H: like what nationalities would be close to you in that matter? 
H2: umm, Arabic nationalities like Jordanians or Lebanese of Syrian… there’s a 
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similar food taste 
H: okay, if the person leaving the review and the cuisine share the same nationality, 
like you said you liked Italian food. If an Italian reviewer is leaving the review, would 
it affect the credibility of the review? 
H2: yes, I think it would make it more credible and reliable because this is what they’re 
used to, so they will know if the food is properly good and done well, whereas, maybe 
someone Lebanese may try the pasta and say yeah, its good, whereas an Italian would 
be like oh no its need a bit more salt and more seasoning... 
 H: okay, you said you like Italian food, can you think of any Italian name for me? 
H2: Carlos 




H: so, Suhaib, today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews to decide 
where to eat out. I am going to ask you a series of questions. There are not right or 
wrong answers; I just want your honest opinion. 
S: okay 
H: okay, so i start with what type of restaurants or cuisines do you usually like to eat? 
S: usually something that has fast food in it. Anything that serves the food the fastest 
is the best for me. Um, the quality of the food goes first of course, but then again, um, 
not the type of guy that is really picky. 
H: not sorting cuisines basically 
S: no 
H: okay, and where do you get usually your recommendations from? 
S: um, online, online... I usually look for Facebook, I usually go look it up on Facebook 
and see the reviews over there. Uhh, sometimes I go to applications, like if I’m not 
mistaken the name is Zomato. Yeah, so that’s where I usually go 
H: okay, so when you look at a review online, what kind of information do you look 
for exactly in the review itself? 
S: good, bad, how fast, and the quality of the food 
H: okay, now saying that … I want to ask you questions about the person who is 
leaving the review. What information do you look for in that person to trust the review? 
S: like try to make it as detailed as possible, but yet, then again, simple. Like don’t get 
into, like, not important details, like for example, the waiter wasn’t clean, the place 
wasn’t so sophisticated, it’s not that elegant. No, I just want to understand what is the 
food that is being served. Detail me about the food and nothing else. 
H: about the person who is writing the review, what information do you look for? 
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S: as in the person? Umm, really, I have no recollection of... 
H: what information do you usually get? A photo, a name? does it matter to you? 
S: no not at all 
H: nationality? 
S: not at all 
H: male, female, it doesn’t matter? 
S: no 
H: okay, another question. Let’s say, if the reviewer, the nationality of the reviewer 
and the cuisine match, so if you’re looking at an Italian cuisine, and the review is from 
an Italian, does it make sense? 
S: yeah, definitely. I would definitely look into that as the number one review. 
H: why is that? 
S: because he’s an Italian, he knows what Italian food is usually about. And if it’s an 
Italian restaurant, then it makes perfect sense for him to leave a review than any other 
nationality. 
H: does it work with other nationalities as well? 
S: it could, if it was as detailed as this person that has the same nationality of the same 
restaurant. 
H: okay so, in that sense, for example, so you’re looking at an Italian restaurant, and 
you get a review from an Italian, and you get a review from an Arab, and you get a 
review from an Indian... 
S: I would definitely look into the Italian, not the others. 
H: if there’s not Italian, and then there’s an Arab and an Indian. 
S: I would take the Arab because I am Arab 
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H: so, you are related? 
S: yes 
H: so, the nationality does matter? Or doesn’t? 
S: right now, if you put it in that way, yes it does. But I usually, like, go and search for 
it. But if I found it, I would definitely use that 
H: would it be the same if you travelled? Like if you’re in London or Paris, and you 
look at online reviews, would you look more for the nationality? 
S: that way, yes I would definitely look for the nationality of an Arab who’s also a 
Muslim because there’s halal and non halal food, so in that case I would look into that 
H: interesting, okay, can you think of any Italian name for me? of a person? 
S: of a person? Um... tony 




H: so, Sami Sadat, today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews to decide 
where to eat out. I am going to ask you a series of questions. There are not right or 
wrong answers; I just want your honest opinion. 
S: sure 
H: so, we start with what type of restaurants or cuisines do you usually like to eat? 
S: I like international food, Mediterranean, Arabic, Italian and Tax-Max. 
H: okay. And where do you get your recommendations from? 
S: when I travel its usually trip advisor, locally I use Zomato 
H: okay so basically you use online reviews? 
S: mostly online reviews, unless its word of mouth or a personal recommendation 
H: okay, when you get online reviews, what kind of information do you look for in the 
review itself? 
S: uhh, in trip advisor for example, the good thing is that you can see the profile of the 
person giving the review, and basically, I would like to eliminate bias, or prejudice, so 
in trip advisor, you’d see people who... the number of the reviews that they have given 
before, and they rank if he’s an expert reviewer if he has done more than 100, more 
than 200, more than 500, so you get a feel of an unbiased opinion. So, the more the 
reviews, the ore unbiased it is to me. Also, I would look at the background, if it’s the 
nationality, how they look in the picture to look for similarity, or something common 
to maybe identify... 
H: you’re talking about the reviewer? 
S: yes, the reviewer himself. So that’s about the reviewer himself. 
H: so, you mentioned nationality. How does nationality matter? 
S: because there are some commonalities in nationalities whether you like it or not. 
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People of similar backgrounds tend to have the same preferences or taste, so If I know 
that an Egyptian, for example, has reviewed a restaurant and he liked it, so there is a 
bigger chance of me liking the food over there 
H: cause you’re an Egyptian? 
S: yes, so you may relate to that. It could be completely wrong, but you may relate to 
that. 
H: okay, what information do you look for in the review itself? What matters to you? 
S: what matters is the cleanliness of the place, and the quality of the food. And the 
portions, I forgot about the portions too 
H: big portions? 
S: good portions 
H: okay, if the person leaving the review and the cuisine shared the same nationality, 
would it affect the credibility of the review? 
S: not necessarily 
H: let me explain, you said you liked, uh, let’s say Italian. If an Italian person is 
reviewing an Italian restaurant 
S: actually, it would, I would put more creditability on it, if that’s the original cuisine 
and people of the same nationality are saying that its good, then it should be good 
H: why do you think so? 
S: because they, they, they have the reference. They know how it tastes, they know 
how it should be done, they, they have the background of the cuisine itself. So, they 
are the better judges, they have the expert opinion 
H: okay, can you think of any Italian name of a person for me? 
S: umm, John Luca, Fernando. 
H: okay, thank you very much for your time.  
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NOOR BADRAWI 
H: okay, so, Noor Badrawi, today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews 
to decide where to eat out. I am going to ask you a series of questions. There are not 
right or wrong answers; I just want your honest opinion. So, we start with what type 
of restaurants or cuisines do you usually like to eat? 
N: uhh, Lebanese and Italian 
G: okay. And where do you get your recommendations from? 
N: mostly from Zomato 
H: when you say Zomato, so you basically look at online reviews? 
N: yes 
H: okay, when you look at a review online, what kind of information do you look for 
in the review itself? 
N: if I’m delivering, I look for the timing, how long it takes them to deliver the food, 
if I’m eating out, I look for the ambiance, and then the first thing I obviously look at 
is the common reviews, good food or not good food, the actual dishes. 
H: okay, saying that, … I want to ask you questions about the person who is leaving 
the review. What information do you look for in that person to trust the review? 
N: usually, just the name. you can only mostly see the ... I’m only interested in seeing 
the name 
H: what does the name give you? 
N: it usually indicates the nationality. 
H: interesting, why is the nationality important? 
N: because if... it depends on the cuisine that I’m going to order, I would take their 
reviews more into consideration. If for example, a Lebanese left a review, or an Arab 
left a review regarding a Lebanese cuisine, or Lebanese restaurant, I would trust their 
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opinion because I know their taste buds are closer. If someone Indian left a review on 
an Indian restaurant, I would definitely trust their opinion, because they know what 
Indian food taste like. That’s what their taste buds originate from. 
H: okay, so basically, if the person leaving the review and the cuisine share the same 
nationality, would it affect the credibility of the review? 
N: yes 
H: why Is that? 
N: because again they have the… they know the origins of that cuisine, the taste buds, 
the way its supposed to be made, which like I do for my own original cuisines. For 
Egyptian and Syrian food for example, I can tell you which are the good restaurants 
and not, because I know this stuff, I’ve known it since I was young. Same thing applies 
to other reviewers and restaurants that I don’t know what they’re like 
H: perfect, you said you liked Italian cuisines, can you think of any Italian name for 
me? 
N: Stefano and Franco 




H: Heba, today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews to decide where 
to eat out. I will ask you a series of questions. There is no right or wrong answer, im 
just interested in your honest opinion. I’ll start with asking you what type of restaurant 
or cuisine do you usually like to go to? 
I: different, Italian... 
H: can I ask you to just raise your voice? 
I: yeah, umm, Italian, Indian, umm, I like burgers and steaks. 
H: mhmm, can you talk me through how you usually get your recommendations from 
or how do you decide to go to new places? 
I: sometimes it’s by word of mouth, like friends who have tried the place, or I’ve seen 
it for example on the Facebook page, I get a lot of feeds on my Facebook account. So 
new places that open whether here or in the region, so, I like to try it 
H: so that would include online reviews? 
I: uhh, the online reviews would be through the page itself. Like, I would scroll down 
and see what people have said about the... 
H: so, if you get a recommendation on Facebook, you would take it and go to the page 
itself? 
I: definitely, I’ll open the page anyway. I would open the page of the place anyway, 
and then ill scroll down. They always have these reviews, either stars or people will 
say comments or something like that, but I wouldn’t, I don’t know any professional... 
or magazines sometimes I’d read inside the magazines, not actually sometimes, but 
most of the time I would read it from the magazine. If it’s an online magazine, or a 
printed one, umm, they have like uhh, what’s the latest in Dubai, or what’s happening... 
the best restaurants, the top 10... I’d always read these. I’m interested in reading them. 
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H: okay, reading through online reviews where you’re interested here, what 
information would you usually look for in the review itself?  
I: so what type of food they offer, that would be the first thing im interested in, the 
place where, like how its decorated, if there’s a theme in it or not, and then the price, 
and what people said about it of course. 
H: so that includes positive or negative? 
I: oh yeah, I’m interested to read both. 
H: so, you’ll go through both? 
I: yeah, I do. I would be surprised if it doesn’t have any negative, like, if it doesn’t 
have any negative things, I would probably say it’s not real, something is not right 
H: so that would affect your choice, uhh, of trying... 
I: well, at the end of the day, if it’s interesting and it looks very nice, I’d probably try 
it for myself, but I will look for something, not negative, but at least honest 
H: realistic 
I: yeah 
H: okay, this will take us to the person who leaves the interview, so the interviewer, 
sorry the review, so the reviewer. What kind of information do you look for in the 
reviewer himself or herself? 
I: well, I prefer somebody who’d be a professional reviewer, like, if they’re for 
example a travel, uhh, sometimes they have these travel reviews or restaurant reviews, 
if somebody works in this type of, uhh, in the magazine for this column or for these 
things, I would be... I would probably listen to them more than if it was just uhh, 
somebody first time, I’ve never heard of them, or customers. So, both 
H: why? 
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I: because with the reviewers, they would probably have gone to a lot of places and 
tried it themselves, so it’s the real thing; so, they’ve actually tried the food or the place. 
With the customers, again, it’s the same thing, so, like I wouldn’t really listen to 
somebody who said “oh I heard my friends go out and they say it’s really up-and-
coming, or it’s a really nice place. No, I’d rather they have tried it and written 
something. So professionally yes, the first stage and then the customers, as paying 
customers. 
H: so, you trust those more? So, you establish credibility more from these 
professionals? 
I: yeah, and if my friends... if somebody that I know has gone, I’d probably trust their 
taste 
H: why if somebody you know... 
I: because I know them, and I know like maybe what kind of food they like. They’re 
probably something similar to my taste so... 
H: similar is a good word, and I want to know how you establish this similarity 
I: by going out with them a lot, and seeing, trying different things together, different 
foods. Like, I like to try from my friends the food they eat, and I like to offer them as 
well. Like, if I like something I’d say “oh my god guys this is really nice, try it.” So, I 
guess it’s... I’ll if they have the same sort of taste as me 
H: so, its taste similarity? 
I: yes 
H: so, this includes your friends from different...? 
I: taste and atmosphere. Like, I’ll give you an example, I don’t like going out a lot to, 
let’s say, night clubs, I’m not that type of person. So, if somebody was reviewing a 
night club, maybe I would like very quickly skip through it, but if it’s a restaurant, I’d 
pay attention. 
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H: okay, and this crowd or your friends come from the same culture or they’re from 
different places? 
I: different. There westerners, there’s Arabs, there’s... different really, not uhh 
H: okay, so if you get a recommendation on let’s say, you mentioned Italian 
restaurants, let’s say Italian restaurants, from, you come from Egypt? 
I: yeah 
H: from an Egyptian, would it affect your choice? 
I: can you rephrase the question? 
H: so basically, you like Italian restaurants? 
I: yeah 
H: if a good review comes from an Egyptian, or from an Arab national, would it affect 
your choice? 
I: no 
H: you wouldn’t trust it more than, let’s say, coming from a westerner? 
I: no, no 
H: it wouldn’t make a difference? 
I: it wouldn’t make a difference, no. maybe from an Italian, it would 
H: I’m coming to that. So basically, if an Italian recommendation comes from, sorry, 
an Italian restaurant comes from an Italian as a recommendation, how would it affect 
your choice? 
I: I would probably be more interested to try it 
H: why? 
I: because I actually look at when I go to restaurants, this is something I do personally, 
but I look and see if we’re going into an Italian or a Chinese or an Indian restaurant, 
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I’ll see if the clientèle is from that culture. So, I’ll see if there’s Italians around, or 
Chinese, or Asians, and this means that they actually... because they cook this food a 
lot, or they know it a lot, so they know if it’s good or not. And if they’re there, it means 
that its good food, because its similar to what they like at home or what they do at 
home 
H: does it work on other cuisines? Asian, Japanese, Indian? 
I: I think in some... I think Indian, Asian, because it’s a complicated... it’s not like a 
simple menu. Umm, like for example, if its American or English I wouldn’t be really 
too bothered about it, it’s a very limited selection that I am not very complicated, I 
know... burgers because I like burgers 
H: but whose recommendations would you take about burgers? 
I: umm, you see, that’s a tricky question, because I like my burgers, I like my meat 
burned, so I would not take anybody’s recommendation on my burger  
H: but that’s more of an Arabic... 
I: well it’s a personal taste. Like burgers and steaks are, I think I’m not the right person 
to ask about 
H: that’s absolutely right. so basically, a good review, whether it’s positive or negative, 
would affect your purchase intention? Would it affect your choice of going or not? 
I: definitely, because if it was a really bad review, I’d probably think twice unless 
somebody that I trust has gone there, and you know, as I said, they know my taste, 
they know what I like, and they recommended it, I’d probably go and try it once 
H: if you go and try it, would you recommend it? 
I: for sure, I like doing that 




H: Manal Said, today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews to decide 
where to eat out. I am going to ask you a series of questions. There are not right or 
wrong answers; I just want your honest opinion. so we start with what type of 
restaurants or cuisines do you usually like to eat? 
M: usually Italian cuisine 
H: okay. And where do you get your recommendations from? 
M: online websites, uhh, online reviews. 
H: interesting, so when you look at a review online, what kind of information do you 
look for in the review itself? 
M: the negative reviews maybe 
H: why the negative reviews? 
M: because with the negative reviews you can just judge if this is a good cuisine or if 
this is a good place or no. positive, it’s not a good judgement 
H: interesting. Okay, saying that, now … I want to ask you questions about the person 
who is leaving the review. What information do you look for in that person to trust the 
review? 
M: mmm, nationality, culture, gender 
H: does the gender differ to you? 
M: I think, because usually male taste in food is different than female... it’s better than 
female to judge the food 
H: so, you trust males more than females? 
M: most likely 
H: okay, and you said culture and nationality? How does the nationality affect your 
choice? 
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M: because its closer to our culture, our taste, our tradition. 
H: so, you come from Jordan, do you look for Jordanian or Arabs in general? What do 
you consider close to you? 
M: Arabs mainly 
H: and why would you trust them ore? 
M: because I think that we almost have the same taste in food 
H: okay, so, if the person leaving the review and the cuisine share the same nationality, 
would it affect the credibility of the review? You said you liked Italian cuisines, if an 
Italian is leaving the review, not an Arab, would you trust the Italian more? 
M: definitely 
H: why is that? 
M: because it’s their mother kitchen, their mother cuisine, so, they judge it better than 
others 
H: interesting. Can you think of any Italian name for me? 
M: Roberto 




H: Munther, today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews to decide where 
to eat out. I am going to ask you a series of questions. There are not right or wrong 
answers; I just want your honest opinion. Ok so i start with what type of restaurants or 
cuisines do you usually like to go to? 
M: my personal preference would be Mexican 
H: mhm. And where do you get your recommendations from? On new places? 
M: umm... on new places... umm normally it would be word of mouth. Umm sorry, do 
you want me to...? 
H: it’s okay, explain 
M: oh, you want me to explain? Its fine... umm, normally word of mouth, and I’m not 
uhh… I normally don’t go to... I don’t go through online reviews to... to see... see the 
quality of the food, but more of when I hear from people “oh we went there yesterday 
and it was great” more than what people say online. 
H: okay, when you look at a review online, what kind of information do you look for 
in the review itself? 
M: personally, I look for authenticity. I’m not a big person on reading promotional, 
you know, blabber on the internet. Or you going “oh the food was great and it was 
amazing and we had a fun night”. No, id rather hear something, read something 
authentic that really makes me feel like I’m connected to what the person is talking 
about. So, we like a more in-depth... like if you sit there and you write about what the 
waiter did and you’re happy or that made you happy... to me that better than a few 
sentences or just... yeah 
H: okay, interesting, you said you feel connected … now I want to ask you about, 
about the person who is leaving the review; the reviewer. What information do you 
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look for in that person who’s leaving the review? Like what information do you get 
usually from an online reviewer? On who’s writing the review? A photo? A name? 
M: not really. For some reason... for some reason I prefer the writer to be a lady 
because I feel women are more genuine to details that I’m specific about. I think men 
are more, uhh, focused on... men eat anything, that’s 1 
H: fair enough 
M: 2, even with deliveries, food deliveries and stuff, men are just focused on “food 
was late,” “food was good,” “food was bad,” that’s it. With ladies, they give you a 
more in-depth outlook on the restaurant, you know, who was there, what was done, 
what was… and I guess for me, I feel if a lady is writing the review, it makes me at 
least a little bit comfortable if I was to compare. 
H: interesting. Where the person Is coming from; the nationality, does it matter? 
M: umm, not really. As long as the review... for example, like I said, I don’t like short 
reviews where it’s just like “food was late”, no, I’d rather the grammar used to be good 
grammar, I’d rather it be good English, you know, written well. It gives it sort of 
authenticity. If I’m going to base my review, or base my judgement on something, id 
rather it be from a source that at least I feel is authentic enough. 
H: what makes you feel that the source is authentic? 
M: if the person... if the person is, you know, whether English or Arabic, using full 
sentences, umm, using full sentences, good grammar, very descriptive 
H: do you use good sentences and good grammar? 
M: when I’m writing? I’ve never written a review in my life, but, I always make a 
point when I’m writing work emails and stuff 
H: so, you’re looking for somebody similar to you somehow? 
M: yes 
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H: so the nationality similarity doesn’t matter? 
M; it doesn’t, it doesn’t really. I mean, okay, If you put It that way, and I don’t mean 
to sound racist, but if a European person is writing it, it makes me more... uh... a bit 
more comfortable than when an Arab person is writing it 
H: and why is that? 
M: Umm, again maybe I just think of myself as a bit more towards the western world 
than I am to the Arab world. And I feel because of their culture and upbringing and 
there... Europeans normally, they don’t look at things... okay sorry, I’m going off a bit, 
but I feel at least, Arabs when they go to a place, they’re more concerned about how it 
looks, you know, whether I’m going to put this on snapchat or Instagram, you know 
this looks nice... for example, they go to a sushi place and they put up a photo, they 
don’t even realize what goes into to making the food, or what is this.. no, for you it’s 
more of I just want to go there, the food is nice, it looks good and that’s it. I feel 
Europeans are more invested... 
H: so you feel they’re more similar to you? 
M: yeah, a bit more invested in knowing things that sometimes really matter to me, 
like for example, sodium content of the food, you know, how it was cooked, you know, 
these things, you know what are the ingredients that were made. These things matter 
to me, so I think I’m a bit more inclined, more comfortable with reading personally 
from a European. 
H: what about the taste? Do you share the same taste with Europeans as well? 
M: umm, do I share the same taste with Europeans? Now that I cannot... I don’t know 
if I can answer you, because like I said, my favourite cuisine is Mexican 
H: so probably yes then? 
M: you know, Mexican is more... is found in Latin America, so it’s not... 
H: but closer to European maybe? 
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M: umm, I would say so... because if you realize, Mexicans eat more rice, a lot of 
beans, their food is usually a bit messy, okay not like European food, but like French 
cuisine or Italian cuisine that’s very neat, you know, doesn’t have a lot of, umm, grease 
in it. 
H: okay 
M: so, I think it’s a little bit of a mixture between both worlds. 
H: saying that, if the person leaving the review and the cuisine share the same 
nationality, would it affect the credibility of the review? 
M: 100% 
H: why is that? 
M: because, I feel for you to actually grab the... I don’t think eating somewhere is only 
about the food, I think it’s about the experience. And one thing that I think the UAE 
lacks is you come here and most of the people working are either from Asian descent, 
or from... like you go to Lebanese places, which is nice, and you find Lebanese waiters, 
but/and/or, Filipinos or Asians. Umm, I feel that somewhat takes from the authenticity 
of the place, because, if you’re looking for a cuisine, if I go to a Mexican cuisine, and 
I want to ask about something, and the waiter is Asian, there’s a 70% chance that 
they’re gonna go like “I need to go ask”, but then if you go like... in your uhh... I’ve 
been to places in Europe where you go to, I’ve been to Italian restaurants, I’ve been 
to, you know, Spanish restaurants, you sit there, the nice thing about it is, even 
sometimes when you don’t understand something, the waiter, who is normally from 
that country, would come and recommend 
H: yes 
M: sir, you know, can I recommend this for you, if this is a first time visit for you, can 
I recommend this for you, very nice. It makes you feel like this person knows what 
they’re talking about. I think for me credibility is very, very important.  
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H: OK, so basically you said you like Mexican cuisines, so basically if a Mexican Is 
leaving the review... 
M: definitely, 100% 




H: so Sherin Fouad today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews to decide 
where to eat out I will ask you a series of questions there is no right or wrong answer 
I am just interested in your honest opinion, I will start with asking you what type of 
restaurant or cuisine do you usually like to go to. 
S: ehh, umm, not a specific type of cuisine I would go to any even explore new places 
or to places that we usually go to all the time not a certain cuisine. 
H: can you talk me through how you decide on new places or where you get your 
recommendations from for new places. 
S: there are various sources to decide on places sometimes it’s a feedback from people 
ehhh so you just hear from your friends or somebody who tried the place or if its 
entirely a new place and you haven’t heard of it before then I would google and try an 
read some reviews on it from like people that I don’t know sometimes you find people 
with or against and then you tend to form your opinion accordingly so basically yes I 
do. 
H: interesting so when you look at online reviews what information would you look 
for in the review itself? 
S : ehh first thing I would like to see is the number of votes the place got so because 
the percentage depends on the number of people that reviewed so if I am looking at a 
review that is done by 4 or 5 people it will not really reflect exactly what the place is 
like or it won’t be like something to clarify exactly how this place is like so most 
important for me is to first look at the number of people who already reviewed the 
place and then once I see this and see that there has been a lot of reviews I start to go 
through not everybody’s opinions but at least the recent ones to figure out really what 
is the common thing about the feedback. 
H: okay and what kind of information you look for in the review? 
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S: ehh normally if it’s a restaurant you would like to look at the quality of food very 
importantly the service quality and most of the time people also comment on the time 
that it takes for serving so it counts because the delay sometimes creates frustrations 
so even if the food quality is good it’s  like something that you will be not happy 
about if you are served at a later point or so so those are mainly the three things so first 
the quality of food and the quality of service and the time of serving  
H: okay do you look at positive reviews, negative reviews? 
S: I look at both 
H: both so that will affect your choice of restaurant 
S: it does yay a, so if you see like 10 reviews 8 of them are negative and 2 are positive 
I will be reluctant to go to the place. 
H: okay interesting you started by saying how many reviewers reviewed the place is 
important now it takes me to where I would like to ask you what information you 
would look for in the reviewer himself or herself the person who is leaving the review? 
S: I don’t look at the person who is leaving the review. 
H: it wouldn’t matter who reviewed it? 
S: ehhhh no because I won’t be able to tell from an online review you will just see like 
somebody probably visiting from abroad it won’t give me much information on the 
online review its not giving you much information on people so I don’t pay attention 
to that at all to be honest. 
H: not much but sometimes you get something out of it 
S: ehhh like if it’s a holiday place or something you can only tell where these people 
were visiting from for example but nothing much 
H: where they are coming from does it matter where they are coming from in a review? 
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S: sometimes it does because sometimes if it’s like sometimes they are coming from a 
totally different culture then they might not appreciate this kind of cuisine or this kind 
of service or it could be like only that this is different from what they are used to or 
different from what they expected to get that they may give a negative feedback or the 
other way round they may give a very positive feedback just because it is something 
they are not accustom to or something that they didn’t know it existed for example or 
it’s something totally new to them ehh but in general I don’t think I would became to 
know how put the review. 
H: you wouldn’t, but saying a different culture is very interesting because as you said 
they because they are not exposed to the same culture you are exposed to so that means 
they are not kind of similar to you so if knowing that this reviewer is similar to you or 
not similar to you wouldn’t affect your decision. 
S: it should but it doesn’t  
H: interesting so it doesn’t matter whether it’s coming from Egyptians or Arab national 
or its coming from a Europe or western. 
S: no not really not to me at least 
H: not to you 
S: people are all different and I don’t expect everybody to have the same precision to 
the place or to the service or to the kind of food but at the end ya I do get somehow I 
do get affected by the number of reviews that I see would be positive or negative 
because it gives more of like general information as in general 10 people like the place 
versus 2 don’t like it then I will immediately feel the place is good let me try it at least 
then I can judge myself but if it’s like overall the majority of people have given a 
negative feedback then it tells me something for sure even though they are different 
but at least they agree on something. 
H: okay so if you visit a place based on a review and you like it or you don’t like it 
would you bother write a review about it. 
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S: ummm if they ask me for a review while I am there I will defiantly give it but online 
umm no I don’t put my reviews sometimes they ask me if I can give a review but no I 
never put anything. 
H: okay one last question if you are basically going to try an Italian restaurant and the 
recommendation comes from an Italian or Japanese and the recommendation from 
Japanese is the nationally of the reviewer the same as the origin of the cuisine would 
it make a difference to you. 
S: it would encourage me because they know their kitchen more, so if he tells me for 
example I am Egyptian and if I know Egyptian food and I can tell which one is good 
and which one is not good so if I give an advice to somebody it will be honest advice 
that it is really good because I know this kitchen a lot so if its comes from a person 
from the nationality of the cuisine. 




H: Okay Mustafa Al Geziri, today we are going to discuss how you use online reviews 
to decide where to eat out I will ask you a series of questions there is no right or wrong 
answers I am just interested on your honest opinion, I start with asking what types of 
restaurants or cuisines you usually like to go to. 
M: all types I am interested in all types of restaurants whether Asian Arabic 
international all types of restaurants I am interested to them. 
H: and if you talk me through how you usually find out about new places where do 
you get your recommendations from 
M: its mainly socially from all our friends because there is nowhere else to go to unless 
restaurants or food in this region we don’t go anywhere other than eating outside so 
socialising here in this country is by food. So normally I get to know about new places 
from friends or normally advertisements by emails. Normally you have here in Abu 
Dhabi what’s on Abu Dhabi for example this I get some information of it. 
H: through emails interesting, if you get the information how do you basically check 
the credibility or how would you know if it’s a good place or not because these are 
basically pay pads 
M : look checking credibility unless if you have some of your friends tried it so you 
have a trusted source out of your friends you come to know through them or its either 
by trial so we find a new place looks like from the photos we are seeing getting by 
emails makes an interest to go and visit so we try it or I get through my friends other 
than that I have a doubt. 
H: do you touch on online reviews for example  
M: sometimes if the photos really attract my attention so I go further and I check how 
the atmosphere how the seating area whether it’s a casual place or whether it’s a what 
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you call it a formal place ehh and then if there are some reviews about it I just go 
through then I go try. 
H: so what kind of information you look for in the review itself other than the photo 
in the text of the review  
M: I look about first of all is it international one or is it a chain it not something that 
somebody created locally although some of the local ones are also good I look on to 
what is the atmosphere of the restaurant itself they are writing if they are having a 
program if it has smoking place is it dry restaurant serving alcohol is it open air are 
they emmm if there are in the review people are mentioning its positive or negative 
points about the place I also read about it and at then whether they are writing positive 
or negative whether I am going to trust it or not at the end like to go and try. 
H: so both ways will affect your personal intentions or your choice of restaurant, I 
would like now to take you the interviewer the person who is leaving the review the 
reviewer so what kind of information you look for in the reviewer himself or herself 
M : the reviewer who already put the review for the place okay normally I don’t go 
behind the reviewer but I check the rate of the reviewer so some of the reviewers for 
example if I got to eBay ya if you are buying something so you go trusting the one you 
are buying from sometimes they put rating for the reviewer so if the rating is high I 
somehow not 100 % trusted fully but at least that I get the information on how they 
rate the reviewer so it’s a high rate more or less any human being if see the high rate 
more or less it will attract my interest the place. 
H: it doesn’t matter where they come from? 
M: no…no because they use the place whether he is Arab international whether he is 
I don’t care 
H: so, if it’s an Arab national or western recommending this Italian or Indian restaurant 
it wouldn’t make a difference,  
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M: no…no 
H: this will take me to another questions if you are going to an Italian restaurant and 
the recommendation comes from Italian or Japanese coming from Japanese so if the 
recommender comes from the same cuisine origin would it make any difference to you 
would it affect you 
M: yes especially if we are talking about Italian rest a lot of people here claim that this 
restaurant is Italian but actually it’s not they are doing the concept by themselves but 
if an Italian visited and tried the place and it’s an Italian re and he gives a positive 
recommendation that means that you are going to a real Italian place so it gives more 
credit to this review same also Japanese.  
H: so, it goes the same all the way, so does it affect your personal intentions  
W: of course, then I will be more attempted to go and try the place  
H: since you are saying this and initially you said it doesn’t matter where they come 
from you just look for positive reviews or for whoever is the reviewer  
M: but this gives you more credit because the guy or whoever the reviewer was from 
the same region of the rest itself and he tried it gives more credit that you trusted more 
you can get to. 
H: so, from now you maybe you will start looking for the actual reviewer. 
M: I can but look also I am Egyptian and if I got to Italian restaurant and I visited Italy 
and I visited a lot and I tried their cuisines if I am giving a positive review about an 
Italian restaurant here and I am from the other direction that Egyptian might now I will 
also use it ya if somebody really use it nobody will come and write this place is very 
good I recommendation to go a visited and its not a good place because there are people 
who really likes to write the exact experience of the place they visited and its not just 
for the sake of getting anything out of it for putting positive reviews for nothing it’s 
the persons own opinion and experience when he tries the place. 
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H: perfect if you go and try a rest based on a recommendation or online review would 
you bother and write a review. 
M: I normally do I do it ya and I do put a clear onion if I like it I put it why and if I 
don’t like it I put also the negative point 




H: Wael Azooz thank you for coming today. We are going to discuss how you use 
online reviews to decide where to eat out I will ask you a series of questions there is 
no right or wrong answers I am just interested on your honest opinion, I start with 
asking what types of restaurants or cuisines you usually like to go to. 
W: it’s for me Italian and the far eastern one is most favourite to eat out so these are 
the main tow the Lebanese not that often even though it’s part of our Mediterranean 
culture but is more of the Italian and far eastern ones the Thai and Chinese. 
H: can you talk me through how you usually find out about new places where do you 
get your recommendations from 
W : yes sure so I mean I work in Dubai so Dubai have a wider variety of restaurants 
more than the one you get to see in Abu Dhabi so within an expatriate community 
people would recommend first of all that would be the first line of interaction of saying 
okay fine a new Italian restaurant a new French restaurant has opened up and then you 
get the name so the first thing that you do is you go Googling so you get your first 
reference of saying that the guy say ya, it’s nice restaurant it’s a good food quality you 
pay for what you get and then you go and google it to find out more about the place 
the venues the timing the entire and then you look at the menu so just like to see what 
you can choose from and then lastly you go down if you see the reviews are important 
because some people put few things that can tick you of and say no…no I am not going 
there could be small things could be big things ehh waiting time right better book 3 4 
days before so that if you just need to go tonight then there is no way right so you just 
take it off your list and then you know that maybe I could at a different stage if you 
have people and you are better planned then you can do it and then obviously the 
timing the timing of how much food can come on plates some restaurants can take 45 
to 50 minutes usually. It’s 15 to 20 minutes, so if you are sitting and on your own just 
having a quick dinner or quick bite you cannot just wait for 50 minutes just looking at 
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your phone texting and chatting so 20 to 25 minutes is accepted but people then start 
saying okay fine I took us an hour to get our food ehh then you take it out of your list 
things that you always scan across when you are looking at those and then you just 
start weighing out of your file its suitable for tonight maybe later never and so on so. 
H: okay so, is this all you look for in the review itself or you are looking for more 
information in their review in the text of the review 
W: I mean generally people when they put reviews they would go in first of all good 
experience bad experience ehh so that’s the first variety ya and then you go about the 
quality of the food timing and that’s it I think ya these are the main ones you are 
looking at ummm and then the taste becomes a personal matter right because mine is 
totally different than yours people like the spicy stuff. 
H: very interesting, what would make you decide that your taste is different than mine. 
W: ummmm spicy not everyone like spicy food. 
H: do you eat spicy food? 
W: I eat. 
H: I eat spicy food too so how would you relate that we are similar or not similar how 
would you establish similarity  
W: ummm I don’t think you would be able easily similarity between the personalities 
ehh unless people become explicitly on a point that ticks you off let’s say for instants 
the final end of the food quantity right some people would like to say okay fine the 
food was enough in the plate qualified enough right a person with a 120 kgs I 
completely different than a person with 60 kgs ehh some of them will tell you  it’s 
spicy but what’s the level of spicy right you cannot eat all the far eastern spicy food 
uhhhh if you look at Sri Lanka no way you can eat it it’s all spicy but the level of spicy 
so its quiet relative umm relative to the person and where he is coming from so it’s 
very difficult to decide on what the food will look like by the end and that’s also and 
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that’s the experience you get when you walk in so but apart from that you get the main 
common factors that will come 
H: so, the reviews will usually affect your choice affect your personal intentions 
W:  somehow yes  
H: okay  
W: and especially from whom it’s coming from  
H: okay this is why 
W: I think it’s very important to qualify also when people look you look at the name 
of the person putting the review and try to kind bench mark it to where it’s their original 
background or where they are coming from to start say okay fine I take this one a pinch 
of salt so let’s say for instance you are going for an Italian restaurant right and you see 
one Italian guy says this is the best Italian food here in the UAE and you just like know 
that this is compared to Italian restaurants that you would have been if you would’ve 
been to Italy but okay its very similar to that you will not go google the person 
personality history whether he is coming north or south and where he is coming from 
what is he doing at least you get to say there is an impact coming down from the fact 
that those guys are I wouldn’t say creditable but  
H: you can  
W: but you can establish a kind of a reference  
H: so, you establish creditability or and preference, okay so what information you will 
look for in the reviewer itself so you said where they come from that would include 
their culture maybe or nationality 
W: nationality  
H: nationality  
W: nationality I mean if I tell you let’s say Pargiaro Porter, I am not picking up  
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H: no, its fine 
W: but what I am saying is okay fine if Pargiaro would come and talk about a far 
eastern restaurant it could well be it would work fine because you know that they are 
coming from this type of kitchen that is coming through if they say it’s a good one it 
means that they coordinate it to the Indian more which would work because if you like 
the Indian food it means its fine its within but I wouldn’t take the words of an Indian 
person for an Italian restaurant right because you place a bet 50 50 right it’s a 50 50 
bet you can have  
H: so, it does make a difference to you or it matters to you correct me if I am wrong if 
the recommender comes from the same cuisine origin  
W: obviously  
H: okay if it’s a different if you are talking about an Italian restaurant and the 
recommendation comes because we spoke about nationality if it comes from middle 
eastern ehh recommender would it affect your choice  
W: ehhh I don’t think it would affect either way I will just like read more not towards 
the quality of the food but what’s in it more towards the rest ticking boxes right of 
course if you say a middle eastern guy talking about French and saying that the food 
was enough it means that it’s a big volume right because by nature the French 
restaurants are giving you samples for us right it is not enough right. 
H: so, it wouldn’t make a difference still  
W: not it would but I am saying its partially available right so it depends on the contents 
of the discussion or what he is putting as a comment its mainly what you will go and I 
don’t think there will be much more than the price the quantity of food the taste and 
the time it takes to get your food and obviously the overall environment of the 
restaurant right so you are going mainly for the dish and the surrounding and you just 
need to enjoy your time right you don’t want to be spending an hour and a half waiting 
and the waiter is not giving you the attention that’s exactly what you don’t want to be 
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and then when it comes to the dish the dish itself it’s a matter of its personal taste by 
the end but you tick 80 % of the box if you hear that the place is nice great very 
welcoming the prices are reasonable umm you don’t have to wait for too long just pre 
book half an hour or an hour before but it ticks most of the boxes and then you come 
to the taste part of it you take it as a kind of …. 
H: okay let me ask you the same question otherwise if the recommendation comes 
from a western would it affect your choice  
W: no 
H: it wouldn’t? 
W: it’s irrelevant from the nationality when it comes to let’s face it right not every 
western would be having the best taste or a similar taste as you have right I would rely 
more towards 
H: cause you keep saying similar and similarity I am just trying to point out  
W: ya, similarity would come from where if an Italian speaks about Italian restaurant 
its fine if Indian speaks about far eastern restaurant its more or less fine but if an 
American speaks about a French restaurant I wouldn’t take it into consideration right 
because it’s a totally different cultures far away from each other it won’t give a kind 
of good reference  
H: lets imagine you have this review on Japanese restaurant and then you have 
different recommendation none of them is Asian basically you get recommendations 
from middle eastern you get recommendations from Americans or western background 
reviewers which one would matter to you more and why 
W: none 
H: none they are all the same 
W: ya, exactly they are all the same 
H: it doesn’t matter 
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W: ya, specifically it depends on which kitchen you are talking about would make a 
big difference right  
H: okay so you would basically more put this on the same  
W: it’s just to avoid the kind of disturbance or the noise around it right it very quickly 
to scan it you figure out some of the names that would be standing out right and then 
the rest would be just like okay fine let’s see what they are talking about and if there 
are 20 reviews its totally different than when you see 1 or 2 reviews if you see that 
there are too many people are putting 20 or 30 reviews majority are good it means its 
good but if 1 or 2 people are just putting and its 50 50 then it’s just like difficult to find 
out. 
H: okay if you visit a restaurant based on a recommendation or based on online reviews 
and you like it or dislike it would you be bother to add a review  
W: no, I don’t put reviews 
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